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of

The Ladies of the First Baptist Society
will bold a Strawberry Festival iu their
Vestry, Car. of Wilmot and Cougreiia Sit,
Oil Thursday Evening, June 37,
Strawberries and Cream, lee Cream, Coffee and
Cake for sale. Adint.uion Free.
ju25d3t*

Matinee Saturday,
2 1-2 P. M.
EVENT !

FASHIONABLE

GRAND combination of

Favorites !

Boston

WHICH INCLUDES

CHARLES BARKOV,
for many year3 Leading Favorite at the Boston

‘gvA; fd

and @aid

Mu-

MRS. THOS.
Favorite Leading Actress of the Boston Theatre,
1) JT. IVInguiuuis,
Charles Allen.
Frank (J Cotier,
MLnrk iTI
Price,
II A. Cripps,
J. W. Hague,
Mrs. ML. A. Pennoyrr,
J. B. Sullivan,
Mns JEinma Sui’ley,
Mrs. V. Ij. Allen,
the

The

Fittoo tib
and will carry
Builder*, at

March 11th, 1878.

je25

For two small families, without young
children, over Jewett Bros’ store, corner of Middle and India street
Sebago
water; SIS per month. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
d3w*
je!3

RESORTS!

on corner of Brown
rooms 518 Congress St.

ROOMS

House,

CASCO BAY AT 9.30 A. M,

jel3dtf

accompanied by
CHANDLERS FULL BAND.
After which will land at Little Diamond Island,
whfre Chowder, Coffee, IceCream and other Retreshmellts may be obtained. There will be Staging by

the schools with the Bandaccomuplnment. All are requested to bring taonpel Hymai. This is expected to be the best Excursion of the season.
Ticket*—Adults 35 cents. Children under 15 Year* 15 cents* and can be had ot Sunday School officers and at the Boat on the morning.

d6t

jel4

SUITE

repaired and refurnished throughout.
OlIS KALER, Prop’r.
P. O. address, Oak Hill.

SEASIDE RESORT.

will reopen July
GEORGE ALLEN,

OCEANIC

1st.

To Let.
house No. 16 High St., between Danforth and

Proprietor.

THEYork.

HOUSE,

MRS. R. T. STERLING,

mylliltt

To Let.

THIS

isfactory.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Accountant and Notary Public.
CEO. C. CODUAN,-Office No. IM Mid-

EOV26dly6m*

die fillreet. Portland.

known
MISSION
the

janTdtf

This House was greatly
and is now one of the

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 83 Exchange

OandiomeU arid Beit Appointed Houses
ou the Sfa-Coast.

Real

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS
CITY OF PORTLAND.

\y. XV.

uim/viuO) V/HJ

iiiaiouaii

tily of Portland.
TVTOTICE is hereby given that the “Jciut Standing
Committee on Laying out New Streets,” to
whom was referred the petition of Frank Simonds
that a part of Federal street on the northwest side
thereof, from India to Hancock streets, be discontinued ; said committee will meet at junction of Federal and India streets, on WEDN ESDA ¥, the twen
ty-sixth instant, at 3 o’clock P. M., to hear all parties interested and then determine and adjudge if
public convenience requires that that part of Federal
street should be discoutinued, and if they should to
adjudge will then and there discontinue that part of
Federal street and fix the damages as required by

il

M. M. BUTLER,
)
JAMES E. HAbELTINE, | Committee
ISAAC D. CUSHMAN,
!
on
ALBERT SMITH,
f Laying out
ISAAC HAMILTON,
| New Streets.
JACOB W. ROBINSON, J

jel8

those

remote from

Washington.

For Sale

PRICES FOR THE SEASON.

8 ECl I' KliD
We refer to officials In the Patent Office, and to
rtmmor. in every Bute In the Union.
& ^

Opposite'Patent Office, Washington, D.C,
<111
no24

Exchange.

Goods

regardless of profit, and in many
name

a

cases

few below.

way below cost.

Our Famous Iron Clad Suits

$1.25

-

Sizes 3 to 10, Jacket and Pants Combined-

Waists, age 3

Shirt

to

Suits

The above is

a

25 Cents

10,
50 Cents

reduced
age 8 to

on a

Dollar

our show windows too

from

12,

$4.00

to

long.

$2.25

...

3.00

few of llie many great bargains that we now offer.

THE PUBLIC "MUST REMEMBER

or

10 lbs. daily
“
15 «
«
20 “

*

Our Linen

Dusters at $1.00

Traveling

OUR OVERALLS AT 20 GENTS!

to Let.

SPRAY HOUSE, at Old Orchard Beach.
Inquire of A. DAME, at Depot, E. D. NOR97
TON, Exchange Street. Portland, or G, W. SAWIN, Union Hotel, Watertown, Mass.

OCEAN

$6.00

*

8.00
10.00

....

je20

Icc will bo delivered earlier than Jane 1, and later
than Oct. 1,
the same rates.
Any customer leaving town will be entitled to a
proper reduction.
Customers not needing Ice the full season can he
supplied by the month or wees at the following

10 lbs. daily, per monVh,
“
“
“
15 “
“
“
“
“
20
“
10 “
per week,

our

weekly

NORRIS G. CURTIS,
ARTHUR H. SOULE.

myldtf

Under Preble House,

on

Ocean

jel8

SMALL. No IB Plum street, or F.
BAILEY & CO., Exchange street.
je3

0.
dtf

For Sale In Dcering..
and a half miles from Portland, the residence of Mr. A. \V. Longfellow, consisting of
6 4-10 acres of land, in grass, fruit and woods. Cot; tage house containing 14 rooms, including bath room.
! Also barn, caniage house and woodshed. Fine view
i and the location unsurpassed either for a residence,
i public institute or for house lots. Apply to
JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange street,

ONE

COOPER’S

i

je6

d3w

New House and Stable for Sale in

WINDLASSES. For

Dcering.
and Sitting-room, (with
maible mantel each,) IHniug-room and KilchHOUSE
and five
contains Parlor

sale

Jos.

by

!

Bradford, 158 Fore St,

je20

HORSES.
SALE
HI

STABLE,

FRANKLIN

RUFUS

STREET.

RAID.
dlf

aprll

finished in good style;
also, a good garden. «V very pleasant location.
Can look all over Portlgpd from the first floor.
L. J. PEKKINS,
489 Congress Street, Portland.
my25dtf

jt*

AUBBYds

J4

to

0„ Portland P.O,

all

For Sale 2
The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth 8t. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ol the city. The best bargaiu
in the inarbet this season.

Apply
July3!

Vaults Cleaned
• ND taken ont at short notice, irom
cord or S3 a load, bv addressing

sleeping-rooms,

en,

IN

on

the

premises.
J. it. AVERILE.
dtf

House ior Sale,
Western part of city, a New House containing
all the modem improvements, inquire at this

office.

Congress St., Portland.
dtf

Street.

One and one-half story house, with
stable, large lot of land, with fruit
House contains 9
trees, good garden.
rooms, all iluished, and In good repair,
cemented
with
line cellar,
floor, and
large cistern. Buildiugs built within 12
at
a
be
sold
Will
bargain.
years.
For particulars inquire of OEO. A.

2.00
2.50
35

would call particular attention to

We

Peering,

In

$1.50

•

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

dtf

FOR SALE

prices:

n. Benton.

Irredeemable paper money “converts the
business of society into n mere lottery; and
when the collapse comes, as come it most,
it casts laborers out of employment, crashes
manufacturers
nod merchants and
rnina thousands of honest,
indnstrions
citizens.”
JAMES BUCHANAN.

“Such a medium (irredeemable paper money,) has always been liable to fluctuation. Its
value is constantly changing; and these
changes, often great and suddeD, expose individuals to great loss, are the source of ruinous speculations, and destroy all confidence
between man and man.”—Chitf Justice Mar“A return to specie payments nl the earlipossible period compatible with due regard to all interests concerned, should ever
be kept in view. Flnctnations in the value
of currency are always injurious, and to
reduce these fluctuations to the lowest possible point will always be a leading purpose in wise legislation.
Convertibility,
prompt and certain convertibility into
coin is acknowledged to be the best and
surest safeguard against them.
est

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,

"The loss which America has sustained, since
pestilential effects of irredeemable paper money, on the necessary confidence between men, on the necessary confidence in
the public councils, on the industry and morals of
the people and on the character of republican government, constitute an enormous debt against the
the peace, from the

otherwise than

expiated
by a voluntary sacrifice on the
can

be

of justice of the power which has been the
strirment cf it.—James Madison.

ar

no

alia-

aukdtf

obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
Europe, at reduced rales. With our principal
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the

and

United Stoics Paten t Office, we are able to attend to all
Patent Business with greater promptness and despatch
and less cost, than other patent attorneys, who are at a

distance from Washington, and who have, therefore,
employ associate attorneys.” We make prelim-

to

'"Vary examinations and furnish opinions as to pair
entability, free of charge, and all who are interested

in
a

new

invited to send for
Guide for obtaining Patentswhich

inventions and Patents are

copy of our

is sent free to any address, and contains complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
matter. We refer to the German-American Natitnal
Bank, Washington, 1). C.; the Royal Swedish, Norlion.
at
wegian, and Danish
Joseph Casey, late Ch ief Justice U. S. Courtof Claims;
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent Office, and to Senators and Members of Congressfrom evei'y State.

Legations,

Washington;

'Address: LOIJIS BAGGER & Co., Solicitor*
qf Patents and Attorneys at Law, Le Droit Building|
Washington, 1>. C.
_

I'URNITIJRE.
We will tell Common, Medium and fine Furniture,
and throughout the season as low as can be purchased in New England, and keep a stock two or
three times larger than can be found in Portland to
select from. Furniture made to order and repaired.
Drapery aud Decorative Work made in the most satisfactory manner. Don’t buy till our goods have
been seen and prices obtained.
now

Tlie most convenient place in the
to purchase your Coal is at
RANDALL
&
MCALLISTER’S
new office. No
78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Office.
dti

Any One Wishing to
lots in Forest City Cemetery will find

the superintendent at
PURCHASE
WEDNESDAY P.

tery,

to 5

on

o’clock.

jel2d3w

Walter Corey & Co.,
28 FREE STREET.

his office at the Ceme
M, of each week, from 2

S. C RUNDLETT Supt.

Notice.
persons arc hereby forbidden harboi ing or
trusting my wife, Elva Almeda Jackson on my

ALL
account

I shall pay no bills of her contracting
date.
J. Q. JACKSON.
Windham, June 16,18(8
je25dlt&w3w26*
as

alter this

dti

1

city

ocl9

disbursements to repel it ;
avoiding likewise the accumulation of
debt, not only by shunning occasions of
expense, but by vigorous exertions in lime
of peace to discharge the debit which unavoidable wars may have occasioned, not
ungenerously throwing npon posterity the
burden which we ourselves ought to bear.
GEORGE WASHINGTON,
not* greater

“The very

man

ot all others

who

has the

deepest interest in a sound currency, and
who suffers most by mischievous legislation in
money matters, is the man who earns his daily bread by his daily toil. A depreciated currency, sudden changes of prices, paper money
falling between morning and noon, and falling still lower between noon and night, these
things constitute the very harvest time of speculators, and of the whole race of those who are
at once idle and crafty. * * * A disordered currency is one of the greatest political
evils. It undermines the virtues necessary for
the support of the social system, and encourages propensities destructive to its hnppir.ess.
It wars against industry, frugality and economy, and it fosters the evil spirits qf extravagance and speculation. Of all the contrivances for cheating the
laboring classes of
mankind, none has been more effectual than
that which deludes them with paper money.
This is the most effectual of inventions to fertilize the rich man’s fields by the sweat of the
poor man’s brow. Ordinary tyranny, oppression, excessive taxation, these bear lightly upon the mass ot the community, compared with
fraudulent currencies and the robberies committed by depreciated paper.”—Daniel
Wphat.p.r

The York Greenbackers
The Greenback County Convention at Alfred yesterday goes to show that the new
National party has, despite its high pretentions, already fallen under the control of the

professional politicians.

June 1st to October 1st

your

inations free of charge
advise as to paAll cortentability
Prices
confidential.
low, AND
respondence strictly
CllAtt«-K tNIxKSN PATENT 18
NO

Children’s

i ’

us

and

Onr

Reduction !

Great

same

SEVERAL

or
a mode
desketch or
vice; we make exam-

d

the

desirable and well located houses in
the city—will sell low or exchange for good
larms. Inquire ot JOHN C. PROCTER, je2td3w

designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assignments, Interferences eu.

are

Witness

House ior Sale.

vices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,

who

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS.

a

A nice House with modern improvements,
pleasantly situated on one of the best
ULstreets in the Western part of the city. InW. C. COBB,
quire ot
28 and 30 Pearl Street.
je21 tf

Sl-OO.

LIISnEItsr FAUTS

very

A obtained for mechanical de-

moro

Can’t be bought in AMERICA less than $12.00.

a new

or

arc

Handsome Worsted Suits $8.50.

Blouse

on
St.
Congress St.,
Portland. Apply to WM, HAGGETT, 777 Congress
St., Portland, Me.
je25dlw*

Also

tents

dlw*

For Sale

and

gulf
which separated Dives from Lazarus.—Thom-

ns

every word we say. We have too many goods and
determined to sell them.

first-class COTSchool Suits,
8th St. Also
ONTAGE, situated
HOUSE,
ahd house lots
Cumberland

Exaiiiiuation ol Teachers.
rffVHE Committee on Examination of Candidates
X for Teachers of the Public Schools of Portland
will hold a session at the High School Building, on
Persons dethe first day of July next, at 10 a. m.
sirous of positions as teachers in the public schools,
not having taught in the city the past year, whether
holding certificates or not, must present themselves
for examination as above.
THOMAS TASH,
Superintendent of Schools.
Portland, June 4, 1878.
je5ld

secured by us.
Being
the Patent Of| opposite
lice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Patpromptly and with broader claims than

mean

Slightly Shop Worn by remaining in

779

dtd

nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be

We

Kilt Suits at

100 Main Street, Biddeford, Maine,

on

and the poor poorer, to multiply nabobs
paupers, and to deepen and widen the

source of strength
-*-t
security, cherish public credit. One
method of preserving it is to use it as
sparingly as possible; avoiding occasions
of expense by cnltivating peace, but remembering also that timely disbursements
to prepare for danger frequently prevent

$16.23.

TO

$13.37

FEOM

FORJSALE.
of the best farms in the State of Maine. 100
of land, good comfortable buildings,
thrifty young orchard. 20 [acres of smooth intervale
and in one mowing field, tree Irom rocks. The owner wishes to leave the State and will sell for only
$400, if applied for before July 4th. For further
particulars inquire of

For Sale.
Old Orchard Camp ground,

It (paper money) tends to aggravate the
inequality <J fortunes) lasnaka thu r],-h >iV1,

s«

that atiunliy cost

will sell Suits

We

acres

1878.

Marshal’s Office,

OWNERS

we

to be sold

9IRS. A. 91. BICKFORD.

Portland.

Jum 22, 1878.
ot Hackney Carriages are hereby rej
quested to present their teams lor inspection,
and to receive their licenses and inspection cai jg for
tbe year commencing July 1, 1878, at the Marshal’s
Office MONDAY, July 8th, troin 9 to '12 a. m. anq
from 2 to 6 ’clock p. m.

3400.

ONE

Je25__d tjy20
City

only $6.50!

All Wool Black Cheviot Suits

dtf

Je25

ALEXANDER HAMILTON.

accumulation of guilt which

WHITE VESTS 95 CENTS I
nolSdtf

Estate. 3794 Congress Street.

Sabbath.

aay

States chargeable with this unadvised measure,
which must remain unsatisfied, or rather it is an

Only 10 Suits in this Lot, all Wool.

desirable frent room, with large alcove.
upon same floor. Apply at
606 CONGRESS ST.

.$IOOO

OWNERS

ot

85.00 !

ONLY

In-

ments, suit of parlors with marble mantels, open
grate, bath room finished in ash and black walnut,
wash bowls, hot and cold water in bath room, chambers and kitchen, cemented cellar, &c.
Price only
$4600, and liberal terms of payment. Rent $450 per
water.
to
Apply
including
year
F. G. PATTERSON, 379J Congress Street,

City Marshal’s Office.
June 22, 1878.
of Trucks, Drays, WagoDs. Carts oi
oilier vehicles which shall be used iu this city
for the conveyance from place to place, within the
city, ot wood, coal, lumber, stone, bricks, sand, clay,
gravel, dirt, rubbish, goods, ware:?, furniture, merchandise, building mateiial or any other article or
thing whatsoever, are hereby requested to present
their teams ror inspection and to ieceive their licenses
and numbers tor tbe year commencing July 1, 1878,
at the Marshal's office, from tbe 9th to the 20th ot
J ulv, 1878
A failure to comply with this notice will
subject the delinquent to a penalty.
C. K. BRlbGES, Citv Marshal.

City

BONA-FIDE!

Suits that cost $10.00 and $12.25

New Modern Style House on Congress Street for Sale or to JLct.
Two story house No. 816 Congress street, between
Vaughan and Ellsworth, 8 rooms, modern improve-

8. B. GUNNISON.

1878.

QIIITQ

OUMO

BONA-FIDE!

BONA-FIDE!

room

FOR

are

and

LT d'A V I? V to lean on firet clas8 Real Estate
E-i i Security, in Portland, or viJlv/
cinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in

enlarged the last season,

je17d2w

Men’s
Suits.

We have taken every broken lot of suits in our stock and put the
knife way into them- The prices we now ask will surprise and
please the closest buyers.

REAL ESTATE.

Resort 'will open

the

Men’s
Suits.

worth $10.00 and in regular sizes from 35 to 44.

dtf

Bath
AVERY

OAK H1EE, HE,

on

pounds.

libii,) iibvium been leased
will be let, on most reasonable

jul

by ». VOUNO A CO., Practical Horse
Shoer«*it04 Federal St. Price SI .50 a set

All Wool Vests I

re-

To be Rented.

Beach,

Closed to Transient Visitors

!

"Aichuh

TWO
marll

Tuesday, June 18th.

Street.

J.

To Let.
Tenements on Clark Street, No. IT.
quire of JOHN SWEETS1R, 5 Neal Streat.

ATLANTIC HOUSE,

Horse Shoeing.

good
H. REED,

all in

seven rooms

Lectures, Concerts, Sociables, Meetings,
Suppers, Fairs, &c. Apply at the Hall, opposite
Casco Engine House.
R. M. BARTON.
aplGeodtf

West Harpswell, Maine.

Tins favorate Sea-side
for tlie Season of 1878, on

Following

This includes sizes to fit men who weigh 325
Every vest selling from 50 ccuts to $1 25 below cost.

terms for

CHECKliET HOUSE ntJLibby’s
Front’*
Neck,
Neck
formerly
Scnrboro Beach, Mniue, Will be
June
1878.
I5ib,
opened
This new and commodious house offers
I
unequaied advantages for transient and summer
sea side
retreat.
boarders at this well-known
Splendid sea and shore views. Superior fishing and
sailing. Still and surf bathing free from undertow.
Post office address, Oak Hill.
MRS. T. B. FOSS.
my8d3m

WM. A. OUNCE, Room 11, Prlotei-,’
Exchange, No. til Exchange St.
No. 35 Plan

the

All sizes from 35 to 48.

HAIiL, Williams* Block, (formerly

undersigned,

by

3.20 p. m.
Leave Falmouth Hotel for Ocean House at 9 a. m.
and 5 p. m., Preble House at 9.05 a. m. and 5.05 p. m.
Fare 75 cents. Baggage extra.
je7dlm

K1IA laid A SHACK FORD,
Street.

on

All Wool Vests I

Woodford’s Corner.

h»

bine to make it as a summer resort the most delightConnected
ful to be found on tbe coast of Maine.
For
with tbe House is a livery and boarding stable.
A. J. MERRIMAN,
rooms and board address

Book Binders.

Rest

HALL TO LET.

the most beautiful sheet of water jn the

From
world, viz., Casco Bay, with its 3G5 islands.
any of its windows a view can be obtained, that for
American
is
unsurpassed
on
the
coaBt,
beauty
Harpswell iB situated 15 mile* from Portland, with
steamboat.connections with that and other points.
Also connected by daily mail stages with Brunswick.
Its excellent facilities ior boating, bathing and fishing
together with its romantic drives and walks all com-

Scarboro

Horse Railroad in Woodfords

pair. Enquire
my4dtf

Mansion House, and just north of the steamboat landing, stands on a sightly location, and contains 45
well-furnished rooms. Its verandas overlook the
broad Atlantic on the ono side while from the other

ON

Copies of the plans can be seen at the-office of
Chas. H. Kimball aud plans and specifications at my
office.
GEO. A. WILSON, for Committee.
South Paris, June 20, 1878.
je20d9t

line of

on

Corner containing
HOUSE
of

SEASON OF 1878.

SEALED

Eyes

50 Cent Overalls for 20 cents.
$1.00 Pants, double and twist, only 50 cents.
$1.25 Vermont Grey Pants, 88 cents,
$2.50 Grey Striped Cassimere Pants, $1.50.
Pure Blue Flannel Pants, worth $4.00. now $2.75.

ONE Enquire of

HOTEL, which has just been completed on
Harpswell Meek, near tbe site of the old

je7eod2m*

Let Your

the beBt offices on Exchange Street.
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.,
No. 46 Exchange Street.

of

of any country, for its depreciation always
falls upon the laborer.—Andrew Jackson.

as

AMAZING TUMBLE IN EVERYTHING.

TO LET.

A. JT. IIERRIIIAIV, PROPRIETOR.

seen

ASTONISHING CUT IN TESTS.

CONVENIENT

je20dlw*Proprietress.

be

GREAT SLAUGHTER IN PANTALOONS.

Small Tenements to Let.
for small families; Sebigo water
and good sewerage.
Apply to E. J. WHITNEY at this office, or W. H. GONANT at P. & R. R.
office, near Grand Trunk Station.
my22dtt

for permanent and transient guests

open
WILL
June 20.

JONAS W. CLARK,
558 Congress Street.

je5dtf

Portland Harbor.

Peak’s Island,

on Congress St.,
Apply to L. TAYje8dtf

the park, No. 335.
ONEorpositstret
Wharf.

LOR, High

and after SUNDAY, June 9th, the Ocean
House Coach will run as follows:
Leave Ocean House for Portland at 7.30 a. m. and

PROPOSALS will be received at the
office of the undersigned in South Paris until
five o’clock P M. on SA L'URDAY, the 29th day of
June, A. D. 1878, for famishing the materials and
erecting the Odd Fellows’ Block at South Paris ac
cording to the plans and epecilications of Charles H.
Kimball, Architect.
The right is reserved to reject all proposals not sat-

dtf

To Let.
file.

A paper currency is a great curse to
any
people and a particular curse to the laborer

shall.

of the most desirable rents

popular resort

On our tables July 1st we take stock. A superhuman effort is now
™«<ie to reduce it st least OiKE-HALF before the Inventory is taken.

Ad-

jel2

OTTAWA HOUSE,

This

READY-MADE CLOTHING

on

Stable To Let.
Situated in the western central part [of city.
dress L. K. T., Daily Press Office.

dim

PROPOSALS.

TO CONTRACTORS.

of rooms

second floor; plenty of sunlight, air and water. Heat and gas furnished.
Also one room on third floor. References exchanged.

OCEAN HOUSE COACH.

PROPOSALS.

and Congress St Also
Also small house on

ELBR1DGE GERRY,
59 High St.

to

will propose to create it by legerdemain tricks
with paper.”—Thomas Jefferson.

certain to be abused, that the wisdom of
the government will be shown by never
■rusting it.elf w th so seducing and dangerous a power.”

PLEASANT ROOMS TO LET.

This favorite and popular Seaside resort
will be reopened June 7tb, for the reception
of guests for the season of 1878. Thoroughly

can

SATURDAY, JUNE 29,

Apply

Evkby regular attache of thePBUss is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by
Stanley T.
Fallen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

“Paper emissions by the government
a nature ao liable to
nbaae, I may

Rooms and House to Let,
Preble St.

We do not read anonymous etters and commnnl
cations. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for
publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or
preserve communications that are not used.

of

IMMENSE REDUCTIONS IN SUITS.

or Hair Dresser.

Two Tenements.

SCARBOEO BEACH.

)e8dtf

OF

OVER

Street,

Cushing’* Island, Portland,

Thousand Dollars Worth

Dressmaker,

a

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 26.

__

Forty-Seven

hook store, corner Oak and Congress Sts.
Six rooms, gas and Sebago water.
Also a nice rent on Brackett St.
WM. H. JERRIS, 1 Caboon Block.
je!5d2w«

Opened Jane 18,1878.

STEAMER FOREST CITY
for a grand Excursion in

for

Tailor,

Harpswell House.
The Methodist Societies and Sunday Schools of
Portland will leave Boston Steamer Wharf on

rear

Bent

Good

apr24tnovl

Kirkwood

in the role of PADDY MILES, with his
IRISH SONGS J
BUDGET OF

Union Methodist

A

press.

“Capital may ba produced by iHdustry and
accumulated by economy, but only jugglers

SOME THREE WEEKS EARLIER THAN USUAL 1

with Sebago

tenement containing five
rooms.
Enquire at 23 Mayo at.
je21dttO. L. PETTENG1LL.

JAMES CUNNINGHAM.

SUMMER

rooms

To I^tPLEASANT

the

so

VERRILL, 205 Middle st.
Je21dtf.

Agent for the Petfengill Iron Chimney Cap. Orders for all kinds of Masonry promptly attended to.
All work done by me wairanted to give satisfaction.

MAGUINNIS,

GrRAKTE)

No. 33 State Street, 9

and gas. App'v at office of
HOUSE
BYRON 1).

Builder,

P^tland April 23, 1878.

usual

To Let for §300.

jleclS_[_W&Stf
Congress

our

change street.je21(I3w

Business solicited trom any in need of assistance on
their accounts.
Special attention given to adjustment of
complicated acconnta.
Would take charge of one or more sets of accounts
permanently. Terms reasonable.
Orders left at 760 Congress street, or 28 Exchange
street, or by mail, promptlv attended to.

THE LIMERICK KOI !

POPULAR PRICES—Reserved Seats 75
cents; Admission 50 and 35 cent6.
Seats at the Box Office three days in advance.
Doors open at 7.30, begins at 8.je25d5t

of Atlantic and
11 rooms, bath
Will be let for one, two or
room, Sebago and Gas
three years on very favorable terms to good reliable
parties. Inquire of JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Excorner

con»ainiDg

X

AOOOTTX TAXT.

which will introduce the Favorite Comedian

H. A. M’Glenen.Manager
Charles Allen...Stage Manager

new house ou the
rpiIE
Monument streets

*marlldly

227

The last straw has been added and the camel’s back is broken. Owto the above scries ol miscalculations we are obliged to announce

ing

dlw

To Let.

D. II. BARNES,

Residence

COLD, RAW, EAST WINDS, and RAIN, RAIN, RAIN !

MARK DOWN OF CLOTHING

LET, with hoard, at No. 25 CHESTNUT ST.;
house containing all the modern conveniences.

TO

Carpenters and

as

Calculated.

than

d3m

A Furnished Front Room

Wurde\

DougRty

business

on

The North Pole Much Nearer Portland

TO LET.

H. n. PITTEE.
G. WM. DOUGHTY.

Claude Mclnette.Chan. Barron
Pauline.Mrs Thou, Burry
supported by a great cast fr^m the Boston Theatre
and Boston Museum,
Concluding with the amusing Farce called

J.

ALL

Roar of Sager’s Stable. Oak St.

The entertainment will comprise Bulwcr’s admired
play, entitled the

DAN

BoxS^Norwa^yfitle.

unemployed persons to sell Teas for us on
salary or liberal commission. A fine dou bio
with thirty.six (35) superior samples for
case
sample
liye dollars ($5) to agents.
New England Sample Tea Company,
No, 103 Milk afreet, Boston, Mas**.

undersigned have this day associated them
selves together, under tne firm name

AND A GREAT CAST.

LADY OF LYONS !

or

WANTED.

37 I'-uK Street

Mason and

seum,

Double
Address

make himself useful.

HENRY,

STEPHEN

THEATRE.

29th,

THE

will

keep hooka—Single

je7

Friday and Saturday, June 28th
and

a

BUILDERS.

Festival.

MARSH’S

man

JeScdlw*

jan8dtf

ENTERTAINMENTS.

FANNY

STREET.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in tne
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

No.

Strawberry

Entry—and

County,

a

Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.**
$l 50 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuin' every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00:50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,** $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce uts per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
Rates

YOUNG

situaexperience desires
A tion in the with
Wholesale Grocery
Boot and
Shoe business Can

FAULT-!

AT

SCIENCE

or

Cumberland

for

Coroner

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

WANTED.

AKD

TERMS $8.00 PER

_MISCELLANEOUS_

_WANTS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

MORNING. JUNE 26. 1878.

PORTLAND. WEDNESDAY

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862.—TOL. 15.

PRESS.

Professing

to

reject

office-holders it accepted men who have been
in the public service for years. Claiming to
represent the producing classes it put forward men who (adopting the language of
one of its speakers) maintain themselves at
the expense of producers —the exchangers,
money-lenders and note-shavers. Assuming
to be a convention of tax-payers it was controlled by tax-eaters. Jubilantly proclaiming
that it was opposed to both the old parties it
permitted Democratic politicians to assume
its management and work it in the interests
of the Democratic party.
The candidates named by the convention
are nearly to a man, men who have sought
favors at the hands of the old parties and
have been repulsed from motives of principle
In some instances they were
or policy.
thought unfit for the positions to which they
aspired. In others past conventions had not
dared to bring them forward because of their
unpopularity or weakness with the people.
But this convention constituted itself an
asylum for the men who have gone by in
politics and adopted and championed the
political failures of the last decade. There
is scarcely one of the candidates who has not
been an office-holder or a candidate for office
before every convention held in York countv
during the last ten years. The resolutions
were with one exception those passed by the
Lewiston Convention,—and the additional
resolution, condemning the use of money iu
elections, was offered by a man who has the

reputation of driving extraordinarily sharp
bargains with mercenary voters, who is reported as boasting that he has bought more
votes at lower prices than any other politician in his section.

The body of the convention was made up
of honest men, good citizens, who believe
they have a real grievance and desire its removal. But at no time did they have possession of the convention. At the outset it was
taken charge of and run by political strikers
seeking only to benefit themselves.
They
found it easy to control au assemblage unused to political manipulations and inexperienced in running the machine. They were
Democratic politicians, aided by a few disappointed Republicans, all thoroughly familiar
with caucuses and conventions. Using with
ingenuity the claim that they could bring
the Democratic party of the county to the
support of the nominees, they persuaded the

delegates to sacrifice principle to expediency,
and put in nomination a grotesque and incongruous ticket.
The intrigue which enabled the
political
strikers to control the convention,
thoogh

seemingly

a

success

was

really

lailure.
Neither of the old parties will care to take
up
the men it has rejected year after year. A
coalition is impossible.
The Republicans
end the Democrats will nominate their candidates, utterly ihdiflerent to the nominations made yesterday.
Nor will the Greenback candidates command the
support of
their own men. Nor a few of the
delegates
left the convention satisfied that a trick had
been played upon them and
disgusted with
the trade that was made.
a

The Shoe and Leather Reporter contains
needed words of warning to buyers and
sellers:
“Misrepresentations or concealments about the quality of goods are,” is
says, “foolish, because they generally cost a
great deal more than they come to. The
buyer, as a rule, gets the goods and has abundant oppartunity to test their quality before
he pays for them. lie is morally certain to
magnify any defects he finds, and to obtain
as much allowance as he is entitled
to, with a
tendency to more—so the safest plan for the
seller, putting it simply as a matter of expediency, is always to deliver as good quality in
every respect as he sold, and better, if any.
thing. Similarly, buyers are very shortsighted when they make exactions that are
not warranted by Uu> facts.
They may chip
some

off

little trifle here and there in their billsi
a pittance, now of interest
by
changing a date, anon of principal by claimand

a

save

ing a reduction, but that is a kind of sharp
practice that occasions more vexation than
profit. Such proceedings soon bring a man
into bad odor, and he cannot buy as well as
his fair dealing competitors do. He
may
fancy he can, but he Is mistaken. He is
under a ban, whether he is aware of it or not.
There is nothing to make him a favorite in
trade circles but his money, and the people

who trust him cannot tell when he may. take
a notion to save some of that, by
suspending
and compromising their claims.”

The friends of ex-Secretary Robeson state
that the recent paper, read in the House by
Mr. Whitthorne, was unauthorized by any
commfttee. It was a personal document,and
the report of the Committee on Naval Affairs
recommending the payment of all bills, was
passed by an overwhelming vote of the
House, and a unanimous vote of the Senate.
Tiie sins of omission of the Forty-fifth
as bad as its sins of
commission. One of the worst of these is
the neglect to devise some means of making
another electoral controversy like that of
1876-77 impossible. Certainly this doesn’t
look as if the Democrats abhorred revolution.

Congress have been

Glovee’s investigating committee found
out that Morrison’s New Orleans committee
started lrom Washington with over a hundred dollars’ worth of champagne and Old
Stag whiskey purchased at the government
expense.
This is the season of the year in which the
newspapers usually descant at great length
on the best material to dress the girl graduate
in. The subject has been very much neglected this year.
The Camden Herald thinks that if the
Nationals do not win this fall the cry will be
“
Vive la Commune”, The Herald should
be printed in red ink.
The average college graduate sheds the
good advice given him in the president’s
baccalaureate as thoroughly as a duck’s
back the water.
Thomas A. Jexes is not captain of the
Horse Marines. Agnes is captain. Thomas
is only a private.
The Potter committee have decided to let
Butler investigate the Harlan-McYeagh commission.

Current Comment.
Mr. S. J. Tildeu has his eye on both Thurman and Hendricks.
The old man is giving
the boys plenty of rope, but keeps a tight
grip on the windlass.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
The Mobile Register insinuates that Gen.
Sherman may be punished for his recent
speech at West Point by having Hancock
made general of the army.
If this were the last of the XL Yth Congress, we might vote ourselves well out of a
bad scrape. Unfortunately the same body
reassembles next December and the country
will hardly have drawn a breath of relief before the trouble will begin again. “Such is

life.”—Buffalo Express.
The Macon (Ga.) Telegraph demands that
the Southern people shall be paid for their
emancipated slaves. And before the adjournment of Congress sixty-one members of
the House voted against a resolution for a
constitutional amendment forbidding the

payment of rebel war claims.
A Republican convention in his old county
in Ohio having heartily indorsed the Hon.
John Sherman, he has written a letter of
thanks, in which he says: ‘Especially in this
Louisiana matter I know my conduct is beyond reproach. I did nothing that I have
the least cause to regret, or that I would not
do over again, if possible, with greater zeal.”
One J. B. Thorp of the “Jesamine Female

Institut'’,” Nicholasville, Ky., formally anhimself a candidate for superintendent of public instruction on the Democratic
ticket, and proclaims his “points.” He has
been a life-long Democrat, never scratched a
ticket, is a “Kentuckian by birth, education
and residence,” has been principal of three
prominent female schools in the blue-grass
region, and is “practical,” if nothing else.
Congressman Lynde, of the Milwaukee
district, has a better excuse for supporting
Proctor Knott’s amendment prohibiting the
•President from using the regular army as a
nounce^

posse comitatus than most of his Bourbon

colleagues.

During the late unpleasantness

with the South draft riots occurred in every
one of the counties that now compose Lynde’s
district, and in each case the militia had to
be called out to quell the disturbance and
protect the officers. Lynde is looking after
the security of his constituents. They had
his sympathies then as they have his protection now.—Chicago Tribune.
me iuame ureenDacn party nas succeeded
in picking out a candidate for Governor who
is a direct contradiction* of the platform on
which he stands. The resolutions call for a
reduction in officials’ salaries and denounce
all bondholders and demand rigid economy
every where. Major Smith, the candidate,
has a consistent record as a supporter of a
higher salary and large appropriations for all
sorts of purposes, and he is a generous holder of the despised bonds.
It has always
been a peculiarity of the Labor Reformers
that they nave picked out for candidates men
who have never worked at all save with their
tongues. It will soon become as general a
rule that the enemies of bondholders are best
pleased with a bondholder as their exponent.
—N. T. Tribune

[British Mail, London.]
American Advertising.
The Americans beat ns hollow in tbe matter
of advertising, and it is our firm belief that in
the United States the advertiser gets far more
value for his money than tbe manufacturer
of any other nation under the snn. With them
advertising is reduced,a3 one might sa7, to one
of the fine aits,whilst in Great Britain we still
appear to be even yet in tbe dark ages *f
advertising life. There are many reason* for
this, into which we cannot enter here. rrnlBce
It to say that the American is more jadicioust
and persisten in what he does. H* feels that
with so many competitors springing UP he must
keep himself welb towards tse trout in the
commercial world, or else tb»cin time he must
also the home deinevitably “snuff out."
mand gets overtaken,as ft is, by a 100 large supply, so does he extend his advertising operations, and at the present moment in many ofour British colonies—markets which ought to
entirely our own—Yankee “notions” are far
better knowu than many of oar own specialties
far more suited to tbe locality, simply because
practical illustrations aud well-written advertisements meet tbe eye of the consumer in almost every newspaper.

ANNUM,

IN ADVANCE

Men and Women.
“Oh! how dreadful, "said an old lady in
London, reared in an atmosphere of Conservative clericalism, when the other day Mr.
Gladstone was pointed ont to her at the funeral
of a distinguished friend; "I do trust ha isn't
come to maka a disturbance."
Charming personal from a Parisian paper:
“Allle. Isabelle de Peyronnet, niece] of the
well-known Minister of Charles X., is abont

to marry M. Brown, Peer of England. The
Browns are among the richest of English families, and the word Brown is often used as an
expression for money itself."
Professor Virchow, of Berlin, believes that
an examination of the skulls of
Bulgarians will
prove that his view is correct that the Bulgarians are not of Sclavio but of Turkish blood.
To throw light ou the subject Herr vou Honika,
when be returns from his sanitary expedition,
will briag fifteen skalis of Bulgarians who
were killed by the Turks at Kadikioi.
They
will be prepared by Dr. Marcovics and then be

snbjeoted to examination
theory.

in view of Dr.

Vir-

chow’s

Hark! from Gold Hill in the Commonwealth
Nevada, comes the glsd tidings of the debnt
o{ the most remarkable lady pianist of this or
of any other age, clime, race, or previous condition of servitude. She plays equally as well
of

with her feet as with her hands. As the local
editor very delicately remarks, her “pedal extremities’’ are developed in the most marvellous manner, the toes greatly resembling fingers in length and style of action. The ad-

vantage gained by this lady in her pedal performances is that the reach is greater than
with the band-—covering
fully three octaves of
the keyboard.
In the rendition of military
compositions the effect is terribly striking and
life-like—especially where the tramp of soldiers is imitated. The risiog young artist, It
seems, Is extremely solicitous that her peculiar
modus operandi cum pedibus shall not be
made public, and it was only upon
pledges of
the strictest secrecy with regard to the name
that the local editor was allowed to witness the
display already mentioned. If the fair artiste
were in a less prominent position
sooially, the
public might have an opportunity of seeing
the greatest

curiosity of

the world.

01 course

the length, breadth and thickness of the lady’s
understanding would be looked upon with astonishment outside of Nevada, but such things
are so common there that they are not noticed.
A jealous lover donned petticoats in Fainesville, Ohio, the other day, ia order to kill the
girl be had left behind him. When an aged
spinster, clad in a long black dress, heavily
veiled and gloved, alighted from the east-bound
train, and tottered into the omnibus, the
loungers about the station saw little resemblance in the figure to the light-footed
Johnny
Blake, who had arrived on a visit to Mary Durban a year before. The disguised Blake was
taken to the hotel, and went to the diningroom and took supper, registering as Mrs.

Woodruff, 3t. Lonis.” At noon on Friday, a
ptyeton was hired, and the old lady hobbled

down stairs, and with the help of the driver
got into the vehicle. About this time, Mary

Durban, a compositor in a newspaper office,
was going home to her dinner.
The phaeton
stopped, “Mrs. Woodruff” sprang out, and the
gentle Mary recognized her discarded lover,
John Blake. She screamed.
He embraced
her and brandished a razor, She screamed. He
draw a revolver from his bell and threatened
to shoot her. She screamed. Sheriff Money
appeared upon the scene and overtook the
couple. The man in the petticoats then fired,
the ball whizzing by Mary’s left ear. She
screamed once and again. The sheriff knocked
down his man and led him off to jail. The
bine eyed maiden went home to dinner, returned in the afternoon to her case in the newspaper office, and set up with her own fingers
the account of this diabolical attempt to
assassinate her, smiliDg grimly at every adjeo-

ti fra

“Joaquin” Miller has found an appreciative
biographer in Mr. Charles F. Richardson, who
sketch of the Poet of the Sierras iu the
Wide Awake. He was born in the Wabash region of Indiana, Nov. 10, 1811, and
named Cincinuatus Heine Miller. He shed
this classical title when he began the editorship of the Eugene City Review, to which he

gives

a

July

contributed poems signed “Joaquin”’ a nickname he brought back to Oregon, where he
grew up as a boy, after his attempt to make a
fortune as a California gold-digger. His next
experience was as an attorney-at-law at Canon

City,

in Grant County, Oregon, where he was
elected as Judge. After three or four
years of service in a judicial capacity, he
printed iu 1869 a small volume of the poetry he
had written between the hearing of cases, and
soon

circulated

it

gratuitously,

winning

golden

opinions from

editors of papers in California
and Oregon. Iu 1870 Miller went to London,
and taking a garret for his lodgings, produced
his thin volume in the handsomest typography
of the Chiswick Press. The Rossetti family
and other pre-Raphaelites were caught by the
“breezy freedom of the poet of the far West,”
and prevailed upon the old publishing house of
the Longmans to bring out his Songs of the
Sierras, in 1871. This made his fortune. Lord

Houghton clambered up Miller’s attic stairs, to
find him sleeping under a buffalo robe, and his
long hair “of a curious tawny color,” his red
shirt, his rough trousers tucked into cavalier
boots, and his profuse display of “barbaric
gold,” Boon made him one of the most noticeable figures iu Loudon drawing rooms. Since
then

“Joaquin”

has assumed more civilized
satisfied with nothing short
of cloth of the finest quality. Mr. Richardson,
who knows him well, says that he has enough
eccentricities for a dozen ordinary poets, and in

apparel, and is

cow

as in clothes, is not, iu Emerson’s
phrase, “The slave of yesterday.” He calls
him a part of the class which includes Shelley,
and Keats, and Swinburne and James Russell
Lowell—“a sunny and warm-hearted lyrist,

opinions,

who tries to take the world for what it is worth
and to increase its happiness.”
The lates* bit of sensational literature reWilkes Booth, represents him

specting John

the rival of Robert Lincoln in love-making.
This story, which appears in 'the Occasional, a
paper published in Portsmouth, Va., is written

as

by Alexander Hunter, who gives as his authority Mrs. Temple, who was Booth’s friend in
Washington during the last year of the war.
The two men are represented as having been
rival suitors for

the band of Miss Hale, the
This is one of the inci-

Senator’s daughter.

dents which Mrs. Temple relates: “The band
had just commenced to play one of Strauss’s
waltzes, and while 1 was standing by the door,
a looker on in Vienna, I turned and saw John

Wilkes Booth. He pointed to a oouple circling in the rythmic measure of a waltz. It
As he
was Bessie Hale and Robert Lincoln.
witnessed this scene Booth’s white teeth
clenched over the moustache and his face grew
like
while his eyes blazed
very white,
fire. He cangbt me by the arm with a grasp
that made me wince, and caused me to otter
an involuntary cry, and hissed into my ear:
“Mrs. Temple, see that damned villain? Oh,
I could kill him—and his fathgr too; and by
the Lord of Hosts, the sards of his life are fast
Booth is represented, furtherrunning out’
more, as taking supper with the Hale’s and
Mrs. Temple at the National Hotel, two hours
before be shot President Linooln. This is the
highly coloted picture; “It was the last meal
he was to take on earth, and yet he was careless and at rest. Ho rose from the table and
drawing ont his watch, said, 'It is after 8
o’clock; 1 must go—’ and then, dropping into a
into a quotation, as was his wont, he added
‘When shall we three meet again?’ Bessie,

who had cultivated a strong love of Shakespeare under Booth’s tuition, took the part of
the weird sisters, and answered promptly,
‘When the hurly-burly’s done, when the battje\,A)st and won.’ And then Booth threw
p/mself into a melodramatic attitude and replied,‘Hark! I'm called, my little spirit, see!
Sits in a foggy cloud, and stays for me.’ He
then made us all one of his grand bows, and
just as he passed out some recollection or memory seemed to strike him, and he returned abruptly to the table and said to Bessie, using a
familiar quotion of Hamlet, ‘Nymph, in thy
orisons be all my sins remembered.’ He took
her hand and gazed with one long, lingering
look in her face.’’ There are several solid
newspaper columns of this story,and tho author
mysteriously heralds a sequel with the taking
title “A Dead Woman's Life.” Mr. Lincoln
has taken pains
was

scarcely

to contradict the story. This
More preposterous

necessary.
raff never saw the light-

—————
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IHarper’s Bazar.]
New York Fashions.

The York Coanty

Wash dresses for the present season are made
in each simple and jannt; styles that the; are
suitable alike for indoor and street dresses.

They are

almost invariabl; short io the skirt,
and unless of very expensive materials they
have none of the shirting and fluting that
make them too elaborate for ordinary laundresses. The substantial torchon laces and the
thick machine embroider; in colors are the

trimmings for very handsome dresses that require to be frequentl; washed, while still plainer dresses have p'.eatings of the material, bias
piped bands, or narrow Hamburg edgings.
There is a fane; this season for several pretty fabrics that had long since fallen into disuse.

Among these

are

French lawns of solid

color at 35 or 40 cents a yard. These are most
popular in pale sky blue, in delicate flesh

pink,

in mastic gray, and in dark violet blue. The
favorite style for making is that so often described in the Bazar—of a pleated basque with

yoke and close sleeves
reaching only just below

that are quite Bhort,
the elbows; the overskirt is either the sheath shape or else the
washer-woman, with the edges turned up plainly all around, and the top edge of turned-up
part finished with a standing pleated frill that
ma; io its turn be finished with narrow Valen-

ciennes lace.

MAINE.
Resolutions
Suicide*.
Bangor, Jane 25.—Wm. Bideoat of Books*
He
port was found dead Monday afternoon.
had committed suicide by pistol and rope. Illhealth was the cause.
Waterville, June 25.—Geo. W. Wellman,
a photographer, was found dead in his photograph room this afternoon at North Vassalboro.
It is supposed he poisoned himself.
Cause in-

sanity.

fire in Sumner.

Lewiston, June 25.—The farm buildings of
Washington Foster of Sumner, were destroyed
by fire Monday morning.
Burglary in X.isbon.
The millinery store of C. O. Andrews in Lisboa was entered Monday night and a quantity
of goods taken.
__

COMMENCEMENTS.

COLLEGE

Annirmirf of Bates Theological School
Lewiston, Jane 25.—The ninth anniversary
exercises of the Bates Theological school took
place at ten to-day. The class consists of five
yoang men, two of whom are graduates of the
College. Their parts were as follows:

_

Beauty and Art.
been said that beauty

It has often
is a mere
question of taste, and the remark is true,
though only up to a certain point. In matters
relating to art the taste most oertainly has to
be cultivated. It is only in thejirivileged few
that it reaches the point wh ere exquisite pleasure is produced by gazing upon a cracked Chimandarin minus his nose, or an old oil
painting representing some of the saints,
elaborately dressed in royal robes studded with
innumerable gems, engaged in earnest conversation with very substantial looking angels,
nese

ungracefully poised

upon clouds on the tops of
their beads. It is a most fortunate thing that
there are a few men and women endowed with
the taste to thoroughly appreciate these magnificent creations of genius.
They form a
sort of school in which the more ignorant of
their species may learn what they should and
and what they should not admire. The untrained mind of a child shows from what a
state of dense ignorance the artistic sense has
to be lifted to attain thoEe sublime heights we
have mentioned. “It seems,” said a little
girl
of ten to her mother, after looking at some so-

objets d’art, “that everything that looks
ugly is pretty.” This remark plainly shows

called

the advisability of submitting one’s ideas of
what is pretty to those who have made themselves. or think they have made
themselves,
capable of judging.
Of course it is very humiliating, after having bought and paid for what you think a very
pretty watercolor or plaque, to be told by a high
art friend that your money has been thrown
away—your watercolor is by an unknown artist, and your plaque pretty, perhaps, but modem.
You feel ashamed of your ignorance and
secretly resolve never to buy another ornament
or express an opinion on the
subject. And yet
you cannot help thinking that nobody ever
remarked that your taste was b id either in
dress, equipage or amusements; and why should
you not have enough natural taste to judge
whether a picture is well drawn and
colored,
even if it is by an unknown artist, and a
plate
pleasing to the eye, though not of old Nankin?
If these sticklers for art would
acknowledge
frankly that they have formed a school, and
that successfully, in which a fictitious value
has been placed upon certain antique article-,
whether handsome or ugly, and that a9 long as
the value lasts it is the best policy to Invest
one's money in these articles, their remarks
would be reasonable; but to tell
people born
amid refined surroundings, though never having possessed a blue and white plate, that an
ornament he or she has chosen is ugly in itself
because it is not old, and that a picture Is in
bad taste because the artist is not an J&. A., is
an affectation
bordering on the ridiculous
—

T Sin rlrvn

age he attracted

the attention either of
Lady
Blessington or the Earl, or Miss Mary Ann
Power, the youngest sister of her ladyshipaccounts varying as to the penchant. When

they began their famous Continental tour in
1822 be became compagnon, and for two years
was of the celebrated Blessington
menage. He

the life of the party; merry within the
limits of becoming mirth; an admirable mimic,
was

having

a

marvelous

facility

in

catching

pecu-

liarities of manner, and he picked up the different dialects and patois every where encountered, "Then as now,” once said
D’Orsay,
with all his comic talents, love of fun and
ludicrous
fancies
and
overflowing
gayety
Holic,
of heart, he never ceased to be a
gentleman
and to act and (eel like a man well bred and
well-disposed.
These Blessington associations made bina the complete
mimic, actor and
that
he
gentleman
always was. He inherited
his father s genius and aptness and his mother s skill in music and letters. Thus
naturally

in time he became an actor. Few theatre
goers need to read a biography of Mr. Matthews to recall to their memories how he married Mme. Vestris—who from a danseuse
became opera singer and then actress, and then
manageress of the Royal Olympic, London—
and wrote plays, sketches and farces for himself and her and theatres; how be and she
played in the French language in,Paris and in
the Italian in Italy; bow be came to this country after Mrs. Matthews’ death in 1856 and
starred throughout the country; how he married in Jersey City Lizzie Weston the daughter
of Manager Jackson and divorced wife of
Holly
Davenport, and returned with her to London,
playing or joining the parlor-sketch entertainments together there, or through the British
Provinces; how he visited Australia and again
came here in 1871; and bow be has since flitted
to and from Australia, England, New
Zealand,
India, etc., and periorming, like the elder
Wallack and at about the same time of
life,
down to within the ex jected "prospect b yoLd
the grave” alter le rideau de la vie tomberait.

The business portiou of London, Cedar
county, Iowa, was burned Monday. Loss 8100,-

Nominations.

[Special to tlie Press.]
Alfred, Jane 25.—The Greenback Convention here today was well attended.
Every
town was represented by one delegate or more,
and there were many sympathizers
present
who did not have seats in the convention. The
assemblage was;much like the ordinary political convention, except that the
delegates had
even less to do than usual with its action. The

nominations were fixed upon days before, and
all the delegates had to do was to
ratify them.
The political strikers had control from the
start. Most of the people came
together with
the conviction that a great fight was to be
made against those terrible tyrants who have
so long oppressed the country, the Rothschilds.
The leaders, however, were fighting for
profit
and place.
The convention was ran by Mr.
William Emery of Alfred, who made
the motions, drafted and reported the
and dictated the

most of

platform

nominations.

He was supported by a knot of disappointed politicians,
Democratic and Repnblican.
Those who were
most prominent were Gorbam N. Weymontb,
who has long desired the Democratic nomination for coanty attorney; Chas. O. Nute, for the
the last fifteen years a candidate before Republican conventions for county treasurer; E. G.
Moody, who has been in every party that has
existed since he attained his majority, beiDg

Republican one year and Democratic the next—
this is bis Republican year, but he has grown
tired of see-sawing; E. H. Gove, disappointed
Repnblican aspirant for the Biddeford city
clerkship; R. M. Stevens, who has long wauted
to be sheriff ;Moses M.Harriman,sometime|since
dismissed from the Kittery navy yard; George
Hobbs, long a hanger-on at that yard; Edmnnd
Warren, who has twice been sheriff, and is
wroth because he was not nominated for a
third term; Frank Dearborn, of whom the
Dooaoorata of Parsousfield aro tiring; and A, G.
Andrews, of whom the Republicans of Cornish
have long since tiled. Mtr Bawr. wnwB«i.«g.
ing spirit of the convention, is a member of the
old York county Democratic ring which has
controlled uemoeratic conventions there for
twenty years past. He is now opposed to politicians. That has been sioce the Democrats
refused to nominate bim for county attorney.
He is wealthy, and made much of his money
In that transaction his
oat of paper credits.
name conspicuously figures.
He has always
lent money to the honest farmer at the highest

rate of interest he could obtain, taken mortgages and foreclosed as soon as possible. He is
now a friend of
the laboring man.
His
enthusiasm
for
the
is
workingman
He is
something portsntous and appalling.
anxious to sell the farms which he has foreclosed to invest the money in securities npon
which the interest is regularly paid twice a;year
and he wants the laboring men to get a little
these farms.
These men made up their slates the night before, and sprang their nominations npon the
convention today. The delegates were so busy
fearing the Bothschilds they had no time to
protect themselves againBt the politicians, and
currency to

bay

easily corralled. The politicians promised
Democratic stampede if their programme
was accepted, and the convention fell into the
trap and allowed itself to be converted into a
Democratic side-show.
The convention was called to order at 11
o’clock by J. A. Strout, chairman of the county committee. He oalled John H. Hammond
of North Berwick to the chair. Mr. Hammond,
who was described by an enthusiastic delegate
as the “boss granger of the nniverse’’ acwere
a

knowledged

the

honor

in

brief

and

fitting
Kennebunkport,

language. D. W. Perkins of
and Carleton Cheever of Sanford were chosen
Secretaries. Then a prayer was made by Bev.
Mr. Hanscom, lately of Springvale, and said to
be of Parsonsfield.
On motion the connty
committee were made a committee on credentials. While the committee were oat Mr. John
M. Todd of Portland, was called npon to address the convention, and of course accepted.
***
'T,",1Ji -iVin is p-‘ ~i producer, but earns bis
bread by ministering to the oaprKe'SBdTaTrttyof men, complained with much heat and verbosity of the oppression practiced upon the
busy bees by the drones, conveying or attempting to convey the impression that he is one of
the bees. He can certainly buzz enough for a
whole hire, as the victims of his chair can testify. Mr. Todd did not stoop to argument.
He told an obscene story,—he is nothing if not
obscene—called npon all rich men to throw

part of a whale, but will not, if he
knows himself, restore the plander in aDy
three days) and wound np with a grand burst
of blasphemy which appalled the convention,
announcing that Christ’s second coming has
already taken place, and that He is heading

act the
The D;io| Queen.
London, Jane 25.—A special despatch from
Madrid says that
Queen Mercedes seemed
quieter and progressing favorably Sunday
but
about
2
o’clock
evening,
Monday morning
she grew rapidly worse and the ministers of
the government, and the principal functionaries of the municipalities were summoned to
the palace.
Pbysioians declared the Queen’s
life in danger.
Cardinals Moreno ana Benavides administered the sacraments and the
nuncio presented
the
papal benediction.
During the day the patient was tranquil, but
She retained congradually became weaker.
sciousness and conversed with ber parents and
King Alphonso, who is deeply affected. There
was to have been a grand celebration of the
Queen’s 18th birthday Monday.
Great grief
and sympathy is expressed throughout the
city. Masses are said every hour in the
churches.
Bulletins are issued to the people
every three hours.
The Achlen Scandal.
New Yobk, June 25.—At New Orleans last
night Congressman Acklen said: “The slander
against me has been completely refuted by an
emphatic denial on the part of the lady implicated and her friends in Washington, and in
addition I positively deny that any altercation
took place between Gen. Rosser and myself at
that or any other time. The following telegram from Gen. Rosser also completely refutes
the assertions made in the National Republican
reflecting on my character, and the story as
priuted there is a complete fabrication from
the beginning. The following is the telegram
from Gen. Rosser:
‘I have made no statements to newspapers
concerning you. Have not seen the National
Republican nor extracts from it, and am not
responsible for what it has published, which
surely must be false,
T. L. Rosseb.’’

LINCOLN’S

ASSASSINATION.

The Mysterious Package Story.
Lewiston, Jane 25.—Rev. Dr. Cheney informs a reporter of the Journal that he distinctly remembers meeting Speaker Randall on the
steamer

en

route

Itom

Washington to Richmonp, Va., on the day before Lincoln’s assassination, and that on the day after the assassination Mr. Randall cams from Richmond to Petersburg, where Mr. Cheney again conversed
with him and informed him of Lincoln's assassination, thus confirming Mr. Randall’s denial
of the Washington dinner party story.

SECRETART SHERMAN.

Charles Matthews, the renowned comedian,
who has jnst died in London, started in life as
an architect, bat when only nineteen
years of

and

He Desires Opportunity to Prove Frauds
in Louisiana.
New Yobk, Jane 25.—Secretary Sherman
desires opportunity to prove before the Potter
committee that there were election frauds and
violence in the Feliciana districts, and he considers that the committee have now fairly
proved that the so-called "Sherman letter” was
not written by him.

Outlawry in Indiana.
Owensville, Ind., June 25.—Owensville,
Gibson county, haB of late been the scene of
several terrible conflicts between outlaws and
citizens. The last oocurred Sunday night. An
attempt was made npon the life of Andrew G.
Montgomery, who has taken a prominent part
in exposing and bringing to punishment members of the lawless bands. Montgomery bad
been Id Owensville and was returning to bis
farm, when attached by several masked men.
He was armed and succeeded in wounding one
of bis assailants.
METEOROLOU1CAL.
INDICATIONS

FOB THE NEXT
HOBBS.

TWENTY-FOCB

Wab Dbp’t, Offiob Chief Signal

)

>
Offices, Washington, D.O.,
June 26, (1 A. M.)J

For New England
Westerly winds,cooler, clear or partly
weather and rising barometer.

cloud;

MINOR TE LEO RAM Si.
The statement of the Imperial band of Germany shows an increase in specie of 557,000

marks.

Four large

legions ot angels
come to take vengeance on tbe oppression of
the people. He then sat down bat on second
thought got np and announced that Cumberland yielded to York the congressional nomination. For that position be named E. H. Gove
of Biddelord. Mr. Gove, he said, may not be
ine

greenoaca

movement wun

bright as soma men, but will make
Congressman.
so

a

good

Tbe Committee on Credentials then reported
15G delegates present. Tbe temporary organization was made permanent with the addition
of one vice-president from each town.
A Committee on Besolntions was appointed,
consisting of William Emery of Alfred, Ira
Libby of Limerick, Sylvester G. Hooper of
Berwick, Gorham H. Weymouth of Biddeford,
and N. P. Allen of Saco.
Then tbe convention, on the motion of Mr.
William Emery of Alfred, after the old time
York custom, broke np into sections to nominate candidates for Senator. Mr. Emery followed his motion by a violent greenback speech,
prefacing his remarks by saying that he was
willing to work in the ranks or in any other
place [especially in any other placej and concluding with an onslaught on the Money

Power, which Mr. Emery heartily despises.
He told tbe delegates that year after year they
had come np to the conventions merely to

ratify the nominations made by a ring. At
tbe end of the speech the convention adjourned
to dinner.
The convention came together in the afternoon at two o’clock, and the Committee on
Resolutions at once reported as follows:
Whereas, tbe official managers of tbe public affairs
have for many years past carried the elections by the
use of money for their own pleasure and profit and

aggrandizement.

Resolved,

That the National Gi eenback party in
the county of York will make no use of money to
carry tbe election in this county, and wo will prosecute to the extent of the law any person or persons
who may use any money to buy voters.
Resolved, That we adopt the platform and resolutions of the National Greenback party held at Lewiston, June 5tb, 1878, as our platform and resolutions.

Tbe resolutions were adopted and theconvenproceeded to vote for candidates, nominating
for Senators, E. C. Moody of York, Luther
Ayer of Newfleld, N. P. Allen of Saco; for
Sheriff, It. M. Stevens of Biddeford; for County
Attorney, William Emery of Alfred; for

Treasurer, Charles O. Nate; for County Commissioner, Edward Goodwin of Shapleigb.
There was a surprising discrepancy between the
number of delegates and the number of votes.
The theory of papsr inflation was carried into
practioe. The number of delegates was 15G,
the number ot votes cast for county attorney
171. Bnt the convention was so intent upon

achieving honesty and reform that it overlooked
ballot-box

stuffing.

Like
other votes occurred bat were
garded.

discrepancies in
cheerfully disre-

After the nominations were effected the convention gave itself np to speech-making. Col.
Montgomery was called upon, bnt gracefully
excused himself, though be was prevailed npon
to tell the famous chicken story. The Rev.
Mr. Maddox (who has not done a day’s work
for twenty years) made a moving plea for the
working man. Mr. Todd followed in a furious
onslaught upon the Rothschilds, whom he
called the whores of Babylon, and went at
length over that fresh issue, the demonetization
of silver. Then the Newtield band played, and
the convention adjourned.
The most amusing feature of the convention
was the loud approval with which the bondholders and note-shavers who run the show
greeted the diatribes against wealth and
Mr.
aristocracy.
Emery was especially
vehement in his opposition to the MoneyPower.
Knox County Convention.
[To tlie Associated Press.]
Rockland, June 25.—The Greenback county
convention held here today was fully attended,
and the following nominations were made:

boilers io the Chesapeake nail
works, Harrisburg exploded yesterday, killing
one man aDd nearly demolishing the building.
Loss 812,000.
The Graphic says
that Collector Arthur,
General Sharp. George Bliss and others are
Mr.
Conkling’s interest, in favor
antagonizing
of Governor Morgan.
Howard’s advance troops had a fight with

land.

repulsed.

Resolutions were passed reaffirming the Toledo platform and the action of ths state convention.

the Indians.
were killed.
forcements.

Colonel RobOins and two soldiers
Howard has sent forward reinThe
Indians were
probably

Senator—Nelson Thompson of Friendship.
County Commissioner for three years—Geo.
W. Thorndike of Camden.
County Commissioner for unexpired term of
one year—Eoen Creighton of Tbomaston.
8h>*riff—o. G. Webster of Vmal Haven.
County Treasurer—Thomas B. Spear of Rock-

Dipping into the Louisiana Commission.

Ex-Marshal Pitkin Shows

u?

daring the reading be faltered and I said,
“Anderson, that is false,’’ and be said, “Yes,
that is antrae I admit.” I told him I had never exchanged a word with Weber as to his
protest, bat interposed no farther objection.
Then Anderson proceeded to relate that just
before Sherman left New Orleans for Washington he aDd Weber called on toe Senator
ane told him they wanted his oral promises
reduced to writing, and that Sherman bad
reduced them to writing; that he (Anderson)
had taken charge of the letter aud Weber had
advised him to commit the letter to him, as he
(Anderson) was prone to go on sprees, and
name

Convention!

their property overboard as Jonah was thrown.
(Mr. Todd for this occasion only is willing to

SPAIN.

TXTnnV

Charles Matthews.

THE INVESTIGATION.

Another Contest with Mrs. Jenks.

The pleated yoke basque should
be made over a smoothly fitted high-necked I The Present Life of tbe Christian a Part of his Eternal Life..Robert David Frost, Limerick
lining of the dress material cut in basque shape 5 Comparative Value of the Study of Secular and
Ecclesiastical
History,
the sleeves are not lined. The skirt is short
A«hman Thompson Salley, Madison
usnally, but ma; be demi-traioed, and is The Diffusion of Troth hindered by its supposed
Friends.
...Thomas
Hobbs Stacy, North Berwick
always trimmed with one or two kilt-pleatings The Character and Doctrinal
Systems of Arminius
of the lawn. Such dresses are found at all the
and Calvin. ...Hibbere Lockhart, Cornwallis, N. S
furnishing houses, but are so easily made np Elements ot Mysticism is Orthodox Theology,
at home that they have become the favorite
Charles Samuel Frost, Manchester, N. H
model of the season. Ladies who aie expert in
At 2 p. m, Rev.jJ. L. Phillips delivered the
making the braid laces and insertions introaddress before the Alumni of Bates Theologiduced iu the Bazar, and which have become
so fashionable, sew
rows of this
cal School on “The Pastors Responsibility
insertion
together in yoke-shaped pieces to cover the
unuer me uoru a ureat commission ana now
entire yoke of these pretty dresses, and then
It May Be Met.”
fashion cuffs of lace to match. To complete
At 4 o’clock p. m. occurred the Alumui
sucb toilettes are broad belts of black velvet,
with wristlets of velvet and bows on the overmeeting. The following officers were elected:
skirt. There are also parasols of lawn, lace,
President—Rev. A. Given.
and velvet. A large cluster of natural ruses
Vice President—H. W. Oakes.
is worn at the waist, and tbe gloves are long
and Treasurer—E. H. Story.
Secretary
lace mittens.
Orator—G: A. Bickford.
Dimple white dresses of old-fashioned crossSubstitute—J. M. Libby.
batted muslin are made in the way just desPnnf-P P
cribed, sod edged wiih Dojyrua lace, home ut
Substitute—E. Whitney.
these have a single skirt laid in wide kilt pleats
Executive Committee—J. H. Rand, F. W.
and worn with a highland sash of plaid ribBaldwin and A. C. Libby.
bon tied aronnd below the hips. A plaid of
Overseers of the College—G. E. Smith, and
gray, scarlet and black is considered very stylA. Given.
ish. Wide scarfs of soft twilled silk are sold
This eveniog the commencement concert
for the same purpose for S3 or $4. White
takes place.
dresses for afternoons at borne and for “young
girl graduates" are made of finely dotted Meeting ot the Alninni of the State College
Swiss muslin, trimmed with pleatings of the
Banoob, Juno 25.—The Alumni of the
same, simply hemmed, not edged with lace.
Maine State College held a meeting today, and
These have a basque and elbow sleeves, while
elected the following officers.
the simply shaped and bouffant overskirt has
President—W. H. Jordan.
long looped bows of pale blue ribbon bolding
it up on tbe sides. A bunch of dark red
Vice President.—W. T. Haines.
Recording Secretary—R. W. Eaton.
Jacqueminot roses is worn at tbe waist. Linen
lawn dresses, either all white or else with JapCorresponding Secretary—W. A. Bumps.
anese zigzag fignres or bars, are made in the
Class Secretaries—’72 E. J. Haskell, ’74 W.
same way, and trimmed with Smyrna edging
A. Balentine, ’75 Wesley Webb, ’76 A. M. Farand small pearl buttons in ballet shape, yet
rington, ’77 R. B. Burns.
with eyes through the middle.
Owing to the bad weather the drill was postThe American percales at 12J cents a yard
poned until Wednesday afternoon.
come in neat colored figures, checks and stripes
President Allen held a reception this evenon a white ground, but are more effective with
gray or blue grounds dashed with white. These
ing.
are made op in suits at the furnishing houses,
The exercises Wednesday are as follows:
and sold for SO to $7. They have vests and
out-away coats or else plain baeques, and are 10.30 a. m. commencement exercises; 3 p. m.
bordered with bias blue percale ot solid oolor,
drill of the Coburn Cadets; 8 p. m. concert by
and sometimes edged with white cotton lace in
Miss Annie Louise
Miss Ella C. Lewis
large, bold figures. The domestic seersuckers and the Mendelssohn Cary,
Quintette Club.
at a shilling a yard are also most effective in
of
stripes
with
gray-blue
alternating
pink or with white or buff. These are
THE INDIANS.
trimmed with pipings of color, pink, dark red
or buff and edged with torchon lace.
When polonaises are made with wash dresses
they are now quite short and turned up in front The Wisconsin Scare—The Fight between
in washer-woman style. This suggests a good
Gen. Howard's Troepa and (he Savplan for modernizing the long wrinkled fronts
ages.
of polonaises of last season. The wrinkles in
New York, Jane 25.—The movements of
the side seams are let out, tbe extra length of
the state militia and federal troops to Barnet
a fourth of a yard is cut off, and after being
county,
Wis., has been countermanded on the
shaped to fit the edge from which it has just
report of the State Adjutant General Bryant
been cut, it is trimmed at tbe top with a pleatthe
that
Indian soare was groundless. He says
ing, a ruffle, or lace, and is sewed on again as the Indians are
harmless, have offered no vioan outside facing.
lence
and
committed no depredations.
The
The fancy for vests enables economists to recause of the scare is that the Indians are inmodel basques and sacques that have become
fatuated with a new Pagan mystery dance,said
soiled in front or are too tight across tbe bust.
to have been taught them recently by a
A separate vest of eilk or pique or damask,
Cheyenne Indian woman, and hence the rumor
striped or checked mohair, gray corduroy, or about a
with the Sioux. They appoint
compact
any appropriate material, is made, and the
dances on the banks of different lakes,
trout of tbe partly worn basque is turned back
meeting
often, and spending two or three days dancing.
en revers to disclose the vest. The
turned
part
We
to
where
the
proceeded
Indians
are
back as a revers begins at the throat, and
having
a danoe, and had a talk with the chief.
They
slopes gradually to the end. As it is defaced by mean
no barm, and say nobody is mad,and will
buttons and boles the reveiB \b covered with
make
no
trouble.
The
is
panic
material of tbe vest to conceal these.
subsiding.
San Francisco, dune a».—ssvw uay aw
For plain woolen dresses bantings and de
bege are most used. The American buntings patches say advance troops of Howard attackthe hostiles Sunday, 45 miles from Harvey.
at 40 cents are said to wear well, but they are
Capt. Bernard bore the brant of the engagenot nearly so soft and pleasant to the touch as
ment. The battle took place at Curry Creek.
French buntings at 65 cents to $1 a yard; tbe
Howard has sent all the troops possible to the
latter are double width. De bege in ecru and
front.
Col. Bobbins and two soldiers were
gray shades make pretty short suits, and is
killed.
Couriersl rode 200 miles .to furnish
most effective when entirely self-colored inHoward news of the battle and to ask reinstead of being combined with black or brown
forcements.
Maj. Egbert at Camp Lyon was
silks. There are also low-priced tamlse cloths
notified to protect Winnemucca road and give
in stylish shades of beige and blue, that are
to tbe hostiles fleeing in the direction of
being made upjwith pretty trimmings of white battle
Owhee and probably the hostiles met a severe
(Vlttfin VnimirA fallinor n nnn nlaatinara nf iVin
repulse.
material.

•

THE GBEENBACKEBS.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Anderson.

Washington, June 25.—The Potter committee met this moruiog.
Mrs. JeDks resumed the stand. In reply to
Chairman Potter she said that she had net yet
received the letters enquired for yesterday; did
not know whether they would be of any importance when they arrived.
Mr. Soringer requested the witness to state
if she had seen Mrs. Weber lately.
She replied that she saw Mrs. Weber at Doualdsonville, shortly before leaving for Washington. Mrs. Weber bad told her that Mr.
Anderson had said that she (Mrs. Jenks) bad
received about 5100,000 for certain documents,
and appeared to be somewbat hurt because she
had received no portion of the money.
Mrs. Jenks, however, notified the lady that
General Shelshe never received any money.
don had requested the witness to visit Mrs.
Weber with a view to having her come to Washington.

Mr. Springer—What was the object of having
Mrs. Weber come to New Orleans?
A—I do not know, any more than that Mr.
Sheldon desired to see her.
Mr. Springer—Is it not a fact that that Sbeldoa wanted Mrs. Weber to come to New Orleans and make an afii lavit to the effect that
there was no such document as the so-called
Sherman letter in existence?
A—No sir, yon are entirely mistaken abont
that.
Mr. Springer—Do you know Colonel Otis,
who boarded in the same bouse with you while
you were on yonr visit to Washington?
A—No sir, I do not know him.
Mr. Springer then returned to the Djnaldsonville visit, and inquired il she received any other consideration from Gen. Sheldon excepting
her actual expenses.
Witness—(very sharply). No sir, and it was
not four dollars. Vou need not distress yourself about it.
xne witness continuing said that Mrs. Weber
had received no intimation from ber as to the
reason her presence was tesired in New Orleans or Washington,
and that she (Mrs.
Jenks) never inquired why She.dou des red to
see her.
The witness was then asked by the chairman
If she would produce the letters desired tomorrow morning if they arrived, to which she
replied, “Oh, yes, if they arrive I will produce

Weber did carry it in an inside Docket of his
coat, and when he was murdered the letter was
on his person.
Anderson appeared to rely
more on wbat he had received from Matthews
than on wbat he professed to have received
from Sherman as imparting a certainty of the
performance which he could compel. He said
that when
used
in connection with the
Matthews letter it could be made troublesome
for Sherman therefor.
Since that I have
stated that if Sherman had written Weber or
Anderson a letter it was in appreciation of the
risks they had run and because their work was
done at a time when it was important and he
might possibly have yielded to their reqaests
for patronage out of the state of Louisiana
Weber’s protest bears the date of the 14ih aud
Arderson’s bears date of the 10th. I have
expressed the conviction to my friends that
Matthews had fully im meshed himself, as his
letter of May 25th seemed to me to tend to that
end. Anderson said that Matthews met him
and asked him if all his letters were destroyed,
and that Auderson said they had been, and
also that be met Matthews at Harrisburg and
gave him (Matthews) the best cursing he ever
got. I felt persuaded that Anderson had magnified the importance of the matter, even if the
letters were genuine.
Anderson
said he
went
home
and
had
copies made of
the
letters
and
had
given the copies
of
the
letter
to
Governor
Harlan.
At the close of the interview Anderson offered me the use of the decuments so I might
resent the supposed animosity of Matthews
against myself. 1 recollect having said to Anderson that I felt indebted for his reposal of
confidence, but X did not want to use his letters. The interview closed and he returned the
letters to his pocket and I went back the same
day to Philadelphia. Witness was closely
questioned as to tne method of bringing witnesses, mostly Republicans, from the interior
of the state to New Orleans to give evidence
relative to the election of 1876 before the United States authorities. He also confirmed the
statements made by Judge Levisse
concerning
the alleged attempt to buy bis vote in the electoral college.
Q—Had ypu anyhing to do with the prepaintivu
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them.”

She was then excused.
B. V. Boynton Recalled.
H. V Boynton was recalled, and after making some verbal corrections in bis testimony of
yesterday, among which was the statement
that the President never during conversation
gave him to understand that Anderson was in
possession of political secrets, bat that he
(Boynton) derived that impression from what
he had read in the newspapers was asked
by General Batler if he ever had an interview
with any one in Washington regarding the
Anderson affair, in which ne had stated that
the President had to appoint Anderson and
others connected with dirty work in Louisiana,
in order to keep their mouibs closed.
Tbe.witness replied that he never talk’d of
the matter in that way to any one.
In reply to a question by Mr. Cox, he testified that Cowley was present daring the conversation with the President and heard all that
transpired, including the Anderson matter.
In reply to farther questions by Batler, the
witness stated that ne was in Washington
when the McVeagh commission was appointed,
and had conversation with Hawley and Harlan before they left for New Orleans and after
they returned.
Mr. Batler requested the witness to state as
nearly as he coaid all the conversation which
transpired between him and thtse gentlemen
concerning the Louisiana commission.
The witness replied that he bad no conversation other than regular newspaper work, and
said that he would be pleased to auswer any
particular question Mr. Butler may ask.
Mr. Batler—Was there anything said regarding Harlan’s candidacy tor the supreme
bench?
Witness—Yes sir.
Before leaving for New
Orleans Harlan asked me to ascertain if I
coaid as a favor to him whether Bristow was a
candidate forghe supreme beach, and if so, he
did not wish to stand in Bristow’s way and
that he thought if he went to New Orleans he
conldaid in the settlement of the present anHe thought that the
noying state of affairs.
transaction would help him to a Beat. That is
all about the matter excepting that I promised
to try to comply with the request. The conversation after Harlan’s return from New Orleans
was rn Boynton’s office.
Boynton said he had
been unable to find out
definitely from Mr.
Bristow personally or his intimate
friends, but
that it was believed by some of his friends that
he would accept the position war. i„ tsodsttil
him. Mr. Harlan replied in effect that he
(Harlan) would be a candidate for the position.

Boynton testified he conversed with Mr. Harmu legaruiug
xiouisiana matters,
mentioniDg
to Harlan at the time that the members ot bis
committee would have to prepare for an investigation, as Butler’s friends in Washington
were saying that he was not satisfied with the
result of the investigation, and there was a
charge that some §15,000 or $16,000 were used
in putting the Nicholls government on its
feet.
Mr. Butler desired to know who his friends
were that made such a statement.
A—f can't name them.
The fact was published as I have stated it at the time.
A long discussion ensued between Butler and
Boynton relative to the conversation regarding
the alleged expenditure of money in
Louisiana,
at the conclusion of which Boynton was excused.
Testimony of marshal Pitkin.
Marshal Pitkin was examined by Cox and
testified that he had conversed with James E.
Anderson on the subject of the protest of the
parish of East Feliciana and he desired to read
a prepared statement in regari to the
matter.
After some discussion it was decided to permit
the statement to be read as a part of bis sworn
testimony, which was to the effect that Anderson swore to the first protest in
his (Pitkin’s)
presence. The second protest made by Anderson Dever existed to the knowledge of'
witness,
and the third protest, a very lengthy document, was banded to Pitkin by Anderson, duly
sworn and to the best of his recollection there
were no blanks in the document as
Anderson
has Bworn had been filled by parties unknown
to him.
Pitkin thought it very probable that the third
protest had been framed by Anderson while
drunk. He (Pitkin) in his statement challenged any one to state he ever attempted to
persuade Anderson to do anything contrary to
law. He thought it very probable he had mentioned to Anderson if he could do so conscientiously it wonld be well to make a protest, he
(Pitkin) being presumably aware that the condition of affairs in East Feliciana was not altogether pacific. The statement is very voluminous and referred also to conversations had
with Anderson in Willard’s Hotel
touching
various conversations between that gentleman
and Matthews.
At the conclusion of the statement Mr. Butler inquired of Pitkin whether he at
any
time asked Thomas Jenks
anything relating to
the Sherman letter to which he
replied it was
very likely he did so.
He never had seen a
copy of the Sb6rman letter.
He had seen an
article in a New Orleans newspaper
announcing
Mrs. Jenks had a photographic
copy of the
Sherman letter and upon showing her the
article she laughed and remarked, “How little
newspapers know.”
Pitkin then addressed some further
inquiry
regarding the letter and Mrs. Jenks replied
that the letter never left New Orleans. Whenever he mentioned the letter at all he
mentioned it as the Sherman le ter.
He did not
not think Mrs. Jenks spoke of it as the Sherman letterMacMahon—Did you ever meet Anderson in

A.—No sir, and was not consulted about it at
all.
Pitkin also testified that he was U. S. marshal of Louisiana from the 4th of Ootober 18^6
to the 15th of June 1877.
I was requested
May 4th to resign by Attorney General
Devens in view of the rearrangement of offices
deemed proper by the President.
I have not
since held any Federal office and made no
npplicatioo for one. as he said, I conceive that
my relations with the administration are such
that I am not wanted, and that! have been
somewhat frank in my statementof my opinion
and I think that perhaps has estranged me
from the administration.
1 had 876 deputy
naarshals in the city of New Orleans and 3500
in the state, I received an application from the
chairman of the Democratic state committee
to appoint 350 persons that he proposed, but
ouly about twenty were appointed as all the
rest were members of the White League organization, who had so recently, in September,
deluged the city in blood. The result was that
all the deputies were taken from the Republican candidates except 35 Democrats proposed
by some gentlemen in the city. There would
have been more if the names of the Democrats
submitted had not been White Leaguers.
Q—Do you know of the borrowing of a certain $20,000 by the peopie id New Orleans,
which finally was paid by a note on the Union
National Bank of Chicago?
A—Nosir. All the funds I know about were
$2000 or $3000 sent down there by Z. Chandler
in the latter part of January, and the greater
part of that was spent in maintaining the Metropolitan police force at the State I louse.
Q—Were not telegrams sent to New Orleans
stating that troops and money would be furnished?
A—We had a voluminous correspondence
with parties in Washington regarding the election, but I do not recall any on that subject.
Albert G. Haley was put on the stand to
swear to a conversation with Mrs. Jenka jpgarding the Sherman letter, but some cootroversy arose in regard to the admirsibiluy of
such testimony and without settling it the committee adjourned until to-morrow.
Sub-committee consisting of Springer, Blackburn and Reed expect to leave for Louisiana

tonight.

Epl-

rns.

Berlin, Jane 23.—Today’s sitting of the
Congress began at 2 o’clock and closed at five
o’clock this afternoon. Gortschakoff was not
preseut bat received reports every quarter of
an hour and sent written
remaps to Bussian

plenipotentaries.
Bismarck

will

participation in

immediately

communicate

aGreece*will*be
Greek

the"(jongreesf

admitted to represent the
element in
Bulgaria when the organization of Bulgaria is
discussed.
In private conversation the Turks strenuously oppose granting autonomy to Epirns
especially as regards to Jonina. The Greeks
lay particular stress on the Greek nationality of
Janina.
The Taras declare they will not
evacuate the tortresses until the treaty of peace
is satisfied by al' powers.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

_

Philadelphia?

A.—Yes sir, once.
yon go to see bim?
A.—Well I do not think so, in fact X never
was in the North American office in
my life
Q—Do you remember an interview with
Senator Conkling with regard to Anderson’s

Q —Did

protest?

A-~^es sir, I have had
with Senator
Conkling.
Q.—Sypher

was

several conversations

nresent at

the infnrplam

question was he not?
A —Yes sir.

Q—Didn’t Sypher explain the circumstances
connected with the AnaersoD protest?
A—Yes sir. Sypher gave the history of the
case.
Much of the case was new to Conklins
"
as well as myself.

Q—When Conkling asked you about the
blanks in the protest what did yon
reply?
A—I think I replied in substance the same
as I have today in
my prepared statement, that
l. had no knowledge of the
existence ol anv
1
blanks in the protest.
Q—Did Sypher have Matthews letters with
him at this interview?
think DOt’ but he glve 8
description of

them"1

Witness then stated there were not
many if
any Democratic witnesses examined during the
House investigation, and further he stated
that
the witnesses were all paid
by the government.
Pitkin testified that he had had a
very important interview with Anderson in
July 1877
Two or three days after my
reaching Washington he accosted me in front of
Willard’s Hotel
and smd that
having seen my arrival announced
he had run down from
Philadelphia to see me.
I was surprised, both at his
friendly manner
and also at the matter he then
presented to me.
He said in effect that I had been
harshly treated by the administration and
Stanley Matthews
had instigated the
movement, and he (Anderson) had Stanley Matthews in a tight fix.
He
then drew a paokage from his
pocket and read
three letters and a telegram from
Matthews to
him (Anderson). The terms of the
commnnlcations impressed me as beiDg of a
seriously
compromising character. Anderson said that
one of these letters was
a copy bat that
he
coaid prove the receipt of the
originol
After
reading the letters and leaving certain documents in his pocket
unread, he went behind
them and related that in New Orleans
Senator
Sherman had made to him and Weber
certain
oral promises in case
they withheld certain
of
and
fraud in the
1876 election. 1“Jlm'd*tion
He then opened a
the original of which he said was in document,
Matthews’
handwriting, setting forth an nndne influence
Ke,,0*g> himself aad one or two
sthers. This was tbej
Audersoa-Weber agreement. At least, I bo believe. On
reaching my

1“?eD.tS
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Portland Wholesale market.

Tuesday, June 23.—The markets are quiet to-day
with but little change to Dote. Sugars continue at
9|e for granulated and 9Jc for Extra C. Flour is
steady and unchanged. The improvement in Pork
and Lard are very maraed. Corn shows no change.
Clearing Hone Transactions.
Portland, June 25.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to-day:
Gross Exchanges.$ 90,512 88
Net

Balances.

21,562 81

Dully Domestic Receipts.
conveyance—1090 bash corn meal to G
Go.

By water
W True &

Foreign Exoorts.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Btla-153,071 feet lumber.
Foreign Imports.
CARDENAS. Sebr Kit Carson—259 hhds, 58 tes
sugar, 69 bhds 2 bbls molasses, 1 bag collee to Phinney & Jackson.

COW BAY, CB.

Brig Gen PlUessin—251 tons coal

to John Main.
Schr Maegie—120 do same.
ST GEORGE, NB. Schr Mary
ers to E C Hersey & Co.

market.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, June 26 ]
12 Boston & Maine Railroad. 1031
110 Eastern Railroad. 10
Eastern Railroad new bonds).691 a 70
Portland. Saco <& Portsmouth R. R. 85
New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, June 25—Evening.—Wall street qniet
to-day. Money easy at 2 @ 3 per cent, on call, closing at 2 per cent. Sterling Exchange firmer at 4854
@ 485$ for long and 487$ @ 487$ for short sight bankers nominal, rates were 486 @ 488.
Exports of domestic produce for the past week
$5,851,520, against $5,711,029 for the corresponding

week of last year.
Gold sold at lOOf throughout and closed at 1008
asked and 100$ bid. Clearings $12,188,000. The customs receipts to-dav were $310,000.
Treasury disbursements were $130,000 for July interest and $10,000 lor bonds. Governments firm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange to-day ag
gregated 98,500 shares, including 36.200 shares Lake
Shore, 7400 shares Erie, 9100 shares St Paul, 15,400
shares Lackawanna & Western, 13,100 shares Western Union. 8100 shares North Western, 7000 shares
Pacific Mail, 3000 shares Michigan Central.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.
-...If 6J
United States 6s, 1881, .. 1093
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, reg.1013

United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.loll
United States 1867, reg..
United States 1867, coupon.1084
United States 1868, reg.
71073
United States, 1868, coup,. ...Uol
United States 10-40’s, reg. 1084

coup...]l084

United States new 5’s reg...1C68
United States new 5s, coup.
1064
United States new 4$s reg.....7,'103}
United States new 4$s, coup. 103}
United States 4 per cents, reg.,.100$
United States 1 per cents.coup.1014
Pacific 6’s 95s...77 77
The

Stocks:

following

were

the

7l20$

closing quotations of

& Essex
82}
Western Union Telegraph Co.... 864
Pacifio Mail.
777 143
Michigan Central.
65}
Morris

..

Panama..
Union Pacifio Stock,...04
bake Shore. „11M 573

New

York Central & Hudson R R..., ,i.108ft

I'1®.
Erie

15}

prelerred.
Illinois Central.

30}
834

Pittsbnrg R...78
Ohicago & Northwestern. .. 47
Chicago Ok Northwestern preferred.. ..
71S
New Jersey Central..... 311
Rock island....._ 1174

st.

20
4§
5*

—

....

11$
56$

...

—

84

Watertown Cattle market.
Watertown, June 25—Beet Cattle—receipts 881
head. Transactions in Cattle moderate; prices have
not advanced and no improvement expected for some
weeks to come. The city trade in meats is smail.
The supply from the North is still light; sales of
choice at 7 75; extra at 7 00 @7 50; first quality
at 6 00 @ 6 50; second quality at 5 00 @ 5 50; third
quality at 4 00 @ 4 50. Working Oxen per pair $100
@ 170; Mi'ch Cows and Calves $20 @ 70.
Sheep and Lambs—receipts 1358 head. The market is generally unchanged, but the tendency is toward lower prices; sales Wool Sheep in lots at 2 50 @
3 50 each; extra at 4 00 @ 5 50, or from 4 to 5}c
ib;
Sheared Sheep at 3 @ 5c $9 lb; Spring Lamb 3 at 44 @
7c; Veal Calves at 34 @ 5Jo per lb.

50|

Pam.

8t. Pani preferred...
70S
Fort Wayne. 93
Chicago & Alton... 78
too
Chicago & Alton preferred.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSDIPS.
NAME

FOE

FROM

Waldenesian.Quebec.Qlosgaw.June
...

Ohio

& Mississippi.

]

7«

Guaranteed...*.
Central Pacific bonds.
fTninn Paoiflo

22

1n7J

Sinking Funds.' lOli
Bar silver, currency.
Bar silver,

jj5f

Do

gold...111!
Coin..|’@ii discount

California Mining Stock*.
San Francisco, June 25.—The following are the
official nrices of mining stoclis
to-day compared with those of yesterday:
June 23. June 24
_June 25. June 24.
Alpha..712
42} Kentnck.3} 31
Belcher..... .5
5} Leopard.7-10
Best <& Belcher.. ..15
13} Mexican.14
13}
Bullion... ........ 5}
5} NorthernBelIe.il It
Consolidated, Va..l3} 13 Overman.13} 13*
California.16} 17} Ophir.... ,...48 48}
closing

Chollar.'.26} 25} Baymond&Ely 4J

4

—

ISorsc Pitchfork.
—

bead; market active and excited and 30c
at 3 95 @ 4 05; light at 3 90 @
00; mixed at 3 80 @ 4 05.
2900
Cattle—receipts
head; shipments 610 head;
the market is in good demand for export at 4 00 (5>
w
5 75; feeders at 3 10 @ 4 20.
Sheep—receipts 1100 head; sales at 2 75 @ 3 60-

Domestic market*.
New York. June 25—Evening.—Colton market
quiet at 1-16 lower; sales 257 bales; Middling uplands ll|; New Orleans 114; forward deliveries 9 @
lo points lower aud dull. Flour—receipts 9569 bbls;
the market is dull and strongly in buyer iavor;
sales of 14,300 bbls; No 2 at 2 25 @3 00; Superfine Western and State at 3 50 @ 3 9J; common to
good extra Western and State at 4 00 @ 4 30; good to
choice extra Western and State at 4 35 @ 5 75; common to choic White Wheat Western
extra at 5 80
@650; Fancy White Wheat Western extra it
6 55 @ 7 50; common to good extra Ohio at 4 00 @
5 75; common to choice extra St Louis Pt 4 10 @ 7 00;
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 00 @ 7 00;
choice to double extra at 7 10 @ 7 75, including 2700
City Mills extra at 5 10 @ 5 40; 1500 bbls low grade
extra at 4 00.@4 25; 2600 bbls Winter Wheat extra
at 4 25 @ 5 75; 5400 bbls Minnesota extra 4 00 @ 7 75,
closing heavy. Southern Flour heavy; sales 1400
bbls; unchanged.
Kye Flour is unchanged.
Corn meal is quiet; Yellow at 2 15 @ 2 35; Brandywine 2 75 @8. When*—receipts 175,150 bush; the
market is 1 @ 2c lower with a moderate export business at decline; sales 336,000 bush, including 184,000
bush on spot; 1 04 @ 1 05 for No 2 do Spring; 1 07 @
1 O84 for No 1 do; 1 02 for ungraded Winter Red ;1 10
@ 1 11 for No 2 do; 1 12 for do No 1; l 09 for No 2 Toledo; 116 for ungraded White; 1 20 for No 1 do; 1 22
tor extra White?
the White State; 1 13
—f tgi
for new Amber Maryland; No 2 Spring seller June
at 1 04 @ 1 04J. closing at 98c bid, 1 05 asked; do lor
July at 1 01, closing at 98c bid, I 03 asked ;No 2 Northwestern for June at 104, elsing at 1 03 bid, 1 04 j
asked; do for July at 1 024, closiug at 1 00 bid, 1 09
ucu

iui

wuuo av

it/)

uueiui: at

bid, 112 asked; do July 1 05bid, 1 10asked, ttve
heavy and lower at 62 g 6l$c for Western; 64 66c for
State. Harley nominal. Harley Malt nominal.
Corn—receipts 104,910 bisb; $ g $ better with fair
export and home trade demand; sales 536,000 traso,
iucluuing 218,000 bush on spot; ungraded at 41 g 43;
No 3 at 40 g 41 $c; steamer at 42 g 43c: No 2 at 44
g 44$ e; Kansas 41$ g 45c; steamer and Western Yellow 44c; steamer for June 42$ g 42Jc, closing at 43
bid, 44c asked; do July at 43$c, closing at 43c bid, 4lc
asked; No 2 for June at 44$ g 44$, closing at 41$ bid,
443c asked; do July at45@45$c, closing 45$c bid,
45$c asked. Oaks—receipts 51,175 bush; $ g $ better and fairly active; sales 160,000 bush; No 2 at 30$
g 31c; No 2 White at 33$c; No 1 at 31c; No lJWhite
at 362c; Mixed Western at 30 g 32c; White V* estern
31 g 36|c; Mixed State at 30 g 31$c; White State at
33 @ 36$c, including 40,000 No 2 Chicago at 31$; 15,000 do first halt July at 30|c; 20,000 No 1 White first
half July at 36$c. Coffee is steady. Sugar steady
with moderate demand; 260 hhds Cuba at 7$. Molasseu is unchanged and steady; New Orleans 25 g
48.
Bice steady. Petroleum quiet and sternly;
25,000 bbls united at 110$ @ 113|. Tallow steady
at 6| g 7.
Aaval Stores—Kosin quiet at 1 50 g
152$. f'urpentlne quiet at 29c. Pork is tinner;
1100 bbls mess on spot at 10 50 g 10 70; 10,000 July
at 10 25.
Beef quiet. Cut ifleats are firm; pick leu
bellies 5 9-16; clear bellies 6; middles firm; Western
long clear at 5|; city flo at 6. Card is firmer and
active; 450 tes prime steam on spot at 7 25; 2500 tes
for July at 7 25 g 7 27$; 350 tea city steam at 7 20.
W hiskey steady at 1 08$.

Freights to Liverool—market
15-64; do per steam $d.

sail at

is

quiet j.Cotton

per

Oni*'ago, Jnne 25.—Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat active and lower; No 1 Chicago Spring
and No 2 Chicago Spring at 93c lor cash and June;
90$ @ 9l)$c for July; No3 Chicago Spring at 84c; rejected 70c. Corn is active and shade lower; High
Mixed at 36§c; No 2 at 36|c cash and for June; 361 g
36$e for July; rejected 32$c. Oats are fairly active
and shade higher at 24$c cash and Juno; 23$c for
July. Kve is unchanged. Barley at 49$c for July.

Pork moderately active and higher at 9 45 for cash,
June and July.
Lard moderately active and higher
at 6 95 lor cash and June; 6 95 g 6 97$ July.
Bulk
Meats—shoulders 5 g 5$;short rib 5&;short clear 5 80.
Whiskey at 106.
Freights—Corn to Buffalo 1$.
Receipts—9,500 nbia nour, 37,000 bush wheat, 299,090 jusfl com, 57,000 bosh oats, 100 bush rye, 4000
flush barley.
Shipments—8000 bbls flour, 25,000 bush wheat, 178,000 bush com, 35,000 bush oats, 355 bush rye,
310 bush barley.
At the afternoon call ot the board the market closed
with Wheat steady at 90§ g 902c lor July. Com at

PORTLAND.

Uhakleston. June 25.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 11 @ lljc.
Wilmington, June 25.—Cotton is drm; Aliddline

uplands 10§c,

Urleans, June 25.—Cotton dull; Middling

Mobile, J une 25.—Cotton steady ;Mlddling uplands

lOJc.
Savannah, June 25.—Cotton dull; Middling

up-

lands at lOJc.
Augusta, June 25.—Cotton is dull and nominal*
Middling aplands at 10J @ lie.
Norfolk, June 25,—Cotton qniet; Middling upup
lands at lie,
Memphis, June 25.—Cotton quiet and steady ;Mid"
at

111c.

Secretion that Contaminate* the Blood.
When the bile is diverted Irom its proper
channels,
into the blood, which is always the case in liver comit
ceases
to
a
be healthy secretion, and beplaints,
comes a poison.
Its abnormal presence in the circulation and stomach is indicated by the suff usion
of
the skin with a hideous saffron tinge, by headaches
vertigo, nausea, pain in the right sido and under
the right shoulder blade, by indigestion, obstruction
ot the bowels, and other minor
Order
symptoms.
may be substituted tor tDis state ot chaos, and further bodily evil averted by using the beneficent alterative and tonic, Hostetters’ Stomach
Bitters, which,
by relaxing the bowels, promotes the escape fr om
the circulation of bilious Impurities; besides rendering the action of the liver regular, and removing
every trace of dyspepsia. This pleasant and purely
vegetable anti-bilious medidue is not only infinitely
more effective than any form of
mercury, but is on
account of its freedom from hurtful properties, infinitely to be prelerred to that poisonous drug.
A

Raymond, Kelley, Philadelphia—coal

Sch Chas

—

Congress’'*
MARRIED.

In St. Louis, Mo June 12, at the residence of Rev.
Dr. Canse, John E. Marsh ot Sandusky, Ohio, and
Miss Nannie M. Stanley ot St. Louis.
In Franklin, June 0, Enoch W. Blaisdell and Miss
Eunice A. French.
In Tremont. May 26. Albion R. Pray of Mt. Desert
and Katie B. Clark of Tremont.

DIED.
In this city, June 24, Charity
Nicholson, wife of
P. J. Looney, aged 65 years.
[Prayers at her late residence, No. 48*Brackett
street, Wednesday afternoon, at 2 o’clock. Burial at
convenience of the family.
In this city, June 24, Alberta E., wife of M. Her.
bert Brickett. aged 26 years 7 months.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 4 o’clk,
at No. 38 Clark street, (old number). Burial at convenience of tbe
In Deering, June 25, Annie,
daughter ot Walter
H. and Bertie Fassett, aged 3 months 13
days.

family.]

411 u a tare Almanac..Juuc 26.
Bun rises....4.17 | High water....*♦. 8.00 PM
Bon 8et».,«,.M,,M„7,481 Moon rises..52 AM
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These Garments

are

made from

a

Grey Mixed India Cloth,
treated by

patented process that mikes them

a

Perfectly Waterproof
without closing the pores, addin* to the durlbaUty,
aud holding tasi the colors till they are worn out.
They are lighter and cooler than a linen garmen",
and require no launderiog.
With one of these garments on. a lady Is protected
from dust, and if caught in a shower, may rave a
valuable suit from ruin.
The prices aie from

McAllister.

Sch Carrie L Hix, Hix, New York—salt to E G
Willard
Sch Maggie, (Br) Porrior. Cow Bay, CB—coal to
John Main. Spoke, June 21st, lat 43 22, Ion 64 50,
barque T L Sweat, from Cadiz tor Gloucester, short of
provisions, and supplied her.
Sch Jessie. (Br) Knox, St John, NB—sleepers to
E C Hersey & Co.
Sch May Elen. (Br) Clark, St George, NB-sleepcrs
to E C Hersey & Co.
Sch Hume, Caldcrwood, Salem, to load for Rockland.
Sch Ida C

AND

IDTT STEES

to

$3.50 to $5.00,
Either Ready-Made or Made

EASTMAN

Spofford, Ingalls, Eastport.
CLEARED.

Agent*

lor Amerlran

Sch
Graham, Smith, Philadelphia—D W Clark
& Co.
Sch S L Simmons, Lake. New York—Emery & Fox
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Pittston, to load for
New York—Chase, Leavitt Sc Co.
Sch David Tor ey, Soule, Gardiner, to load lor New
York—Chase, Leavitt Sc Co.

to Order,

BROS.,

ing Co.

Sc Co.

Waterproof-

KS

534

Congress Street.dtlsn

Jel9_

SWAN & BARRETT

SAILED—Barque Ella and Lothair; schs Odell,
Bramball, R S Graham, Maggie Ellen, DjAid Torrey
Ira D Sturgis, M Sewall, and others.

OFFER FOR S.1LE

Portland
•
Belfast
Calais ....
Brunswick
Maine Central R. R.
Portland & Kennebec fi. it.

CORRESPONDENT/!
(FROM
WI3CASSET, June 18— Sid, schs Buena Vista,
Colby, and Niger, Alley, Boston; Coquette, Merry,
and Tasso, Short well, Boston.
June 19—Ar, sch Isabella, Dickinson. Boston.
Sid, sch Maiia Louisa, Tburrill, boston.
June 22—Ar, barque Sarah Hobart, Pmkham, BosOUR

ton.

Sid, schs Franklin, Greenleaf, Boston; Fillmore,

6s
Us
Us
5s
7’s
U’s

•

ALSO

Adams, do.
June 25—Sid, sch C W Dezter, Marr, Providence.

BANK STOCK.

r/BOM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]

The highest price paid for

New York 25th, barques W H Genn, Collins,
Almeiia; Palo Alto. Jenkins. Cardenas; Lavinia,
Eatou. Cow Bay; sch L Sc M Knowles, Para.
Sid fm Liverpool 23d inst, barque Norwegian, Lincoln, Portland.
Ar at Marseilles 24th, brig Dirigo, New York.
Ar at

{‘CALLED”
Jy2

400

5-30

BOYDS.

NIDDI.E STREET,

snaodtf

tf'Of .Ulterior ENRL1NII manalaeturr and ju.llt celebrated for
Kla.ticity,
Durability and errnne,, of Puiat. In: all

MEMORANDA.
Ship Laurens, Snow, from Rio Janeiro lor Mejillones, has put into Callao leaking badly, and will
discharge lor repairs.
Brig Kaluna, Nash, at Philadelphia from Sagua,
reports during a heavy gale 18th, lost 65 hhds molasses off deck.

Number..

SPEYCEKIAY

I

TEEL PENSJ
kTHE

FISHERMEN.
Newport 22d, schs Louis Sc Rosa, and Gen
Grant, of bootbba\, (and sailed 23d.)
Ar at Port Mnigrave NS, 26th inst, schs Jennie A
Stubbs, Wachita. and Harvest Home, from CocaBhue
for Ellsworth; 21st, Eben H King, and H S Boynton,
do for Maine.
Ar at

.•Varietie. .ailed to crery «tyle of writing. Far .ale by the trade generally,
A
Sample Card, containing one each nf the
flftrra Number., by mail, on receipt ot
45 Cent..

IYIS0N, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR &

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PORT EADS, LA— Sid 18th, sch J P Macheca,
Woodbury, Jamaica.
PENSACOLA—Ar 20th, sch Eddie Hack, North-

13N and

my23

CO.

140 (irand St., New Ynrlt.
antfW

rup. Cardenas.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 20th, sch Rockie E Yates,

APOLLINARIS

Hopkins, Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Ar .20tb, brig F H Todd, Maguire,
New York.

CHARLESTON—Cld 2lst, sch Goorgie Clark, Bartlett, Wilmington, Del.
GEORGETOWN, DC— Ar 21st, sch Alice Belle,
Gammon, Maine.
BALTIMORE—Cld 22d, sch Hattie N Gove. Bearso
Portland.
Cld 22d, sch B W Hill, Higgins, Portland.
Ar 24th, schs Hortengia, Larrabee, 1m Port Spain;
Pride ot the East, Lord, Cat Island.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 24tb, brig Kaluna, Nash,
Sagua; Charlotte Buck, Herrick, Naguabo; Daniel
Webster, Foss, Mayaguez ; Wm McLoon, Rogers,

vauiviuiai

ua.vi,

m

uiuvuviu.

uivna

uvu, utcu

Brunswick.

NATURAL

Mineral Water.
HIGHLY

order ot the French Government.

Recommended by the highest MEDICAL AUTHORITIES in New York as
“A great relief for seasickness."
‘•A delightful beverage."
"Far superior to Vichy, Selzer, or any other."
“Most grateful and refreshing."
“Absolutely puro and wholesome; superior to all
for daily uce; free from all the objections urged
against Croton and artificially aerated waters."
“Impregnated only with Its own gas,’*
“Useful and very agreeable.’"
“Healthtuhand well suited for Dyspepsia and case3
of acute disease.
“Mildlyantacid; agrees well with
dyspeptics and
where there is a gouty diathesis ’*
“By far the most agreeable, alone or mixed with
wine, useful in Catarrhs of Stomach or Bladder, and
in gout.
“Not only

Nichols, Philadelphia.
At Rio Grande May 16, sch Robt T Clark, Hutchinson, lor Sanuy Hook.
Ar at Lagnayra May 28, schs Olive Crosby, Hutchinson, Philadelphia; 6th inst, Carrie E Woodbury,
York.

Ar at Demarara 1st inst. seb Millie Trim. Boynton,
New York; 3d. L F Warren, Johnson, Norfolk.
Ar at St Pierre May 24th, brig C C Robinson, Coggins, New York.
At Port Spain
inst, sch Clara Fletcher, Sargent,
for Hampton Roads 12th.
Sid 7th, brig Annie Gardiner, Hutchinson, NYork;
Ambrose Light, Giles, St Thomas.
Ar at Porto Cabello May 28. sch Kate Newman,
Newman, New Yerk, (and sailed lor Laguayraand
New York.)
At St Pierre 11th iLst,sch Mary D Haskell, Carter,
for Philadelphia 3 days.
At Trinidad 10th inst, sch Nellie, Perry, for Bo-ton
Ar at Havana 22d inst, barque Carrie Heckle,
Woodbury, New York,
At Bermuda 20th, sch A Haylord, Dickey, from
New York, ar 17th.
Ar at Port Mulgravo N3, 23d, sch Hattie A White,
—

Bellaty.

gins, Ayr, Scot.

CB, 20th,

sch

S B Hume, Dig-

St John, NB, 224 inst, ship Bello O’Brien,
O’Brien, Liverpool; sch Acara, Chandler, Mac hi as.
Ar at

SPOKEN.
April 20, lat 25 S, Ion 28 W, ship Mabel Clark, Sheldon, Irom Liverpool for Hong Kong.
May 6, lat 9 N, Ion 3t W, ship Samuel Watts, from
New York for San Francisco.
May 25, lat 28 N, Ion 33 30 W, ship Uaivy Mills,
from New York for San Francisco.

SPECIAL

throughout

the

Every getraine bottle bears tbe registered Ytllgiv

pictorial

label of tbo

APOLL1SAG1S COMPANY (LIMITED),LONDON,

auglf

eneoaeowly

Surgical Instruments
ELASTIC STOCKINGS,
Bandage* & ttupoorter*- Tru**r*, Shoulder Brace*, Spinal Supponera.
Club Fool Hhoc*. Arc.,
on

band and made to order.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES
fjr ?ale and to let by

A. G.

SCHLOTTERBECK,

Dealer in and Manufacturer of
SURGICAL INSTRUHEXTg.

501 Congress Street, Portland, Me.,
Sole Agent lor Geo. Ticmann X Co.
New York.
Ini

.1,4

TUB NEWEST K1C BOOKS.
!! ONWARD !!
Onward is the name of I.. O. ehermo^T’N
book for SINGING CLASSES for tbe .-easou of 187879. A new an I fresh collection of the best Secular
and Sicred Music, with a full Instructive Course.
Teachars will please examine. 02 Glees, 56 Sacred
Tunes and 15 Anthems are provided. Price #7.50
per dozen.

FESTIVAL CHORES BOOK !
Compiled by J. P. COBB, ami designed for Mu-i.
cal Conventions, Societies, Festivals, etc., etc. A selection of a number of the best Choruses, Sacred and
Secular. 141 large pages. ($12 per cjox.u).

THE CHURCH

PAR
BY

and

Interest,

tbe use of Episcopal Choirs, and it
however,
has the greatest variety ever brought together of
Anthems, Venilcs, Cantafes, Jubilates, Glorias, and
of all other p eccs u-ed in the service.
Should be
universally used. (# 12 per dozen.)

OLIVER DITSOX & CO., Boston.

no24

codly&w

July, 1878.

CRACKERS, TORPEDOES,
Fnpcr Cap Pinfold, Paper Cap, Mnaka,

Flag., Arc.,

WHOLE SALK and RETAIL at manufactnrers’ prices. Oar Fireworks are warranted the
be9t in quality and brilliancy in the market—all fresh
goods. Prico Lists tugnisbed on application. Also
Exhibitions famished to cities and towns at lowest
manufacturers’ prices.
1ST MIDDLE MTKEET,
at

CHEAP

JRIBBOSiS.

Children’* Na»h Ribbons, all Nilk,
ches wide, 50 ccs.
500 jds It cm mi u** all Nilk,

six in-

imported

Ribbons, lo cm.

I. P.

—

JOHNSON,

Ho. 7 Clapp's Block, Congress SI.

II. JV1. Payson & Co.,
34 EXCHANGE
Jel5

OFFERING I

By L. O EMERSON. As this fine book contains a
Hundred Anthem-, Motets, etc., all of the best quality, ft is a tine book for any choir, and will be extensively used as an Anthem Book.
Its first design,
is for

FIREWORKS,

7 c™ BONDS I

STREET,

(Ilf

R'ilbor's Compound
Oil and Limb. The advanover the plain Oil is that the
nauseating taste of the Oil is entirely removed, and
tbo whole rendered entirely palatable. The oftensive
taste ot the Oil has long acted as a prominent objection to its use; bat in this form the trouble is entirely obviated. A host of certificates might bo given here to testify to the excellence and success of
Wilbor’3 Cod Liver Oil and Lime.” But the fact
that it Is regularly prescribed by the medical faculty
is sufficient. For sale by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist,
Boston, and by all druggists.
JeUgodlwEU
of Pure Cod Liver
tage ot this compound

necessity.”
Grocers, Drug-

SOLE AGENTS,

4th of

A first class Country Residence, beautiful location, surrounled by shade trees and orchard, lew
churches, schools ami depot,
educational advantages in town superior, property
ten miles from Portland. For particuUrs enquire of
E. E. U PH A.VI,
7 Exchange Street.
jel4d2w*sn

—

a

41 X 43 WARREN STREET,
NEW YORK,

NOTICEsT

minutes walk from

at

but

FREDK DE BARY & CO.,

FOR SALE.

For Sale

luxury,

2, brig Mary Bartlett, Smith,

Cow Bay.
Ar at Newry 11th inst, barque Ada L Crosby, Crosby. New York.
Ar at Gloucester, Eng, 12th inst, barque Arietta,

Anticosti.
Ar at North Sydney,

a

To be had of all Wine Merchants,
gists, and Mineral Water Dealers
United States, and wholesale of

EOREIUN PORTS.
Sid tea Malaga 5th inst, brig David Owen, Chadbourn. New York.
At Madeira 5th inst, sch Lester A Lewis, Pendle-

ton. for Tu* £S Island.
Sid fm Oporto June

EFFERVESCENT

APPROVED by the Acadcmie de Afedecine of
France, and its sale in France authorized by special

Cl,

emit to

Health and Economy.—Undoubtedly the mos
reliable baking powder sold in this market is “Co
gress” Yeast Powder, it being pure ana healthy, and
especially good for dyspeptics when used in Biscuits,
Dumplings, &c. Give it a trial, and you will alway
use

BV

ULSTERS

Portland & Ogdensburg R R.
Sch Addie Fuller, Jorgenson. Philadelphia.
Sch T Benedict, Crockett, Woodbridge, N J—
clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Mail, Merrill, New York—coal to Randall &

Woodbury, New

European market*.
London, June 25—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 95 9-16
for money and 95J.for account.
London, June 25—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67’s, at 107; news’s, at
108; new 4J’S,105S; 10-40S, 1093; Erie at 16; Illinois
Central 85J.
Amount of bullion gone into the Bank of England
to-day was £160,000.
Liverpool, June 25—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
easier; Middling uplands at 6Jd; do Orleans at 6 716d; sales 6,000 bales, including 1000 bales tor speculation and export; receipts 750 bales, all American.
Futures easier; July and August at 6 7-32.
Flour at 22@24; Winter Wheat at 10(<Ao3:
Spring do at 8 10 @9 4; California averages at 10
(SI 10 6; club at 10 4 ® 10 8; Com at 22 9 @ 23; Peas
at 33.
Provisions, &c—Pork at 43; Beer 72; Bacon
at 27 6 @30 6; Lard at 36. Cheese at 43.
Fallow
at 37 3. At London Tallow at 38 6.
Paris, June 25.—Rentes 112 95t.

ie21

FOB SALE

INDIA CLOTH

Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
East port for Boston.
Ship Marcia Greenleaf, Bunker, Liverpool 30 days
via Bath, in ballast, to Ryan & Kelsey, to dock ror
repairs.
Brig Gen Pellesier, (Br) Porrior, Cow Bay—coal lo
John Alain. Spoke, in lat 43 39, Ion 64 45, ship Jos
Clark, from Glasgow tor Shelburne, NS.
Sch Kit Carson, Lawreuce, Cardenas, 9th lust—
Jackton. Reports.
sugar and molasses to Pbinney &
19th, lat 38 45. Ion 73 50, passed a vessel about 300
with
topper paint, and rudtons, bottom up. painted
der hanging. Could not ascertain her name.
Sch Joseph Souther, Watts, Darien via Boston tor
Yarmouth.
Sch H D May, May, Philadelphia—coal to Randall
& McAllister.
Sch Seth W Smith, Allen, Philadelphia—coal to
Green, Son & Lynch.

_

dlinz unlands

—

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Louis, June 25.—Flour is inactive and weak.
Wheat active and lower; No 3 Red Fall at 93c for
cash; 86g 86$c for July; No 4 do at 82c. Corn is
lower; No 2 Spring at 33$c for cash; 34$ g 34$c for
July. Oats firmer; No 2 at 24$ g 24|i lor cash; 25c
lor June. Rve dull at 50c.
Whiskey iB unchanged.
Pork is higher at 9 50 for cash; 9 60 g 9 65 for July.
Lard is firmer at 6 97 asked. Bulk Meats
stronger
at 5 and 5 50 and 5f lor shoulders, clear rib and clear
Bermuda.
sides. Bacon higher at 5| @ 5$ @ 6$ g 6$ lor shoulAr 24th, schs Czar. Hammond, Kennebec: Lizzie
ders, clear rib and clear sides.
H S Billings, bilReceipts—1500 obis flour, 3,0000 bush wheat, 6,- Malor. Hammond. Martiniane:
000 bush corn, 13.000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 000
lings, Mt Desert; Eliza B Emery, Weeks, Kennebec;
Lottie K Friend, Col tins, do.
on«h barley, 00,000 hogs.
Cid 24th, sobs I> B Everett, Hix, Ponce; Five SisShipments—1,000 bbls flour, 20,000 bush wheat, 550
000 bush corn, 4,000 bush oats, 10,000 bush rye, 00000 i ters, Hutchings, Zaza; Waterloo, Haskell, GloucesCora Etta, Pendleton. Boston,
ter;
KiTh barleyi
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, brig C S Packard. Ameswiijwauh.ee, uune25.—Flour 13 dull aud a shade I
Ponce; schs W ti Moseley, Urann, St Pierre;
bury,
easier. Wheat opened firm, declined Jc and closed
Carle M Richardson, Richardson. Cardenas; Silver
Arm; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 02J for hard; No 1 MilHall, Matanzas; T S Me Lei lan, Farr, PortSpray,
waukee soft at OBJ; No 2 Milwaukee at 93Jc on spot
land; Bloomer, Farrington, Bangor; Forest Belle,
J uue; 93Jc seller 0 uiy; No 3 Milwaukee at 83c. Corn
Adams,
do; Mary Sands, Roberts, Gardiner.
quiet and easier; No 2 old at 36c; new at 33Jc. Oats
Cld 24th, brig Cascatelle, Sparks, Cardenas ; schs
are steady; No 2 at 24c. Kye
steady; No 1 at 5-'Jc.
T B Witherspoon, Sheppard, St Thomas; .J H ConBarley is unsettled; No 2 Spring at 60 @ 61c; 61 Jc for verse. Allen, Cardenas; John McAdam, KatLburn,
J uiy. Provisions quiet and firm; Mess Pork at 9 59
Mobile.
cash and July. Lard—prime steam at 7.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 24th. schs Addie E Snow, OlivFreights—Wheat to Buftalo 1} @ 4.
er. East Harbor, TI; 8 M Tyler, Bart, Hoboken.
Receipts—10,000 bbls dour, 76,000 bush wheat.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 22d, schs Darius
Shipments—10,000 bbls door,.33,0C0 onsh wheat.
Eddy, Green, Portland for New York; J M KenneToledo, June 25.—Wheat drmer; Amber Michinedy, Pomroy, Ellsworth for Rondout; Helen Mar,
gan on S4K)t atl 01J; seller Julv 95c; No 1 Red WinDuncan. New York for Belfast, (and sailed 24th.)
ter at 1 04; No 2 do on spot 1 00J;seller
at
PAWTUCKET—Ar 22d, sch Dolphin, Young, from
July
9IJc;
No 3 Red at 85c; No 2 Dayton and Michigan Red at
Calais.
1 00;rejected Wabash 71c. Com is dull and
Sid 22d, sch Jas S Pike, Webster, New York.
drm;
High Mixed at 38Jc; No 2 on spot 38c; seller lor July
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 22d, sch Kit Carson,
at 38 (gj 38Je; rejected 36c; damaged 31c. Oats are
Lawrence, Cardenas 12 days for Portland; T Beneinactive; No 2 held 25Jc.
dict, Crockett, Woodbridge NJ for do; Mail, Meriill,
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 19,000 bush wheat, 39.000
New York for do; Magoet, Fletcher, Rondout for
hush com, 3,000 bush oats, 0O hogs.
Machias; W S Jordan, Crowell, Bath for a Southern
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat,80.000 port; Ailston, Fitzgerald, Gouldsboro for Philadelbnsb corn, 1,000 busb oats.
phia; Ida L Howard, Tobin. Portland for New York;
Cincinnati, June 25.—Pork Is quiet and held at Red Beach, Holmes. Calais for do.
10 00. Lard is in good demand at full
Sid, schs Clara Jane, Connecticut, Belle Brown,
prices; curT Benedict, Kit Carson, Jachin, Ida L Howard, Rerent make at 6 95; kettle at
7J@7|. Bulk Meats dondo,
Olive Branch. Ailston, Susan, and others.
are strong; shoulders at 5J; clear rib at 5
5
42J @ 50;
BOSTON—Ar 24th, brig Nellie Mitchell, Jackson,
short clear at.5 75.
Bacon strong and higher; shoulde Verds; schs Lamoine, Leach, Philadelphia;
Cane
ders at 5J; dear rib 6J; clear sides 68.
Whiskey
Eliza B Coffin, Cole, Port Johnson; E L Higgins,
active and drm at 1 05.
Rowe, Calais; Win Pickering, Bellaty, Ellsworth.
Hogs drm; common at 3 35 @375; light at 3 80
Below 24th, schs H D May, from Philadelphia for
3
@ 900; packing at 3 85 @ 4 00; batchers at 4 00 (Si
4 05; receipts 1576 head; shipments 7b5 head.
Portland; Jachin, from Rondout for Belfast; Wm
Emma tireen, and others.
Todd,
Detroit, June25.—Wheat is dull; extra White
Cld 24th, schs Susan Stetson. Hale, Gnadaloupe;
Michigan at 1 13; No 1 White Alichlgan at 112J.
John Stroup, Hurst, and Charger, Kelley, Kennebec.
Receipts—000 bbls dour, 19,913 uush wheal, OOUO
Sid 24th, barque Evie Reed.
bush corn, 0,000 onsh oats.
Ar 25th, schs E R Emerson. Sears. Philadelphia;
Shipments—000 bbls dour, 14,0001 bush wheat, 0000
Ruth Thomas, Dodge, New York; H H Havey, Blake,
bush coin, 0000 bush oats.
Sullivan; Chas Upton, Kief, Ellsworth; Belle, HarBaltimore, June 25.—Cotton dull; Mddiing up- rington. Westport.
lands lljc.
SALEM—Ar 24th, schs S S Kendall, Kendall. Port
Johnson; Laurel, Bennett, Hancack; A J Whiting,
Galveston, June 23.-Cotton quiet; Middling upGardiner, Mt Desert; M L Crockett, Dean, Bangor;
lands lOJc.

New

ALSO

Kuhes and Sections for all kinds of
Mowers at Manufacturers’ Prices.

NEWS.

Tuesday, June 25.
ARRIVED.

ments 7000

higher; heavy grades

»» *umi

RAKE,

—
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AND

NELLIS’ DOUBLE HARPOON

Chicago Cattle market.

1 09

Improved Hay Tedder,

YANKEE HORSE

—

Chicago,June 25-Hogs—receipts 13,500 head;sbip-

..****frl?

Land Grants.

Bullard’g

Peruvian....Quebec_Liverpool.... .July 13
Sardinian.Quebec.... Liverpool.July 29
Pennsylvania.Philadel’a.. Liverpool... .July 27

*'

Delaware & Lackawanna.
584
Atlantio & Pacifio Telegraph...77 27$
The following were the closing quotations ol Pacific
Kailroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie lit.... 19

MODElT"
Buckeye Mower,
NEW

27

Suevia.New York. .Hamburg ...June27
City of VeraCruz ..New York..Havana......June 29
Circassian. Quebec
.Liverpool.June 29
Devonia ...........New York. .Glasgow.June 29
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.— June 29
Andes.—New York...Aspinwali—June 29
Hadji...New York. .Porto Rico.. .June 29
Erin.New York.. London.June 29
Montana.New York. .Liverpool.lulv 2
Santiaga de Cuba.. ..New York.. Havana.July 3
Russia........New York. .Liverpool.... July 3
Calitornia.New York.. London. July 3
Pereire. New York. .Havre .July 3
Moravian.Quebec.... Liverpool.July 6

MARINE

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

DATS

Adriatic...New York. .Liverpool. ...June27
Etna..New York Aspinwali... June 27

PORT OF

uplands at lljc.
Ellen-3600 sleep-

Boston Stork

United States 10-408.

11$

St.

The Participation of Greece lathe Confor

«

—

Caledonia.-..2$
Crown Point.6$

36$c for. Oats unchanged.

THE EASTERN PROBLEST.

gress—T arks Oppose Autonomy

Silver Hill. 1J
24 Savage.112
o| Seg. Belcher.
Exchequer.........
3$ Sierra Nevada.. 5J
Goula & Curry.... 68
6| Union con,
5f
Hale & Norcross... 7|
7$ Yellow Jacket. 8
Imperial. Eureka con.56}
Julia consol’id’td. 6|
74 Grand Prize.... 4$
Justice.4.,
3$ Alta.
7}

Confidence....24

Jel9_
B.

F.

eod2vr

PRITCHARD,

Real Estate and Fire Icsnrancs Broker,
Mortgages and loans neeotiated. Rents collected
and Insurance secured All business inirusted to me
promptly attended to.
Office—Farrincton
K
Block, Congress St.. Portland, Me.
'"■*
eodtf
will be

Ashos ETnulod.

Address
yms

*

inoy

» *, kickku
Corner. Drrrinr

■

,lLf

To Be Let On Brackett St,
class threo story Brick House
FIRST
Street. Apply at 162 Brackett Street.

near

aplO

Sptlng
ijdtt

Temperance Reform Club.—The semi-annual election of the Reform Cluh occurred last
evening. The following officers were elected:
President—George H. Lefavor.
Vice Presidents—Chas. H. Choate, Lewis B.
Howard, Jospph A. Kenneuy.
Recording Seoretaay—Wm. McDowell.
Financial Secretary—Alfred Bateman.
Treasurer—John P. Cochling.

THE PRESS.
WEDNESDAY MORNING,
TB£

JDNE 26.

PRESS

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots ol Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews.
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm

Bros.,

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

TO-DAt

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Kid Gloves-Latter.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Sheriff’s Sale—E. R. Brown.
Wanted—H. L Libby.
Seaside Cattage—J. W. Hobson.
Reduction—Owen, Moore & Bailey.
I Will Forfeit Five Dollars—Mrs. S. Spencer.
Proposals—$600.
Mechanic Falls Band—E. F. Beal.

Proposals—Sealed Proposals.
Massage—Miss Josephine A. Wood.
Probate Notices.
Kid Gloves

almost

White and opera kid gloves in fall assortlow prices. Carlton Kimball, 495 Con-

ment at

just

jr25-2t

abave Preble House.
_

Bare and beautiful plants today at Bailey’s
auction rooms on Exchange street a-e to be
The stock is from the well known conservatories of Galvin Bros, of Boston, and we
are assured that it will be very finely selected.
Tbe large stock of last week was from the
same firm and attracted general notice.
We

attend, however, to carry
“picnic baskets.”

general attendance.

a

And Life

body,

take

K. Doherty and Jeremiah

SullivaD. Reform School.
Neal for Peter 3ullivan.
Co. Att’y.
Fogg for Jeremiah Sullivan.
John S. Triel, John Welch, Joseph McLaughlin
and Patrick Collins. Larceny, Reform School duNash for Triel.
Larceny. Reform

John S. Trieland John Winn.
School during minority.
Co. Att’y.

Nash for Ti iel.

Rriel Jottings.
Tbe cborns choir go to Naples today.
Tbe anniversary of the First Baptist Sunday
ccbool will be observed next Sunday.
Rev. James MoWhinnie baptised three candidates at the close of the evening service last

Sunday.
The coal dealers received notice yesterd ay
that coal bad advanced 25 cents per ton in
V>_&__.3

r_nl_.A__•„
‘—

“-VW

J
v-t.vv.v-.

A party of 310 people came in over the Grand
Trunk yesterday and went to the islands in tbe

Ambition

Island and vicini y
complain of the loss of boats and fishing material of late and they propose to engage a detective to look after the thieves.
A yonng

man

who essays to be

a

sensational

preacher began pract ce the other evening at a
prayer meeting, when he pitched into the pas
tor of one of the best city churches for marching in a procession on the street. It is refreshing to know that there was bat one opinion in
regard to his remarks. Wonder whom he will
go for text time.
Fbank Gould.—The Boston
Advertiser of yesterday contained an extended
account of the yonng man who represents himself as a son ot \Y. E. Gould of this city.
It seems that this Gon'd lodged for some
time in the Howe Lodging House for Men,

tended for a Mr. Morris that Gould met at the
Howe bonse, and re-enclosed it to Superintendent Bunn telling him that Gould must be
In this letter which is
“a nice yonng man.”

Boston, April G, Gould

said he

had got
to Boston and wanted Morris to get his handle
from Mr. Bunn, open it and he would find
some Associated Press headed writing paper
and envelopes. Then Morrs was to write a
lettrr of recommendation on a sheet of it,
sign the name of J. W. Simonton, of the
Associated Press
to it,
and
direct to
Edward L. Beard, the Associated Press agent
in Boston, who would get Gould a |59 situation in a large restaurant in Boston
The Late Sumneb Bubnham —The

tele-

graph bar already announced briefly th« death
of Sumner Burnham. Esq. which took place at
his home in Norway iast Saturday morning.
He had been enjoying good health and on Friday attended to bnsicess. He retired as well
as nsual. During the night he was attacked
with apoplexy and expired at about 3 o’clock

Saturday morning.
Mr. Burnham was one of
oi.rl rnnat-. pncnr-ptr
was

rl pi iv.pna

former!; sheriff of

the b;st
nf Orfnrrt

known
p.nnnt.c

that count;

and

years ago held a position in the Portland
At the time of his death be
eastern bonse
National Bank.
was President cf the Norway
Bis age was GS years aud 7 months.
The fnneral services took place at Norway
Monday afternoon and were attended by a large
concourse of the citizens of Norway and surrounding towns. Itev. Dr. Estes of Paris and

some

Itev. Dr. Sbailer of this city officiated.
Fourth of July.—The several military
companies of the city will prrade under the
Command of Gen. Mattocks on the mgroing of
July 4tb, and at 12 o’clock will take the train
for East Baldwin, where a collation will be
served and an opportunity offered to each company to compete f jr the following prizes offered
by the city, using tha range of the Maine
Riiie Club for that purpose,
lsr, §10; 2i, §25
and 3d §20. Au opportunity will also be offered to the Maine Rfls Club aud visitors to com-

pete tor

a

prize ot §25, using the long range

for that purpose.
Change of Time.—There is to be quite an
extensive ebaoge in the Boston & Maine time
table next week. The 7.30 a. m. train from
Boston is to be discontinnod, and one leaving at
8 30 a. m. substituted. A boat train will leave
A
Boston at 6 p. m., arriving here about 9 52.
m
The boat
train will leave here at 1.10
train from here this je<r will stait at 6.30 p.
m., instead of 6 p. m as last year.
Buckfield Branch Railroad.—On and after July 8lb, regular ttaios will arrive aud depart from the Grand Trunk station in this city
connecting w.th the Romford Falls and BuckThe
field Branch railroad at Mechanic Falls.
a m.
cars will be attached to the 8
Montreal
express, and the 5.30 p. in, train, and will ar■. ...m;
rive here at 8.30 a. m. and 6.20 p. m.

cow

the progress of liberal theol-

President—M. P. Frank, Esq. Portland.
Vice President—Hon. Henry Lord, Bangor.
Secretary—Rev. J. J. Mead, Hiram.
Treasurer—Richard Dresser, Auburn.
Sunday School Secretary—Allen Merrill,
Dexter.
Preacher of Occasional Sermon—Rev. E. W.
Preble.
Alternate—Rev. C. A. Hayden.
Committee on F. O. and D.—Revs. W. R
French, Turner; L. Goodenougb, Belfast; D.
F. Stevens, Auburn; Messrs. J. G. Greeley,
Bangor, and J. O. Bradley, Portland.
Trustee for the year—Ara Cushman, Esq.,
Auburn.
Delegates to General Convention—Clerical,
Rev. Geo. W. Quinby, D. D., Augusta; W. E.
Gibbs, Portlanu; Costello WeBton, Bath; Lay,
Richard Dresser, Auburn; Joseph M. Hayes,
Bath; Judge Philo Hersev, Belfast; Dr. G.
Lndwig, Portland; Mrs. G. W. Quinby, Augusta; Mrs. S. Perham, Paris.
Trustee of TJniversalist Publishing HouseRev. W. S. Vail, South Berwick.
Judge Dresser of Anbnrh made some state,
ments to the convention relating to the finances
connected with state missionary work.
Rev.
Mr. Seitz of Norway, Ex-Gov. Perham of
Paris, and Dr. Quinby of Augusta, spoke of
the feasibility of adopting tbe mission boxes
provided by the General Convention, one-half
of th9 proceeds to be devoted to tbe State Convection and one-half to the Genera! Convention, and Mr. Seitz introauced a motion to perfect arrangements with the General Convention to adopt this system of gathering funds.
Mr. Weston of Bath moved to refer the matter

escaped with slight

|

elected:
A. McCarthy.
First Lieutenant—J. D. McCloskey.
Second
M. M. Lynch.
First Sergeant—J. Godfrey.
Second
W. A. Feehan.

cers were

Captain—D.

A liberal Act.—Capt. Hogan of the Central wharf Tow-boat Company has delivered to
the owners of the lost schooner Francis Baker
all the sails and rigging recovered from the
sohooaer and refuses to receive any reward for
the same.

The owners retnrn their thanks to
Capt. Bogan and the boat company.
Election of Officers.- The following officers were elected at a meeting of Beacon Lodge
I. O. O. F. held last eveniog for the ensuing
six months:
Noble Grand—William T. Small.
Vice Grand—Thos. A. Josselyn.
Secretary—Clinton H. Cbesley.
Treasurer—Franklin H. Morse,
RSIilGIOCB CONVENTIONS.

Maine Baptist Anniversaries,
Biddefohd, Jane 25.
The regular meetings above indicated were
preceded by a most excellent prayer and conference meeting on Monday evening, under
the direction of Gev. S. L. B. Chase of Rockland. The prevailing sentiment of the meetiDg
was desire for the Master’s presence at the
feast.
The

Missionary convention was called to
order at 9 o’clock on Tuesday morning by the
Recording Sacretary, Rev. 0. S. Barrage of
Portland, in the absence of the President and
Moses Giddings, Esq., of Bangor, was called
to the chair.
An earnest social service was
then engaged for nearly an hour. The President, Eev. G. P. Matthews of Thomaston,
having arrived took the chair. Scriptures were
read by Rev. Dr. Ricker of Augusta, and
prayer offered by Rjv. J. Kalloch of RocklandThe opening address by the President was full
of encouragement, icspired by review of the
pa9t, glance at the present and outlook for the
future.

The address of weicamo by Rjv. W.
C. Barrows, pastor of the Biddeford church,
was cordial and appropriate.
Committees were
appointed as follows:
Arrangements—Bev?. H. S. Barrage, H.
Crocker W. C. Barrows, F. T. Hazelwood and
J. McWRinnie.
Credentials;—Revs. J. H. Cox, N. D. Curtis.
Nominations—Eevs. A. It. Crane, G. B.
lisley, E. J. Whotemore, Herbert Tilden, W.
0. Aytr, T. G. Lyons, W. M. Hathom,J. H.
Higgins, E. C. Long. L E. Grant,D. C. Bixb.v,
F. D. Blake and G. S. Srtaifh
Temperance—Kevs. A. c. Herrick, W. E.
Morse, E Bowell and A. Little,
Sunday Schools—Bevs. S. L B, Chase, J.
Bounds, A. A. Ford, I. E. Bill, Jr., Deacon
W. N Litchfield.
Home Missions—Bevs. I. Lelaml, N. Butler,
W. T. Sargent, H. W. Hey wood, G. M. P,

had

*

follows:

Eogcs

Centre street, New York. There were several
men there named Morris.
A Mr. J. H.
Morris in Paris, France, received a letter, in-

Rev. H. C. Munson temporary secretary. The
several business committees were appointed.

the system has worked successfully.
Rev. Mr. Snow presented an amendment to
the constitution relative to a change of the
basis of representation, which was referred.
The committee on nominations reported as

Accident at the Dry Dock.—Just as the
were finishing up work for the night
at
tbe Dry Dock Monday a staging on the new
vessel C. D. Bryant gave away and let six men
down 25 feet. Superintendent John Bates received a severe cut on tbe face and breast,
Robert. Archibald had a leg sprained, and
Charles E, Orr was qnite badly scalded with

Chebeague

nntered the house of Leonard Whitney,
where the latter was seated at table, threw
hint down and beat him awfully. The ostensibie reason for this violence is that wumvu

The secretary presented the report of his
work as missionary which was referred to a
committee consisting of Rev. S. Goodenoagh,
S, E. Sargent and Dr. Fnller.
The executive committee mala a report.
They report having established several circuits,
in which pastors have been injtalled, and that

men

occnrred at

Conway last week. Leander Nute, a
notoriously vicious person of fighting proclivi-

der.

The accident was owing to the carelessness of
the driver.

battery

and

or

North

to 2.30 p. m.
At 2 o’clock the convention was called to or-

hrnicAB

Fishermen at

three weeks.
A case of assault

ogy.
oomecnanges were maue la me programme
for Wednesday, and the convention adjourned

Railroad Accident.—Last evening as the
five o’clock train over the Maine Central was
nearing the Falmouth crossing, a four-horse
team driven by Mr. Colson of Gray was discovered crossing. The man tried to get off
the track, but only two of the horses escaped.
Tne two nigh horses were struck and kil'ed.
Neither the driver nor the wagon was injured.

expected.

twenty to fifty guests daily for the past two

semi-centennial.
xue convention was called to order by Rev.
Mr. Moad of Hiram, aud Mr. Sargent of Portland was appointed temporary chairman, and

The theme was

a shot gnn and
aim at his heart fired. The shot entered
his left side, but coaid not be discovered.
Owing (o the young man’s condition, it was
impossible to tell how badly be was hart. Dr.
Tewksbury attended him.

Tbe citizens of Chebeague Island are tocelebrate the Fourth of July with picnic, fantasies, foot race, bag race, etc. A fine time is

Fayette.

Hon. Rufus Prince, the chairman, arrived
and took the chair.
At 10.33 a sermon was preached by Rsv. W.
S. Vail of South Berwick, from 1st Cor. iii, 11

becoming discouraged, seized

Catholic Temperance Cadets.—At the
annual meetiDg of this organization held at
Kavanagh Hall last evening the following offi-

the ascent to Mt. Washington thus eaily, and
at the Crawford House they have had from

he Vairenalul Convention.
Lewiston, Jane 25.
The Universalist state convention met with
the Elm street church ia Auburn today. This
is the fiftieth session and is to be observed as a

a

Tne pothers

The mountain hotels are gradually filling.
Several parties frcm North Conway have made

T

taking

Chandler’s Band.

lie

of

Attempted Suicide.—J. E. Fuller, a young
man 20 years old, shot himself in his father’s
saloon at the head of Franklin wharf yesterday afternoon. He had been drinking, and

Rev. SamaelRowe, a deaf mute, preached a
a sermon to the deaf mutes of this city and
vicinity on Sunday, June 9. There were twelve
in attendance.
The three Methodist societies will have a
grand Bail and excuision Saturday. They go in
the Forest City and will be accompanied by

dated

Recording Secretary—Rcy. H, S. Barrage of
Portland.
Treasurer—Prof. J. B. Foster of Waterville.
Also a large board of trustees.
Adjourned with a prayer by Ray. E. Nugent

_

tar.

Among the mountains.
Eastman and a confederate named
Howard were arrested Sunday evening charged
with passing counterfeit money at Ossipee.
Eastman has long been an offender against
law and order and deserves a heavy enough
punishment to help cancel the old account.

to a special committee. The chair appointed
Rev. C. Weston of Bath, S. Perham of Paris,
and L. T. Bradford of Tnrner, to constitute
that committee.
Rev. J. J. Mead, the secretary, read his report. The following churches have pastors and
pnlpit services each Sabbath, the figures ac-

companying each indicating the number of
families connected with each parish:
Auburn, 275; Aoeusta, 100; Bangor, 120;
E.ttb, 100; Belfast, 117; Biddeford, 30; Calais.
75; Camden, 30; Deermg, 77; Dexter, 123;
Fairfield, 60; Gardiner, 85; Hallowell, 45; Lewiston. 121; Mechanic Falls, 80; North Auburn,
15; Norway, 100; Oldtown, 30; O rono, 75;
Paris, 30: Pittsfield, 60; Portland, Congress
Square 300, India street 163; Bockland, 130;
South Berwick, 54; Stockton, 75; Turner CenWhole number
tre, 95; West Watervtlle, 76.
of parishes reported to the secretary, 101.
Whole number of families, 4875. 39 organized
churches have reported to the secretary a membership of 1645. 75 church edifices and other
church property are valued at $535,050.
Exports from 58 Sunday schools show 6102 members.
The secretary stated that this report does not
represent the full number of churches and par-

ishes in the state.
Many have not reported
and hence the figures do not show the strength
of the denomination in the state.
In the evening occurred a mass meeting.

trespassed

on

Nute’s land.

STATE

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK

COUNTY.

The Aroostook papers say there has been an
influx of emigration to Aroostook the present
noticeable in Deer Book
season, especially
Plantation, where large tracts of land are
The
soil is rich, deep and very
cleared.
being
springy, in some portions, impregnated with
iron, presenting a deep reddish color. The
crops in that section of the county are looking
finely, and each farmer has more or less wheat
sown which ep-aks well for their forethought.
ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTY.

The little Egan bay of Auburn, who was
savagely bitten by a bull dog,wa9 getting better
of bis wounds at last reports.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Governor and council met Monday afterA hearing was had on the petition for
the pardon of John Lynch of Lewiston, in
States Prison for alleged breaking and entering the liquor agency. The sentence was for
three years. The case was argued by Hon. M.
T. LuddeD, but no deoision has been reached.
noon.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

There has just been completed at the Patten
Car Works in Bath, two very fine passenger
with accommodations
for
car,
cars, one
baggage, mail, express and smoking, and one
train
are
saloon car. They
designed for
freight
use on the llumford Palls and Buckfield Kailroad, and are constructed in the most substantial manner.
The case of Robert A. Whyte, sent up to
the Boston Superior Court from the Municipal
Court of East Boston, on charge of embezzlement of $500, the property of Cbas. W. Slade,
manufacturer of dye-stuffs, and implicating
the Robinson Manufacturing Company of Oxford as receivers of the embezzled goods, was
thrown out by the Grand Jury as unworthy of
their attention

Fiske,
TYUUUI

»uu

auusotoi

A%iscussion,

ujunvuu

wuu

Mr.

Lick-

x/oiotui.

The weeklyaoffering as

a

part

of worship,” was opened by Rev. G. R. Merrill
and Rev. Mr. Dickerman of Lewiston. The
discnssion occupied the forenoon session.
The convention reassembled at 2 o’clock.

held at Portland, within
of Cumberland, on the
Tuesday
June, in the year of our Lord,
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, the following
matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinaiter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at said Portland on the Third Tuesday of
July next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
&

Incorporate^

Excellent social service under the direction
of Bev, W, X. Chase of Lewiston. Report on

••

All

approved

forms

of

policies

Statements furnished at the
OFFICE OF THE COMPANY, OR ANY OF ITS AGENReports

and

CIES.

JAS. B. PEARSON, VICE-PRESIDENT.
EDWARD A. STRONG, Secretary.
BE-N J C. MILLER, TREASURER
B. J. MILLER, Actuary,

B. B.

PECK,

District i gent,

Q8 EXCHANGE ST.

<12m

mjll

NEW INDUSTRY.

A

would respectfully invite the iarmers of this
state and ail others interested in home manufacture to examine the

WE

HAMBLIN

Centre Draft

Mower,

HAMBLIN & KELLEY,
Near Allen’s Corner, Deering, Maine
Sample machines, Dr one and two horse Mowers,
can be seen by callin^t Kelley's Iron Foundry, 49
Cross St., Portland, or at Mr. Hamblin's place in
jel7dtt
Deeiing.

FRINGES

to reduce stock.

LADIES buying these goods will
do well to examine them before

NELSON,

NO. 263 MIDDLE STREET.
dtf
jcl4

REFRIGERATORS.
Merrill’s Latest Improved
Dry air Refrigerators give universal sat-

isfaction and warranted to be as

recom-

Do
mended. The best and cheapest.
not pay freights, Cartings and Commissions, but buy of the Manufacturer, a
nice bard wood Refrigerator for less
money than the Pine stained ones are
selling for. The largest and best assortment in Maine to select from, in three
styles and eleven sizes. Call and see before buying.

J. F.

DUTutnt

who would stick.
The discussion was continued by Dr. Hamlin
of Bangor, Dr. Thurston, Rev. C. H. Gates,
Rev. Mr. Harding, Hon. G. B. Barrows, Rsv.
E. H, Byington and Rev. Dr. Brown of the
American Missionary Union.
At 7.30 p. m. occurred the meeting of the>

Maine Congregational Charitable Society.
At 8 o’clock Rev. Wm. Hart of Bath1
I
preached the conference sermon.

we

are

Visit our s'ore and secure
gains ottered.

our

RESIDENCE

|

38
10 Dozen Canton Sailors
“
10
Trimmed
50
One Lot Trimmed School Uats.
“
“
“
Boys’ Trimmed
20 Dozen Canton Dress Hats 33
“
“
30
Eng Milan •*

2.00
2.50

Also

in

QUALITY

good

all the

hew

vai

we

Infants’ Lace

give below.

«

Kid

Please
as

«.

Caps

and

a

from 50 cents to

iaiu« uura

great variety,

bargain.

THE

—

Cartland,

DEANE

uiaiu,

lower

gauu

gaou

aim

m

uiuuuus

than the lowest.

GREAT

PAINTED CHAMBER SETS
that

MERRILL,

ing.

51

a

.<

dim

2nd HAND
Machines

Stock of Furniture iu the city can
be tound ut NO. 46 EXCHANGE
STREET. Our stock is all fresh
We have all the new
and uice.
styles of Queen Anne Parlor Suits
Also
and Walnut Chamber Sets.
Parlor Suits upholstered iu tbe

Merino

Sommer

very best manner, and ivarranted.
All furniture not manufactured by
us has been bought lor cash and

Shirts & Drawers
—

AT

GREAT

new

Scythes and Guards,

defy competition in prices.
Please give us a call and be satisfled that we can give tbe very best
bargains in tbe city.

Also

WALTER A. WOOFS

New Noiseless
A

Mower,

novelty never before brought out bv

any

manuiae-

Call and See Them,

turer.

L L. DENNISON, AGENT,
Portland.

St.,

Preble

27
jell

d&w3w24

we

—

G. A,

Only 40 Gents Each,
A

wlih

and in complete order.

THE

Men’s Fine

No. 89 Pleasant St., Portland Me.,
Gives special attention to MaBsage, for the benefit of

Whitney & Co.,

PIANO CLOTHS
Fresh importation;

new

and de-

sirable styes, now opening.

NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.

BARGAIN.

dtf

ieM

invalids.
BE FERE NCKS:—Douglas Groham, M. D.,
Boston, Mass; Sarah W. Dsvoll, M. D., Portland,
w4»26*
Me.

$3.00 to $20.00 1
Also the best assortment oi

1 Will Foreit Five Dollars,
moth and Freckle
the worst Moth and
to
according my directions.
Freckles,
PRICE 25 AND 50 CENTS.
case

where

ljotion will not
Fany
if used

my

remove

jel5

Apply with a soft sponge, three or lour times a day
until the Moth or Freckles disappear, which is generally accomplished in ono week. Sent by mail on
MRS. S. SPENCER,
reccpt of price,
20 Brown St, Portland, Me.
je26dlw*

City Property.
will be received by the subscriber,
real estate, well located
PROPOSALS
for the loan of $600,
The
6
in
for the term of 3

parties

years.

taking the loan at the lowest rate ot interest will
“J. B.” 66 North St.
have the preference. Address
or

jer5eodlw*

192) Exchange St., Porllaud, Me.

MRCH1NIC FALLS CORNET BAND
4

jriiavjxjo.

Saco.

rooms

je26diw*

apply

Cottage containing
Stable lor

two

seven

A

Enquire at

L.

Congress

**

11

“

“

1

No. 33

Temple

Gon£rtisseSt

Health

337 Middle

B. PALMER.

1

Street,

J. H. GAUBERT,
ja22dtl

FRUFRlEfOK.

9>ress

can

buy first

Trimmings,

swum & i
398

Rooms,

PORTLAND, ME.

WELL

Wholesale Druggists.

Lift

will prove that you
class

TRIAL

and all kinds of staple Fancy Goods, at

i

M.

FAIR

Worsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,

$1.00

jeldtf

A

SILK AND OHENILLE FRINGES

Specialty.

We think we havo a more desirable assortment of
tlie above named goods than the combined etock of
all the other Shoe Stores in this State.

1.00f
.75»

dtf

myl5
St. to

and is prepared to execute all orders in making and
repairing Artificial Limbi, Spirit Levels,
Musical Instruments, Models for new inventions, Patterns for coalings, Printers
findings, and all kinds of jobbing requiring skill
and experience. Prices adjusted to conform to a
jel9eod&wlm
specie basis.
a

!

WALTER COREY & CO.

(•eats’ Pat. Lea. Bools a Specialty•
Ladies’ Low Shoes a Specially,
Ladies’ Slippers a Specially.
Ladies’ Side Lace Bools a Specially.

Drug Store tor sale:
located for Family and Prescription Business. Euquirc of
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

je!7tf

Nottingham Laces

Latent Style* $1.59 to $8.00 per window
Wc make to order Cornices from $1.50 to $15.00
each. Poles, Kings and Ends irom $2.50 to $5.50 each
Our stock of the latest novelties for Drapery and
Furniture Coverings excel by tar any to be found in
this market.

IS

Clocks and Jewelry o2 all kinds repaired
at very low price*.

Opnsits Prsliis floase, 432

Pretty and low priced.

PINGREE

Gents’ Low Shoes
>

Cleaned and Warranted, for

Mainsprings
Case springs

FRENCH CLCNY ECRU IACES

NO. 8 HIGH STREET,
603

Randolph Boynton.
WATG:

F.

hat removed from

H. I. LIBBY.
dtf

Je26

ITALIAN LACES !
Nothing more stylish, durable and inexpensive for
window drapery In the market.

dlwia

©23

J. W. HOBSON, Saco, Me.

COMPETENT Cook.
st,

from §7.50 to §35.00 per pair.

EDWARD BIXON.

17 FREEST.,

horsos.

WAMTEPi
JX.

Swiss Lace Curtains

TRUNKS for sale at less than cost. Being
OUU about to close out my business I will sell
my whole stock of Trunks, Valises aud Bags for less
All goods warthan it cost to manufacture them.
ranted.
PORTLAND TRUNK DEPOT,

Seaside Cottage to Let.

Lowest Prices,

The best stock of Laces ever shown in Portland,
embiaeiug the very latest and most desirable designs.

TRUNKS ! TRUNKS !

E. F. BEAL,
BCSISES8S DIBECTOB,
mechanic Falla, Maine.
je26dlw*

•

to be found in the State, all at the

)TOCK

LACE CURTAINS I

dtf

A good Band for Picnics, Excursions, Military
Parades, &c. Also, HIKING BAKU,

Ferry Beach,
ali tarnished.
AT
to
For terms &c

NEW

Moore & Bailey
Owen,
jel4

i-krT^rmn

t

Ribbons.

and Colored Satin Ribbons which
will he sold very low by the yard or
piece. The attention ot milliners
solicited as we are able to make
prices less than any Wholesale
Dealers in this city.

on

or

PLUS, ORGANS AND STOOLS

dtf

We have jast bought lu New
York, at very much less than the
regular price, a large lot ot Black

on

this city,

493 Congress Street.

Satin

Proposals for Loan of $600

TELEPHONES.

No, 101 Brook Avenue* Boston, Mass.
02m
j0i

dlw

Maine.

USS JOSEPHINE A. WOOD,

place.

Exchange St.

Jell

All

Largest and Best

massage!

12 EXCHANGE STREET. d2w

C. COLLINS, Llectrician,

Black.

je22

Plans and specifications may be consulted at the
office of Cbas. H. Kimball, Architect, 180) Middle
Street, Portland.
The bids are to be received at the office ot the Architect.
The committee reserve the right to reject any or all
ANDREW HAWES,)
bids.
DAVID MOULTON
Committee.
JOHN C. PHENIX, )
je26d4t
Portland, June 26,1878.

invite yon to call and examine,

Wood's, Buckeye & Union,

FURNITURE.

Proposals.

NO SMELL

How to make them. Send stamp for fall descripi>
tion and directions, with prices ot the various parts,
for
Magnets, Bobbins ot Fine Wire, &c. All parts
a first class Telephone, $5.00.

CO.,

to

SEALED

we

Mowing

Congress Street, Farrington

PROPOSALS will be received until
SATURDAY, June 29th. at t2 M., for the materials and labor necessary to finish the second story,
hall, Btairs, etc., ot the “High School House” recently erected at the head ot Pleasant Street, Deer-

PARLOR SUITS

VERY CHEAP!

II. I. NELSON &

of beginning, containing about three-fourths of
acre; being the same premises convened by deed
Lucy A. Lambert by Harriet E. Teabs of said
Deering, October 19tb, A. D. 1874, and recorded in
Cumberland Registry, Vol. 412, page 491.
Dated at Portland m said county, this twentieth
E. R. BROWN,
day of June, 1878.
Deputy Sheriff.
je26dlaw3wW

designs and must be

ot all grades.

city.

an

the newo3t

50 BLACK WALNUT AND

dtf

Onr Fifteen Cent Japanese FANS.
There is nothing like them in the

point

BROS.,

rehe.iibeb'the

259 MIDDLE STREET.

jel7

—

INDUCEMENTS!

75

IIVSPE CTION-SOLICITK D.

SEE

443

THE

tor what it will bring
within the Next 30 Days.

H. S. Ksiler & Co.

Southeasterly
land;
Hussey’s

called);

OF

must be sold

$2.50.

Gauzes,
Satins,
Crapes,
Veilings, Laces,
French. Flowers,
OSTRICH TIPS.
Fancy Feathers, Wings, Pom Pom?, &c.

Sheriff’s Sale.

Westerl” on said old road to its junction with the
new road which connects tne oiu Gray roaa wicn tae
thence
new Grav road (so
thence
along said new road to said Hussey’s
land to a
of
said
Northerly on the line

of

FURNITURE,

Silks,

dtf

Beginning at the Northwesterly corner ot
George Hu sey’s land on the old town road leading
from Charles S. Knight’s house, and thence running

d9t&wlt26

No. 51 Exchange Street.

Toned in Nos. 5, 7, 0,12 and 16, leading shades

0.130

NO. 210 MIDDLE STREET,

Cumberland, ss.
rilAKEN on execution and will be sold by publi
X auction, on SATURDAY, the 27th day of Jnly
A. D. 1878, at one o’clock in the afternoon, at the
8herift’s office in Portland, in eaidcounty, all
the right in equity which Zacheus O. Lambert
and Lucy A. Lambert, had on the seventeenth
day of January, A. D. 1878, at three o’clock and
forty minutes in the afternoon, being the time
when the same was attached on the original writ, in
the action on which this judgment was obtained, to
redeem the following described mortgaged real estate,
with the buildings thereon, situated in Deering in
said Cumberland county, and bounded af follows, to

IMO <E8 G. DOW, Auctioneer.

Tbeeergooda are of

Under Falinonlli Hotel, Portland.
isdlw
jeii

OWEN, MOORE & BULGY.

mouth.

said at any price.
Two

.50

Davis &

bargains.

the
a
ot the Whitehouse
acres or more, situated in
Cumberland ami Falmouth, Maine, on the Gray
road lea ling to Portland, July 4th, at 10 o'clock A.
M. To be sold in two lots it desirable to purchaser.
Terms at time of sale
Title perfect. For further
information apply to A. F. WINSLOW, North Fal-

Bonnets,

$1.50 each.

OLD LADIES’ PRESS CAPS

call and oxamine this lot of Boots and Shoes

they are

Auction Sale ol Grass Land.
portion
premises
ONFarm, ‘*80
called,” 36

SHADES,
choice for 50 cents.

from 75 cents to

...

Button

dtd

—

.50
».

K

TERMS AT SALE.

By F. 0. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers,

Bankrupt Stock

Hats

f..au
.45

([

probably

shades at popular prices

Different Styles,

Slippers.43

3.37
3.75
4.25
5.00

tains 17 rooms, finished in the finest manner with
all modern improvements, frescoed ceilings throughout, ample closets, cemented cellar, Sebago and cistern water, furnace, &c. In the rear id a large and
fine stable, with every convenience, stalls for 8 horses
and 2 cows; also an ice house with capacity for 25
tons. There is about 7 acres of land under the highest state ot cultivation, cutting about 20 tons of hay.
A fine fruit orchard of pear, apple and plum treds,
grapery, &c. The grounds are beautifully laid out
with shrubbery, fountains, «&c.
This is
the most desirable property In the
yicinity of Portland, Is sold to close au estate, and
offers Bn unparalleled opportunity lor any party to
obtain a fine residence at a great bargain.

je25

offer at

iety of

Chip

MUSLIN

we

3-00

This valuable property is situated about 1} miles
Portland Post Office, on Congress Street, at
Tho houso is
Bradley's Corner.
2J story con-

SO DOZEN

Kid foxed lace Bootsfgood ones) 1.00
M3
Serge Congress
Misses Coat Ankle fie*, 11-4....(SO

2.75

a

French

or

Ladies’ Kid button Boot* (good onej)8 1.50
1.40
Serge

2.00
2.25
2.50

Residence of the Late Thos. O’Briou.

50, 75 cents, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

sell at the lowest price*.
We also have a job lot of Boots and Shoos which
wo will sell at about had their value; the kinds and
we

shall offer for sale at public auction tho

5 Doz. White French Chip Princess $1.75.

BOOTS AND SHOES,
prices

we

je2t

WHITE,

forty different shapes, which

over

BOOTS AND SHOES.

1.50

,a

$1.00,

•
white are very scarce, such as
St
Adelaide*
Princes*, Mora, Oriaalde,
Cloud, Victoria. Bon Ton, Rovena, DresFanTontee,
Teresa,
den,
Opera, Ztlla,
ebon, Bernhardt, Rienzie, College, Oriana,
Aurelia, Thiwbee, La Stella, Mary Anderson, Prima Donna, Cliola, Junia, Modena. Everett, Beatrice, Mercedes, Marie
Smart, Avignon, Ursula, Eileen, Recluse,
&c. A’c.,

ORDERS BP MAIL. Postal Card or
Letter, attended to promptly.
isdtf
apl7

1.75

AND

CREAM

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.

large

“

in all the New and Desirable Shapes.
a large afsortment of these goods in different shades, including

$1.50

at 3 P. ill..

Tuesday, July 3d,

On

We have

Gnilomcn can commence tnbins Ice at
any lime they desire, and delireey will be
continued until notice to atop is received
at the office.

FINE AND MEDIUM

Cents.

IMITATION CHIP HATS !

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.

assortment

A-± A-uiotion

from

Difltrent Shades, former price Sl.30.
One Lot Children’s White Milan Hats 75c.

NO. 53 Market Street.

a

I

LOW CROWN!)

■Ill;II AND

D. W. Clark & CO.,
10 lbs. daily per Month
“
“
15 “
•*
“
“
20 “

IN DEERING
i

FAYAL SHADES !

1878

hand

50 Dozen Shade Hats 25 Cents Each.
“
“
•*
25
38
"
“
“
“
40
50
Black, Brown, While, Slripri and Mixed*

SEBAGO LAKE

on

a

—is—

dlw

We have

Stock, at

Great Reduction to Close !

JOHN E. DAVIS.

Register.

entire line, including the balance of our Wholesale

of the many bar-

some

je20

Estate,

je26

I

WE OFFER AT

selling at

PER YARD !

XEM CEBITS

AH in want of these goads should give
early call and secnre the best

A. N. Noyes & Son,
jel3

HATS

REMNANTS OF NECK RUFFLING

us an

purchasing,

GEO. F.

JACKET,

wit:

before purchasing any other machine. This is the
only Mower in winch the Draft ana Driving Power
is located in the machine thu9 giving a light and
steady Draft. No cogs or rachets in the wheels, no
concussion, or side motion produced by vibration. Is
Perfectly Free from Slide Draft, retaining
every motion essential to Mowers, combining Simplicity, Strength and Durability.
Manufactured by

BLACK SILK

L1DIES’JISSES’ & CHILDREN’S

We have remaining about 200yardsof manufacturer’s

$1.25

4

3.76,

GARDNER M. PARKER, Deputy Sheriff.
Dated at Portland, June 25, 1878.
F. O. BAILEY Se CO., Auctioneer*.
d5t
je24

OP

01.75 !

We have left in stock about 50 best
quality Ladies' and Gents’ Traveling
and Shopping Bags, which must be sold
at once to make room for other goods.
To do so we have marked the goods as
follows, showing the genuine redaction
made:

issued.

SPECIAL SALE

We have got the goods. Come and learn the prices
at which we sell them.

“REDUCTION,”

LEWIS C. GROYER, President.

dtf

MILLINERY!

Hand Hade, of Shetland Floss, at the low
price of

NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.

3.25.

SEIZED

ile anction to the highest bidders, on FRIDAY. the twenty eighth day of June. A. D. 1878, at
24 o clock in the afternoon, at the salesroom of F O.
Bailey & Co., 35 and 3T Exchange Street, in Portland
anl said County, the following described personal
property, to wit:—A stock of Teas and Groceries,
c insisting of
Teas and (lofleei, Mpices, Extracts and
oils, (iNoned <*oods, No*p*. Pickles, See.,
Sec. The fixture* esnsist of Ilerriag Mafe,
Drtk. Platform, Counter a art Nprlwn balance **c»le*, l»rge Coffee IJrinde**. Marble
Meal Bench Tin and Wooden Ware, Tea
und Coffee Cases, one Traverse Runner
Pnag, and one Mingle Jigger.

a new

Aigo a

All unsettled matters upon which notice bai been
be dismissed tor want of prosecution, at
the second Term in July, unless good reasons are
shown lor their further continuance.

•

Sheriff's Sale.
STATE OF MAINE, 1
Cumberland, ss. I
on executions and will be sold at nub-

COLCORD,

Jan24

BAILEY Ac €«., Auctioneers.
dit

F. O.

je22

these goods, and they ate to

on

SLEEVE LESS

given, will

*

1.50
1.75

S2.S5 !

speciaITnotice.

$1.00, formerly
“
1.10,
“
1.25,
“
1.60,
41
1.75,
44
1.90,
44
2.00,
“
2.20,
2.50,
44
2.75,
44

W.

and Tory desirable article in the
We
above goods, made BY IIA'U of NIIF.T.
I, AND Floss, tor HliVsE and STREET
WEAK. Sold'everywhere for Three and Four
Dollars. We shall otter a SPECIAL TRADE
ON THEM at the L.UW PRICE OF
have

a. m„ at
Street, wo shall sell
from Messrs. Galvin
Bros., Boston, consisting of Rustic Work and Hanging Baskets, choice Plants of every defeription, Ac.
This stock will be fnlly equal to the last.

14$ Pearl Street.

Shetland Shawls !

Executor.

A true copy of the original Order.
HORACE J. BRADBURY,
Attest:
w3w26

J.

$1.00

“

“

We mean business
*
be sold.

4Jerusha
Clark,
deceased, presented for acceptance and confirmation.
SETH B. HILBORN, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof presented by
Byron D. Verrill, the Executor therein named.
MARY H. PLUMMER, late of Portland, deceased.
Wil and petition for the probate thereof presented
by Henry C. Peabody the Executor therein named.
CHARLES SAWYER, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate
presented by Joseph A. Locke, Administrator with
the Will annexed.
THOMAS SHEA, of Portland, Second Account
presented tor allowance by Ezra N. Perry, Guard an.
HENRIETTA M. SHED, minor child and heir of
Henry D. Shed, Jr, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition lor license to sell and convey Real Estate,
presented by George Ayers, Guardian.
MAUD P. STEVENS, late of Portland, deceased.
FiDal Account, presented for allowance, by Curtis
A. Parsons, Administrator. Also Petition for a'lowance out of Personal Estate, presented by William K, Stevens, widower of said deceased.
ROBERT M. YORK, late of Portland, deceased.

Purely Mutual.

1815.

NO SMOKE

AFTERNOON.

now sell for

2.00
3.00

*©*

OIL STOVE!

TUESDAY

$2.25

Juno 25th at 10

WEDNESDAY,
salesroom 35 Exchange
ON
another fine stock ot Plants

given to private pnpile by the subscriber.

Bone Handle, for .50
•«
“
.75

Also Pare Silk Shade., which .old last
season for
#

Ussfgn atwi
flepof^^^ommisbioners
appofnleTtOwidow
ot said
out dower to
S.

THE MAGEE

participated ia by Bevs. W. E. Morse of
T. G. Lyoos of St. George, S. L,
B. ChaBe of Eocklaud, J. Bicker of Augusta,
C. F. Holbrook of Saco. S. A.; Kingsbury of
Bowdoinham, G. B. Ilsley of Parmcutb, H.
M. Hcywood of Lisbon Falls, G. P. Matthews
of Thomaston, and E. D. Porter.

Scotch Gingham Parasols

which

WALTER COREY & CO.

Friendship,

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

Planis|

AUCTION.

AT

Miss ABBY H. JOHNSON,

We will this week sell

Fancy
’•

Choice

novld&weowly*

WE MUST HAVE- MONEY J
THAT IS WHAT WE WANT!

o. W, ALLKN

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dt*
Consignments solicited

References—Rer. F. H. Hedge, D. D„ Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes,

Assisted by Miss MARY E. BLAIR, will reopen her
School for Young Ladies at lOO CharleH Mireet,
Komou, September 25, 187$. _je21eod3m

20 in., with
“
22 “

Bal«.r..m. 33 aad 37 Exchange it,
r. O, BAII.1T.

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN

—

which have been purchased at very low prices, and will
be offered at lar below the wcrih of me goods.
Goods must and shall be sold.

EMMA MILLIKEN, late of Scarborough, deceased. Petition for Administration presented by LeviJT.
Hoyt, a creditor of slid deceased.
ELIZA ANN DOYLE, late of Cape Elizabeth, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof
presented by Nathaniel W. Morse, the Executor
therein named.
JOHN GODDARD, late of Cape Elizabeth, deceased. Petition that Harrison J. Libbv, Admioistrator, may be authorized to execute a deed of Real
Estate, presented by Charles W. Clayton,
OLIVER M. BROOKS, late o! Portltftd, deceased.
First Account presented for allowance by Edward P.
Brooks, Surviving Partner of the late firm of O. M.
& E. P» Brooks, of which firm said deceased was a
member.
BELINDA BURNS, late of Portland, deceased.
Accouut presented for allowance by Francis South-

Petition for license to sell and convey Real
presented by Dexter Jordan, Administrator.

nr

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

A

counters

YARDS

—

P. O. BAILEY St CO"

School,

B O STON•

CARDINAL AND BLUE,

FRANCES C. HUSTON, late of Gray, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate
presented by William D. Rice, Administrator.
CLEMENT L. DRESSER, late of Standish, deWill and petition for the probate thereof
ceased.
presented by Winthrop B. Dresser, the Executor
therein named.
ELIAS LIBBY, late of Windham, deceased. Third
Account of Andrew Libby as Trustee, presented for
allowance Willie M. Libby, Executor of the Will of
said Andrew Libby, deceased.
GEORGE MARSTON, late of Yarmouth,deceased.
Petition for the assignment of dower in Real Estate,
presented by Annie Marston, widow of said deceased
FREDERIC GILKEY, late of Gorham, deceased.
First Account presented lor allowance by Charles

Johnson,

our

Place

AUCTION SALES

SCHOOL of the highest character for young
ladies. The course of study prepares for the
Harvard Examinations for Women.
A pleasant home under careful supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school Instruction and board.
$300 per year. Address the Principal,

FANCY HAMBURGS

rang, Executrix.

44

Rav. Mr. Byington of Brunswick presented
the fifth annual report on the state of the
churches. We give the following abstract:
Five years have brought very marked improvement in the condition of our churches
and iu the tone of our annual conferences.
Five years ago the removals from the churches
Portland, Me.
No 60 Cross St.;
<15w
exceeded the additions by 63. The additions to
mj-27
had
on
been
but
443.
churches
profession
Daring the last five years 4,550 have united
with our churches on confession of faith and
1618 by letter, and in this period there has been
We would respectfully inform the public of our
There has
a net gain cf 1880 in membership.
completed arrangements at the Kerosene Works for
been a gain of 10 per cent, in five years. There
the use of a vat of Naptha, into which we can put
has been a change in church attendance aud
all kinds of Furniture, Carpets, Clothing, &c., infested with Moths, which is undoubtedly the least
contributions. The ministerial element is less
and most efteciive means of exterminatKing.
expensive
be
in
it
used
to
revivals
and
than
predominant
insect.
Foreigu Missious—Bevs. B. C. Estes, N. T. the iay element more prominent. This year ing this troublesome
The process will not injure the finest silk fabric,
and
J.
Kalloch
A.
BunF.
W.
Dutiou,
Byder,
Washington aud Cumberland conferences bad but cleanse the soiled and uusty parts.
ker.
had sweeping revivals. In the 14 conferences
A competeut man from our establishment will suPublications—Bevs. W. H. Shaiier, S. P.
there ate 244 churches. Three new churches
perintend the treatment, and all orders left at our
A.
J.
and
Padelford
Merrill, O. Bichardson,
have been organized daring the year. Sixty
office,
E. Worth.
chnrches have pastors and 84 acting pastors;
as Froo Street,
Place and Preacher—Bevs. O. F. Holbrook,
35 are supplied by licenclates and 65 are destiwill La Tirnnrntlv attended In.
C. M. Herring. A, A. Smith and E. Nugent.
tute. We have 136 ordained ministers in active
service. Tnere are also 30 ministers without
The report of the Board of Trustees was read
pastoral charge. 20 theological students are in
by the Corresponding Secretary, Bev. Dr.
charge of churches. There are 21,211 church
atr
my7
Bicker of Augusta. It was exceedingly gratimembers in the various churches, of whom
fying to find that notwithstanding the stringen- 6,206 are males and 14,945 are females—a ratio
,
of 31-3 males to 60 females. 1626 have been
cy cf the times, the fall amoant of nsual work
added, 364 members have died, 426 have been
had been done, the needed funds having been
dismissed, 27 disciplined the past year and 817
raised, so that but a very small draft hud been
have removed. The net gaiu of the year is
809.
862 have been baptized the past year and
Between sixty and
mads on invested funds.
144 infants have beeu baptized.
There are
seventy churches bad beeu aided.
The only absolutely safe and desirable stove in the
20,819 persons in the Sunday schools with an
The Treasurer’s report gave the following
of
attendance
12,617. The congregaaverage
market.
tions are made up of 12,632 families. The
figures:
benevolent contributions for the year have been
Income from contributions, &c., and ex!
!
824,886 ; 87,809 to the American Board of
penditures for the year.-817,317 84
Invested funds-... S,<100 00
Foreign Missions and 86,472 to home missions.
Every Stove Warranted.
A paper on “Parsonages” was read by Bev.
At 3 p. m. a discussion concerning the minisA. B. Crane of East Winthrop.
This paper
ters wanted in Maine was opened by W. E.
I
called oat a very earnest discussion on the
uvuiu,
great value of these to churches. Discussion small churches and placing over them a pastor
uj.

500

RICHARD D. DOUGLASS, late of BrMgton, deWill and petition for the probate thereof
ceased.
presented by Nathaniel S. Littlefield, the Executor
therein named.
ELIZA HOYT, late of Freeport, deceased. Account
and Private Claim against said Estate presented for
allowance by Adeline C. Ward, Administratrix.
HENRY MORANG, late of Freeport, deceased.
Account presented for allowance by Jane M. Mo-

NEWARK, N. J.

munication from the Secretary of the National

Bev.

We place upon

of Probate
AT andCourt
for the County
Third
of

CO,.

I have marked down all ol my

Bev. Mr. Parks and

L1TEST, CHEAPEST 11 BEST!

hereinafter named.

estates

MUTUAL BENEFIT

FRINGES!

A
Conference was received and referred.
letter from T. B. Hayes, asking a decided
opinion on the observance of tbe Sabbath wa9
referred to a committee consisting of Bev. Dr.

To all persons interested in either of the

THE

The Convention of Congregalionalistg.
Lewiston, June 25.

moderator.
After singing, Bev. W, H. Fenn, the moderator, arrived and took the chair.
A letter from the East Maine Conference was
read and referred to the committee. A com-

Otis

Which

LIFE INSURANCE

EDUCATIONAL.

PROBATE NOTICES.

OXFORD COUNTY.

Ei-Gov. Washburn addressed the meeting on
“Modification of the Pilgrims Flight Daring
the Last Fifty Years.”

The Maine Congregational conference comannual session at
menced its fifty-second
Auburn this morning. The convention was
called to order by Deacon E. E. Duren, and Dr.
Warren of Portland was appointed temporary

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

a

Eldon

Corresponding Secretary—Rev. J. Ricker, D.

county yesterday:
Casco—Jordan Mitchell to Nelson Hight,
part of lot No. 17,1st range, with buildings.
Gray—Amos Bacbelder to Lydia A. Verrill,
9 acres land.
Cape Elizabeth—Albert C. Kobinson to Wm.
F. Rundlett, land and buildings.
Edwin F. Hutchinson to Wm. H. Hutcbinson land.
Brunswick—Benj. Dunning et ais to Chas.
Gould, land and buildings.
Rebecca P. Whittemore to Geo. C. Crawford
1 square rods land.
Falmouth—Annie B. Noyes to Edward P.
Merrill J acre land.
Edward P. Merrill to Annie B. Noyes A acre
land.

hot

in-

D. of Augusta.

Beal Estate Transfers.—The following
transfers of real estate were recorded in this

Gazelle.

also

Waterville.

__i.

Tbe ladies of tbe First Baptist Society are to
give a strawberry festival at their oharch vestry to-morrow evening.
Palmer Knox won the unfinished 2 36 race
at Beacon Park yesterday morning, trotting
tbe last beat is 2.31 and winning $300.

The

but

was

Officers of the convention were elected as
follows:
President—Rev. G. P. Mathews of Thomaston.
Vice President—Rev. H. E. Rabins, D. D, of

Addresses.

KNIGHT PRESIDING.

nority.

is

Bapt:st Yearly Meeting

trod need.

Glass Song.

W&S

Tpesdav.—William Duross Intoaicatkn. Fined
$3 with costs. Paid.
Assault and battery.
Fined $10
John Cliever.
with costs. Paid.
Woodbury S. Pennell. Vagibond. Thirty days.
Committed.
John Foley. Larceny. Eeform School duilng mi-

ring minority.
Co. Att’y.

Freo

Day Repeated.
Maty LuellaDill.
Essay.The Wonders and Beauties of Nature
Annie Dole.
Essay—Live for Something.Valedictory
Mildred Euaora Blake.
Awarding Diplomas.

Municipal Goun.

Charles

Rev. H. J. White of the Western Maine

Essay.,..Change
Morgie Anna Knowles.
Essay.. Everv Day is a Little Llle,

MALARIAL LEVER.
Malarial Ft-vtrs, constipation, torpidity of
tbe liver and kidneys, genera! debility, nervousness and
nenralgiac ailments yield readily to
tbis great disease ocnqueror, Hop Bitters.
It
repairs tbe ravages of disease by converting tbe
food into rich blood, and it gives dpw life and
vigor to tbe aged and infirm always. See
“Proverbs” in other columu.
juoSIeodlw

Sullivan,

manner.

generously filled

Salutatory.
Oration.
William Mitchell Humphrey.

jan24eod&wlw

If you arejfatigued in mind and
Sanford’s Jamaica Ginger

Peter

Rev. D.
W. LeLacheur of the
Maine
Methodist Conference was introduced and expressed the f eternal greetings also in like

Praver.

_

JUDGE

ings.

exercies:

INDIGESTION.
Tbe main cause of nervousness is indigestion
and that is caused by weakness of the stomach.
No one can have sound nerves and good health
without using Hop Bitters to strengthen the
stomach, purify tbe blood, and to keep the
liver and kidneys active, to carry off all tbe
poisonous and waste matter of tbe system. See

other column.

land.
Rev. C. E. Libby, corresponding
delegate
from the East Maine Methodist
Conference,
was introduced and extended fraternal
greet-

Deering High School.—The graduating txercises of the Deering High School will take
place to-morrow afternoon at the High School
BaiMIug. The following will be tfce order of

Fans opened this day by Cailton Kimball,
495 Congress street. A splendid assortment of
fans from 3 cents to $3. Be sure and eee them.

ju25-2s

of St, George, N. Butler of Augusta, D. E.
Estes of Belfast and S. L. B. Chase of Rook-

The music will be fine. Railroad arrangements perfect, and everything possible necessary for the comfort of the excursionists will
be provided. It would be well for those who

sold.

advise

of
Norridgewock, on
“Evangelization.” The paper urged the great importance
of making the conversion of souls the objaot
and end of all church work aad church organization. The subject was farther discussed by
Revs, H. S. Burrage of Portland,O. Richardson

list of speakers: Hon. H. H. Burbank of
Saco, Rev. A. S. Ladd of Portland, Rev. R, D.
Osgood of Limiogtou, Rev. D. W. Ls Lacheur
of Biddeford, Hon. Sidney Perharo, Hon. Geo.
W. Woodman, H. M. Bryant, E‘q., A. Little,
Esq., Hon. F. H. Dow, Rev. T. Tyril of Saco,
W. A. Dow, E^., of Gray, O. B. Chadbourne'
Esq., of Saco, and Judge Kingsbury of Portland. Other prominent names will he added.

$L62; Trefous-es second quality, 2-buttou,
$115.
Latxer, 539 Codgress street.

ppear as a contestant for
She was one of
Commencement honors.
eighteen to contend for position on the opening
contest which took place on Monday evening,
10th. Out of that eighteen, five were selected
to contend on the succeeding evening for Commencement prizes, and Laura was one of the
five. She read as she had done on previous
occasions, “Kentucky Belle.” Taking all the
classes, the selection of five was made from
eighty students, an honor well worth seouring
for the successful ones. The exercises took
place in the Academy of Music, which was
crowded upon the occasion. The prizes consisted of medals valued respectively at $50, $30
and $20, and Laura E. Crawford won the third
medal, though rising from her bed, on both
evenings, 10th and 11th, to read for the prizes.
We congratulate the young ladv whom we
have known so long and so well, in school and
out, upon her great success, and predict for
her a brilliant future, for she has all along
borne a high reputation as a reader.
The Philadelphia Pres9 iu giving an account
of the exercises says: “The recitations were
given in admirable style, and evinced throughout a culture and appreciation worthy of the
la each the gesticulation,
highest praise,
facial expression, modulation of the voice,
movements of the body were perfect, and
evinced thorough training in this most delightful Atl.’’—Brunswick Telegraph.

honors, necessary to

Clark

Temperance Celebration.—The committee
of arrangements for the grand temperance celebration at Saco river on the 4th of Jnly have
engaged for this occasion some of the best
talent in the state. The following is a partial

given away; 2-bntton
Kids 30c, 50c,60c, 70c and $1.00 per pair; 3-batton
Kids 70c and $1 00; also the celebrated Harrises Josepbin Seamless, 2 battoB, $1.40; 3,

gress street,

Washington associations,resulting inupwardsof
one thousand baptisms during the year.
This
report was followed by remarks from Revs. A.
J. Padeiford of Calais, J. Ricker of Augusta
aud H. V. Dexter of Massachusetts.
A
was
read
paper
by Rav. W. H.

Stewart—George Burnett.
Marshals—Chas A. Coffin, Angus Smith,
Sergeant-at-Arms—James Curran.
The President’s and other officers’ reports
show the club to be in a good condition. Thireen violations have occurred during the last
six months, of which number five have resigned. The club is self-sustaining and has a balance in its treasury.
Ho public meetings are
being held at present. The club has every reason to feel grateful with the results of the last
six months, notwithstanding the reports circulated by its enemies, and they propose to carry
on their noble work in the future as they have
in the past, and maintain a club and rooms
where those who desire to reform can spend
their leisure hours.

all trains that run out of the city.
At saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of StevenB &Co.
on

Laura
E. Crawford.—Miss Laura E.
Crawford graduated Tuesday evening, June
12th, from the National School of Oratory and
Elocution, in Philadelphia. We told a few
weeks since of Laura’s success in winning class

the state of religion was very fnily given by
Bev. S. L. B. Chase of Rockland, showing extensive revivals in difierent parts of the State,
especially in Damariscotta, Hancock and

m,

Congress Street,

at the very lowest market price.-Save your money, these hard times,
ng such artic les at their store.

by purcuasfeb23tl

Notice.
fSIHOSE owning lots In Evergreen Cemetery can
X now havo the sumo promptly and faithfully attended to, and satisfaction guaranteed by calling
on c. H. WILKINS, at the entrance to the Cemetery.
je22Utl
Deeriog, Jane 21st, 1878.

Thurston,

Samuel
3

Free

street Block, Portland.
dtf

my2

MINERAL
SPRUNG WATER.

POLAND

We have made arrangements to
receive fresh from the spring this
celebrated water Mondays and
Thursdays, and deliver to any
part of city, same day as taken
from the spring, in quantities of
3 gallons or more at store price.
Orders by postal card or otherwise, promptly attended to.
H. II. RICKER & CO., Agents,
178 Fore

Street.

dtt
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Pianos,

Organs

1441-2 Exchange

OIOOIS. /
Plants

Street,

«*ST 8TVI.E
TONE OHUANN at
LOW
JxTBEineliV
«*■<•

ha.
find

A

my3

of every

eoi!oow&eoww3ml9

description very low.

Choice Flowers
For Parties and Funerals at lowest rates,
WS. MORTON A NON.
■ 39 Kxchangc 9t. -3
Greenhouses at Alton's Corner, Deering. rny28tf

Citizen's Mutual Kelici Society.
meoting for June will be held at Recep-

tion flail, FR1DAT EVENING next, 28th Inst.,
STATED
at 8 o’clock.

The Directors meet at the same place, half an
Per order.
hour previous.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
je25dft

For Sale.
Pennell side spring wagon. Also
one jump and cariole.
marltidtf
Enquire at This Off ce.

ONE

.Martin Jt

r

AGRICULTURAL.
Facta Concerning Orchard*.
Horticulturist* are not unanimous in their
opinions concerning the proper methods to
pursue in the management of orchards, yet
almost every intelligent and successful grower
has developed some valuable points on this
subject. At the last annual meeting of the

Western New York Horticultural Society,
several members ventilated their experiences
in the cultivation of orchards, which are valuable to others engaged in the same line of
culture.
Elisha Moody of Niagara County said his
observation had led him to believe, first, that
before planting the soil should be thoroughly
prepared by drainage, if not already sufficiently dry, and by deep cultivation. After
tbe trees are planted, some hoed crop, such
as potatoes or beans, may be grown in an
apple orchard four or five years without material damage to the trees, after which time
the land should be devoted exclusively to the
trees, and should be kept in a thorough state
of cultivation with the plow and barrow.
With this treatment Mr. Moody claimed that
an orchard could be brought into good bearing in ten years from time of planting. The
most successlul fruit growers in the county
cultivate their orchards a3 thoroughly as they
do their gardens, while all the orchards that
have proved most profitable and that have
produced from $300 to $500 worth of fruit to
the acre, are orchards that are owned by men
who believe in cultivation.
There seems to be no doubt that, where
grass is permitted to grow in an orchard, insects will multiply much more
rapidly than
where cultivation is the rule. In plowing,
before
the
especially
ground freezes in the
fall, many insects will be destroyed that have
for
themselves
comfortable quarters
prepared
for the winter. It is claimed that
though
some old orchards that are now in
grass are
producing good crops of fruit, it is readily accounted for by the fact that such orchards
are, without exception, on the very best part
of the farm, were planted at an early
date,
and on the best and driest ground that could
be selected. Such trees have sent their roots
down deep into the soil, and are not affected
by the grass growing upon the surface.
Other orchards can be seen, standing in sod,
that are barely living, making but little if
any growth, producing but little fruit and
that of an infetior quality. Such trees as
these are undoubtedly on soil of little depth,
and hence

are

Injnrlonsly

by

tbo

A thrifty growth of wood should be kept
up by the application of fertilizers if necessary. Of course different soils will demaud
different fertilizers. In such great fruit-producing sections as Niagara County the supply of barnyard manure is insufficient, and
many orchardisls are experimenting successfully with the different commercial fertilizers.
Some people adhere to the method of mulching, without plowing at all. In a certain
orchard where this practice has prevailed, the
result is that the roots are spread out near
the surface of the ground and completely fill
the soil, and just below the suiface these
roots are now so large that it would be impossible to plow the land, while very many of
the trees are now dying. The dry seasons

Railway.

Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices.

and the cold.

The subject of protection

to orchards,
through the means of forest trees as windwas
discussed
at
this
breaks,
meeting. It
was claimed that Norway spruce was well
calculated to perform this service, though the
Scotch and Austrian pine both make good

windbreaks and are hardy. They cannot,
however, be as successfully transplanted as
the Norway spruce, while they would occupy
more rows as a hedge.
With ordinary care
there need be but little loss in
transplanting
Norway spruce, and when once planted it
will always improve in usefulness instead of
being an object of repairs as other fences are.
On a noted fruit farm of 160 acres in this
section the farm is surrounded by Norway
spruce, with also hedges across the farm at
intervals of thirty rods. These hedges not
only protect the trees from sharp winds, but
also protect the surface of the ground, so
that the snow will not be drifted
about, but
will remain where it falls.
Iu level countries
such windbreaks are of special importance to
the successful cultivation of orchards.—
American Cultivator.

Testing milk in Switzerland.
We find the following statement in one of
onr London exchanges:
The following regulations relating to milk
exposed for sale are in force in the Canton of
Zurich. Only two qualities or classes of
milk are allowed to be sold, viz., whole milk
straight from the cow, and market milk—a
mixture of tresh whole milk with partially
skimmed milk of the previous evening. The
quality mast in all cases be declared. The
instruments employed by officials or others
in testing milk must have been examined,
verified, and marked by the official chemist
of the canton. These are Quevenne’s lactodensimeter, as improved by Muller, and Chevalier’s creamometer. At a temperature of
15 degrees C. the specific gravity of whole
milk must not be less than 1,029 or more
than 1,035, and the proportion of cream by
volume must be at least 10 per cent. On
chemical analysis it must yield at least 11.5
per cent, of dry substance and 3 per cent, of
fat. Where these conditions are not fulfilled,
the vendor is liable to punishment.
In
“market milk” before skimming, the specific
gravity must be not less than 1,030 or more
than 1,035, and after skimming, not less than
1,033 or more than 1,037. It must contain
at least 8 per cent, of cream by volume. If
these conditions be not fulfilled, the sample
will be adjudged an “inferior market milk;”
and if its specific gravity be less than 1,028,
or more than 1,036, or the
percentage ol
cream below 6, or if on chemical
analysis
there be found less than 9.5 per cent, of dry
solids, or 2 per cent, of fat, the limit is
reached at which the vendor may be prosecuted for adulteration, and if found guilty, he
will have to pay all expenses, in addition to
any other punishment that may be awarded.
A moderate standard has been purposely
fixed for the present as the legal criterion of
genuineness, in recognition of the fact that
milks vary greatly in different parts of the
country, and at different seasons of the year.
It will probably be considerably raised when
further investigations have narrowed the
limits of variation within which a milk can
possibly be regarded as pure.—Country Gentleman.
Catching Curculios.
One of the best contrivances for
jarring
down and catching curculios is a broad hopon
a
two-wheeled
per
barrow, the hopper being a light frame covered with oil-cloth. The
advantages possessed by the oil-cloth arc that
it does not become wet with the dew of cool
mornings, and being smooth, the insects roll
down it freely into a tin reservoir at the bottom. A slit on one side of the
hopper admits
the trunk of the tree. The operator, with a
long-handled mallet, strikes the seveiai limbs
and jars down the insects. A defect in this
catcher is that the mallet is padded so as not
to bruise the bark, and this so softens and
enfeebles the jar, that only a part of the
curculios fall. Hence its inefficiency. The
right way is to bore a small hole, about threeeighths or half an inch in diameter, into the
trunk of the tree, or into each limb if the
tree is large, and insert into each of these
holes an iron ping, made by cutting up an
iron rod. The mallet is to consist of a pole
of suitable length with an iron knob at the
This knob is .struck

forcibly against the
iron plug by means of a forward thrust, and
the sharp jar thus given brings down all the
insects. This mode of Jarring the tree should
be employed in all cases, and is more
rapid
and more effectual than the padded mallet.
Wide ‘-‘factory” sheets, stiffened with ii^ht
frames, answer well for catching the insects,
and they are rendered more effectual and
durable by oiling.—Country Gentleman.

THE HOUSEHOLD.
on. cloth.—Oil cloths can be
easily and
qnickly spoiled by cleaning them with hot
water and not wiping them properly.
They
should be washed with lukewarm
water, and
wiped perfectly dry with a soft flannel.
paper

carpeting.—A new paper carpeting, printed lroui photographs of woods, is
popular. The floor is piepared by being
leveled and ti e crevices filled with
plaster of
Paris. Over the preoaied surface hession is
stretched and on this first
lining paper aud
then the patterned paper is pasted, the whole
finished
with
a
being
coatiDg of a peculiar

varnish.

This carpet wears well, is easily
kept cleaD, and looks fresh and pretty.

do...
Y.M. Bolts.
Cop bottoms
Amer’n

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Council P. of J. second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S.P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December,
I. O. O. F.
Odd Fellows' Hally Farrington Block, Congress
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the
month.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancieny
At

first Monday evening of each month. Association
meetsfirst Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars' Hally Ho. 100 Exchange Street*
Council—Maine, first and third Monday in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No

1 and 3

convene

at

P.

O. S.

of A.

Hall,

Plum

street. No. 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on Monday evening of each week; No. 2 at School House,
Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday Evening.
Forist City Commandery No. 16 convenes at
P. O. S. of A. Hall, Plum St., on first Thursday of
each month.
Bos worth Post G A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headauarters corner of Congress and Temple streets.
Open day and evening. Business meeting Tueslay evenings at 7£ o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—
%.econd Saturday of each month.
PORTliAMB

Sxuajxo?

NA.TXITUL

Htst

t—

At their library room, City Hall, 611 Cbg Illsl juill
third Monday evenings of each month.
Sovereigns of Industry—Dirigo Council, No.
meets every Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at 7$
o’clock.
Mercantile Library

Block.

5
14
4
80
3
35
17
65
25
33
45

1

1
1

15,

32 1
11 M
23
I
15 @

Camphor..
Myrrh ....
Opium..,

m

narriiMTUYna

I

1

(n) 9.

rN

..

35
Nails

Wil. Pitch

Rosin..'

I

Turp’tlne.gl.

@ 2 60
mores.
@ 3 25
@4 00

Soda bi-carb.

4

BwlTW1W.--.-~
Sugar lead

*

@

1{
'?

22
White wax.
55
Vanilla bean 1100
Vltrol blue.. 10

@
@
@15

25
60
00

Isa local and constitutional remedy, and is applied to
the nasal passages by insufflation, thus allaying inflammation and pain and at once correcting, cleansing,
and purifying tho secretions. Internally administered,
It acts upon the organs of circulation, keeps tho skin
that has found its
moist, and neutralizes the acid poison
the blood.
Thus
way into the stomach and thence into

@ 6 00
@ 40
'**

..

Devoe Brlll’t

In both directions, and it does not
human Ingenuity to devise a morQ
rational treatment.

Sperm.1351
Bank.
Shore..
Porgie

SURPRISING CURE.
while travelGentlemen,—About

Linseed.
Boiled do,..
Lard.
Castoi. 120 @126
Neatstoot..
1 00 @ 112
62 @
Elaine.*..,
54
Paints.
Lead., 850

@

Duck.
No.l.
ffl
No.3.
@
No. 10.@
8oz..
g
10 ozs.
@
Dyewood*.
Barwood—
@
Brazilwood.
5 3
6 @
Camwood...

29
27
19
13

19
3
7
7

Pastio.2j@

3

1}@
1J@

2

Logwood,
Cam peachy..
St. Domingo.
Peach Wood

Bed Wood..
Fisk.
Cod. per qtb.
L’ge Sbore 3 00
L’ge Bank 3 00
Small..,, 2 00

Pollock.

Haddock...
Hake.-

Herring,
Shore,

1 50
150
100

1J

@

51

@

@
@

0

@
@

3 25
3 75
250
2 00
1 75

Turns !o. ®
d.( bu.) 2 CO @ 2 371
Bonaire.
Cadiz,du.pd. 2’,00 @ 225
Cadiz in b’nd 137 J@ 1 75
Liverpool.
Duty paid. 1 50 @ 1 871
In bond... 1 371@ 1 75
Gr>nd butter 17 ® box
Llv.fiue sack 175 @ 2 00

g

@

32

@

45
14

Cloves.Mace..

@
@

Mackerel,® bbl.
Bay No. 1.14 00 @15
BayNa. 2.10.00 @10
Large 3...

@

@
@
No. 1.
@
Spice*.

Ginger.

18
12

@

81
2 25
160

Family.

0125 Oassia,puro

30
43
12
115
90

3

7

61

@ 120
95
Nutmegs..—
@
Pepper. 20 @ 22
Starch.
iPearl..
c @
8
Sugar.
Granulated..
6}
@
Extra C.
3 91
Cl..,.
81
8@
Syrups..
@ 55

22
15
50
50

Shore No.l 14 00 @15 50
No. 2— 8 50 @ 9 50
No. 3—
@
Medium... 7 00 @ 8 50
Glam Bait..,
none

Eagle Sugar Refinery'
C.

Floor.

CC

Mich’n Winter best.... 6 00 0 6 75
w
grade
Michigan.. 5 00 @

Lo

7
7
8

@
@

Ex C.
Superfine.- 3 50 @ 4 00
Ex-Spring.,. 4 75 @ 5 25
Tea*.
XX Spring... 5 75 0 6 25
Souchong..- 25
Pat’t Spring
Oolong. 25
wheats—775 0 843
do choice 35

Pull’d,Super

3
@

Lamb Skins.

Mechanic Association—
Casco streets. First Thurs-

Maine Charitable
Corner of Congress and
day in each month.

Independent Order or Good Templars—
Arcana, Monday, Congress Hall, 4204 Congress
8t.; Mission, Wednesday, Williams’ Block, Congress
street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sons of Temperance
Hall.
Portland Temperance Union—Congress Hall.
Business meetings Thursday evenings; public meetings Sunday evenings, at** o’clock.
Juvenile Templars—Perham Temple, No. 24,
at Congress Hall, every Wednesday evening at 7
o’clock. Temperance concerts first Sunday in every
month.

Nayy Union—Corne
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday In each
month.
Portland Fraternity-No. 44 Free St. Block
Every evening.
Young Men’s Christain Association—Opposite Preble House. Congress Street, open day and
evening. Union Gospel Meetings Wednesday and
Saturday evenings at 7$ o’clock.
Portland

Army

and

The Rates of Postage.
Postal cards, one cent each, go without further
charge to all parts of the United States and Canadas
with an additional one-cent stamp they go to all part
of Europe.
All letters, to all parts of the United
States and
Canada, three cents per half-ounce.
Local, or “drop” letters, that is, for the city or
town where deposited, 2 cents if delivered by
carriers, and 1 cent where there is no carrier system.
Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
weeklies, regularly issued and sent to regular subscribers, 2 cents per pound, payable at the office of
newspapers and magazines published
ess frequently than once a week, 3 cents per pound.
Transient newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, books
and handbills, 1 cent tor each two ounces or fraction
thereof. All other miscellaneous matter, including
unsealed circulars, book manuscripts, proof-sheets,
photographs, &c., and also seeds, cuttings, bulbs and
roots, and merchandise not exceeding four pounds in
weight, 1 cent for each ounce or fraction thereof.
The following are the postal rates with Europe;
The rates for letters are for the half-ounce or fraction thereof, and those for newspapers for four
ounces or fraction thereof:—
To Great Britain and Ireland, letters 5 cent;
newspapers 2 cents; France, letters5 cents, news£
papers 2 cents; Spain, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2
ceDts; all parts of Germany, including Austria,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents;
Denmark,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Switzerland,
lettered cents, newspapers2cents; Italy, lettersD
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Russia, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 cents; Norway, letters 5 cents, news
papers 2 cents; Sweden, letters 5 cents, newspapres
2 cents; Turkey, European and Asiatic, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 cents.
For Asiatic countries, the half-ounce limit for
letters, and the four ounces for newspapers, still
holding good, the rate3 are :—
To Australia, letters, via San Francisco (except to
New South Wales) 5 cents,via Southampton 15 cents,
via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers, via San Francisce
2 cents,via Southampton 4 cents,via Brindisi 6 cents,
China, letters, via San Francisco 10 cents, via Southampton 15 cents, via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers
2,4 and 8 cents, by the respective routes; British
India, Italian mail, letters, 10 cents, newspapers 4
cents; Japan, letters, via San Francisoo 5 cents, via
England. 10 cents, via Brindisi 31 cents, newspapers,
via San Francisco 2 cents, via Southampton 4 cents,
yi& Brindisi 8 cents.

fiublication,

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
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Battery combined with
highly Medicated Plaster containing the

choicest medicinal Gums and Balsams
known to modern Pharmacy.
These Plasters have now been before the public for
two years, and, notwithstanding the immense number
of remedies in the form of liniments, lotions, painenrers, and ordinary plasters, they have steadily increased in sale and met with universal approval, as
evidenced by over one thousand unsolicited testimonials in our possession.
Many remarkable cases have
been certilled to by well-known citizens In all part3
of the United States, copies of which will be sent free
of charge to any one desiring them. Improvements,
n many ways, have been made, as suggested by experience ana use,until it Is believed that they are now
rfect in every respect, and the best plaster in the
arid of medicine. All we ask from every eufferer In
:.o> land is a single trial. The price is25 cents, although
lie cost is double that of any other plaster. But, notithstandlng the efforts of the proprietors to make the
rst plaster In the world for the least money, any
iinilar remedy can be bought, numbers of unscrupu>iis dealers will be found ready to misrepresent them
for selfish motives and endeavor to substitute others.
Do not allow yourself to he imposed upon. Ask for

Apples.

Hard

Wood,

Oak.
Birch, Ma-

Gunpowder.

pie.

H.

8

15

8

17

Pit Burned,
Maple.
8
Cheese.
yerm’t,*> ft 10 @

Cumberland 6 00 (6
Plctou. 6 50 @
Chestnut.... 5 00 @
Franklin.... 6 50 &

Galy.,.

5 @
12)@
7 8

ft...

7)@

19 Tierces 4? ft.
7)@
Pail.
9)8
Caddies.
10
8
10)
Lean.
io)
9@
10) Sheet* Pipe
6
7
5
7

50
oo
50
00

5)

13

10

Lard.

Kegs V

Marne.
N.Y. Factory

10 jg
918
Coal—(Retail).

C..

Russia.

Pig.

1

8
Leather.

7}
7|

10
U

9)
6)

New Yorx,

Light.
Mid. Weight.
Heavy.

23 @ £261
23 @' ,25
23 @, 25
Lehigh&W.
Ash....
5 50 @ 6 00 Slaughter...
32 8 ^136
Gd Lam’g’d
Cotter.
20 @
22
25 Am. Calf.... 80 8 M0
24 8
Java. & ft
Rio. 16 @ 20 L
Lime.
I Rockland c’sk.
Cooperage.
8 90

Hhd. Shooks and Heads. I
Lumber'.
Mol. City,. 2 00 @ 2 10 Clear Pine,
Sug.City..
@2 15 Nos. 1 & 2...40 00 @55 00
Sug. C
105@110 No. 3.30 011 fegl 00,
Pine Suga
Shipping... 15 00 @20 00)

boxehookg 48 00 @5000

11®
—10-4.. 20 ®

miscellaneous.
Denims good.. 13 @ 15
medium. 11® 14
Corset deans—
Bleach’dand
slate.

7

@

9

Brown. 7® 9
Sateens—
Blch’d Jtbr’n 9 ® 10
8 @
Medinm.
9
Cambric.- 4}® 5
Delaines cotton
and wool-- 12® 15
All wool.... 32 ® 40
Spot wool... 27}® 30
Ginghamsgood 8}® 9}
8 @
Medinm.
8}
15 @ 16
licking good
Medium..,,, 11® 14

Light—...—

8}®

12

75
23

Spruce..1000 @12 00]

Save 5 Hours in Time
AND

—

Expense

Avoid the

mill

the_ Islands.

make
trips daily to Hog ami Peaks
Islands- Leave Burnham’s whart
6 30, 9.00 and 11 00 a. m., ami
2.00. 5.00 and 6 30 d. m.. returning directly trom tho
landings at the islands.
CHARLES A. SPARROW.
myl8dtf

fc/1hAfcfe^i_J,six

--

■'

■■

lorllie Islands.

Or

•

Sent

5}

28
■

®100
® 37

OfArtd'Atked

Sold...XOOi... 100}
Government6’s, 1881,_ ........... 109}.-.109}
Government 6-20’s, July, 1865...101}.... 105
Government 6-20’s, July, 1867,.107}.
108
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,..
.llol.-w.110f
Uovemmentl0-40’s,_w« .107} w 1077
8tate oi Maine Bonds,....111}....112}
Portland City Bonds, Municipal. 105 ... ,109
Portland City Bonds aid B.B..103 ..,,104
Bath City Bonds,...101 .... 105
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.. .105 ... .106
Calais City Bonds,.... ...102 ..,.1031

—

by Rail

on

“Valuable Books.—We have received the
valuable medical works published by the Peabody
Medical Institute. These books are of actual merit,
and should find a place in every intelligent family.
They are not the cheap order of abominable trash
published by irresponsible parties and purchased to
gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence as a source
of instruction on vital matters, concerning which
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy, ability and
care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions
for prevailing complaints
are
added.”—London
Lancet.
“The book tor young and middle-aged men to read
lust now,is the Science of Life,
—Republican Journal.

or

Self-Preservation,”

Steamer Gazelle,

and even the old.”—New York Tribune.
“We earnestly hope that the book ‘Science of
Life* will find, not only many readers, but earnost
disciples.”— Times.
“The first and only Medal ever conferred upon
any Medical Man in the country, as a recognitior of
skill and professional services, was presented to t he
author of this work, March 31, 1876, by the
National Medical Association.
Altogether, in its
execution and the richness of its materials, and
size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal
ever struck in this country for any purpose whatIt was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”
ever.
—Massachusetts Ploughman, June. 3, 1876.
This book contains more than
50
orig nal prescriptions of rare excellence,
either one of which is worth more than
the price of the book.
An illustrated

catalogue

sent

on

receipt

of 6c.

for

Jel2
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Adamson’s

Botanic Balsam,

PRICK 35 CENTS.
For the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Influenza, Uparseness, Difficult Breathing, and all Affections of ihe Throat,
Bronchial Tubes aud

Lungs, leading to
CONSUMPTION.

system.”

“Does not deceive invalids into false hopes by
purging and creating a ficitious appelite, hut assists nature in cleansing and purifying the whole
system, leading the patient surely to peifect

It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Bark, of wonderful healing
properties, and this Balsam is highly
recommended by physicians, cl 'rgymen and others,
testimonials from
whom I can furnish without number.
The following are a few of the names
of those who have used this
remedy:
Hon. James G. Blaine, ex-Speaker
House of Representatives, WashingMrs. Hon. James W
ton, D. C ;
Bradbury; Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governor of Maine; Hon. J. J. Eveleth.
Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Ricker
Rev. C. F. Penney,
Rev. Wm. A.
Drew, Col. F. M. Drew, ex-Secretary
of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State
Librarian; Col. George W. Stanley,
President First National Bank; 8. W.
Lane, Secretary of Senate; Warren L

health.”
“Was looked upon as an experiment for some
time by some ot our best physicians, but those
most incredulous are now its most ardent friends
and supporters, and are prescribing it in their

practice.”

“Instead of being a puffed-np medicine, it
worked its way up to its present astonishing
success by actual merit, in cnriug all diseases ot
the blood, stomach, liver and kidneys, of whathas

ever nature.”
“Is acknowledged and recommended by physicians to he the best purifyer of the blood yet
discovered, and thousands sneak in its praise who
have been restored to health by them.”

others too numerous to mention
!
1 have had a troublesome cough for
than five years, and have had
advice of three of the most skillful
physicians, but I found nothing to relieve and cure me till I used Adamson’ Botanic Cough Balsam.
Mks. GEO. A. ROBBINS.
Riverside, Me.
From Weeks & Potter, Wholesale
Druggists, Boston.
Mr. F. W. Kinsman—We must have
some more Adamson’s Balsam, foi
they do say it is the biggest thing out.
Please send us ten gross immediately
by freight. Yours very respectfully.
WEEKS & POTTER.
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant
to tako. See that the name oi F. W.
KiDsman is blown in tho bottle.
Sold by Drugggists and Dealers.
apr27
S&Weowly

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

(FORMERLY JOHNSON’S.)

This popular saloon having been
relilted and painted, is again open
to the public.
The prt-seirt proprietors will endeavor to merit the
liberal pa ronage heretofore bestowed and propose to increase its

popularity by generally reducing
the cost ot food, while fully maintaining the quality and quantity.
49 EXCHANGE STREET.
mars

jtf

12.20 p.

Str.

subscriber

to make change in busTHEiness offers hiswishing
stock and stand situatad in No.

Yarmouth, Me.,

the Islands I
Mary

W.

Libby,

CAPT. G. LOWELL,

cepted),

no
ex-

to

CUSHING’S and PEAKS ISLANDS
Leaves Ferry Slip, Custom House Wharf, at 6.00,
10.30 a. m., and 6.15 p. m. Returning leaves Cushing’s Landing at 6.20, 11.00 a. m., and 6.10 p. m.;
Peaks Island, Scott’s Landing, 6.30, 11.30 a. m. and
7.00. p.m.

Arrangements for picnics and excursions can be
with Captain on board or J. I. LIBBY. Manager, Custom House whail.
je20dif
made

Great Reduction

FOE SALE!
Stock and Trade ef a good business, well
tstablished, good location. Would require a
capital ot three to five thousand dollars. Business:
Doors, Blinds, Windows, 8ashes &c. Anyone
wishing to purchase will address
BOX 873, Pertland, Me.
jan!8tf

THE

WEEK,

a.

m.

3.15 p.

m.

8.45 a.
ConNewmarket Junction,) at
(via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. m,

For Scaborrough, Pine Point, Old OrBiddeford
and
Beach,
Saco,
Kennebnnk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Morning Trains will lenvo Rennebuok

Portland at T.20 a. m
The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the 8hore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest route to the West. Through
Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all ateamers running between Portland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt, Desert, Mac ias,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg
trains at Transftr Station, All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes lor refreshments at first class
dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. 8upt.
8. H. 8TEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

sept5

dtf

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.
7.00
8 a.

a. m.

On and after MONDAY,
trains will run as follows:
foi Auburn and Lewiston,

Oct. 8, 1877

m for Gorham, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. m for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.50 p. m. for Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

ARRIVALS.
Auburn.

8.30 a.

from Lewiston and

9.30

from Gorham (Mixed).
from Montreal, Quebec and West.
from Lewision and Auburn.
from Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris

m.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.
m.

Offices

3EPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST*

BOSTON & MAINE
—

EASTERN

ASS

PdLADELPmA
Leare eacli port erery Wed’s’y &

Wo

Tickets old at Rednced Rates!
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, fflllwan,
kee, Cincinnati, St. l.oni*. Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Cake CitT,
Dearer, San Prnnci.co,
»nd

all points In the

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
1ul8dtf

For Eleven Dollars,

across

FOB NEW

Boston.

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
the Sound Lines tor Mew York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Sound Steamers in season lor Supper, and
enjoy

A whole Night’s rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing
night changes incident to
other lines.

$8 New York $8
VIA ALL

including transfer

RAIL,
across Boston.

Tickets to all points West at Lowest Rates
Staterooms on steamers and cbairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices, Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Prcs’t E. R. R.
J.T.FURBER, General Sup’t.B. & M. R. R,
37dtf

§H

Train

Sunday

SIX DOLLARS !
including Transfer

FORK,

VIA

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Leaves foot of Preble street every Sunday at '-J 00 p. m. Passangers by this train arrive at Grand Central Depot, New York, Monday
morning at 5JO a. m.
AITENT,ON is also called to the fact that the
—

Freight for the West by thePenn, B. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission,
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, BAMPSOS, Ainu
10 Lea* Wharf Bum
Jn23-ly

NORTH

N LLOYD

STEAMSHIP

is the only route by which passengers leaving New
York by Norwich Line Steamers or Rail, Saturday
night can reach Portland next morning.
Passangers (via 8teamer Maryland Route) leaving
Washington at 1.40 a. m., Baltimore at 3.00 p. m.,

Philadelphia

at

7.00 a. m., Saturdays, arrive In
Portland Sunday at 12.20 p. m., *Ji hour* in advance of nil other Linm*
Ask for tickets via Portland & Worcsler Line.
J. W. PETERS. Ticket Agent.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.

je8

d3w

Central

LINE.

Newspapers

will

OELRICH8 &CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
WM. ALLEN, its Exchange St., Agent for
no28
Portland.
dly

Maine

buy them for 50 cents

hundred 'or

three hundred

for $1.00 at the

a

3500

3081
2911

Passenger Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger ear attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Winthrop and Waterville. The 11.45
p. m. tram is the Sight Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on the
Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Railway, and lor
Honlton, Woodstock, St. Andrews, St.
Ntepben, 8t. John and Halifax.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath. Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.00 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
R. R. at 6.22 p. m. The night
Pullman Express
train at 1.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland D«c. 3, 1877.
julldtf

Vaults Cleaned,

PRESS JOB OFFICE Address

s. p.

kicked,

Libbv'a Corner,

Deerlnj^.

on

the Atlantic

ship.

width of the

principal

The

staterooms

are

amidships, forward of the engines, where lea*t noise
and motion is felt, and are replete with every comfort having all latest improvements, double berths,
electric bells, &c.
The cuisine has always been a specialty of this
Line.
Ladies* cabins and bathrooms, Gentlemen’s
smoking and bathrooms, Barbers* shop, pianos,
libraries, &c„ provided.
The Steerage accommodation cannot be excelled.
Passengers of this class will find their comfort and

privacy particularly studied,
unsurpassed.

and tho

provisioning

For rates of passage and other information, apply
to JOHN G. DALE, Agent. 31 A 33 Broadway, New
York, or to T. P. McGOWAN, 432 Congrees St.,

Portland.

feb27eod6m

ANCHOR

LIKE.

UNITED STATES MAIL STEAMERS.
Sail from New York for
every
SATURDAY;
every
WEDNESDAY;
Passenger accommrdations unsurpassed for elegance
and comfort. All Staterooms on main deck,
and*Saloon amidships.
SALOON CABIN, $03 to #80, CURRENCY.
SECOND CABIN, including all requisites. #40.
Excursion Tickets for First-Class Fa sago New York
to Paris and return, # 1.43 to # 103 according
to stateroom and route chosen.
For Books of Information, Plans, &c.f
Apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS,
7 BOWLING GREEN, NEW VORK.

GLASGOW,
LONDON,

Or toT. McGOWAN,
139 Congress St., Portland.

ap3013m

CLYDE’S

Philadelnliia & New England Steamship Line,
—

FBOM

—

BOSTON*
*ith OLD COLON V RAILROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
Quick Time, Lew Hates, Prequeni Departures.

in connection

Freight received at New and Spacions Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL R1VEK, there
connecting with the Clyde Mieamere, Mailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines toCharieston, S.CH
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod voiced.
Insurance at lowest rates.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply
to

D. D. C. niNk,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,

196 Washington Street. Boston.
WM. P. CLIDE A CO..
S.enerai Jlanagern, Philadelphia*

janll

dtf

CO-""

Laatpori, Calais, St. John, N. B., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax. N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. JE. I.

TUBE

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIPS PER WEEK.
On and after Monday, June
P 3d. the Steamers of the Inter-

national
Steamshin
Comnanv
• ““ ■
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at 6 P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John ana aastp >rt on
same day8, and Portland the next morning at 5 A.
M. for Boston.
Connections made at Eastport for Robblnston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Anna poll*, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside. Charlottetown, P. E,
I., Fredericktown, N. B.f and all stations on the In-

tercolonial Railway.
63T~Freight received on day of sailing until 4

o'clock p.

m.

For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.,) or of
uih21dtt
A. R. STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

HOTELS.

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

PORTLAND. ME.
HEATED

BY

STEAM.

Terms hereafter will be bat $2.00 per day

WOLCOTT * CO., Proprietors.

aaglO__

decdtf

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia
Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharl
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted np with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine- During the Summer months
these steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on
their passage to and from New York. Passage, ineluding State Room, $4. Meals extra. Goods declined beyond Portland or New York forwarded to
destination at once For further information apply to

Portland,

P.

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excb mge street
decl6tf

Embracing the leading Hotels In the State, at wblcb
the Daily rases mar always be found.
ALFRED.
Alfred Donat, B. D. Gsdiog,

LLAS_LOfE.

SHORTEST

OCEAN

Speed, Comfort

and

VOYAGE.

Safety Combined.

The first-class iron mall steamof this line sail from Quebec
every Saturday A. M. for
Liverpool via Londonderry
The Summer Route through
Helle Sale is amidst the magnificent scenery of the
Gun of St Lawrence. One third the passage being
inland navigation, it shortens the actual sea passage
to about five days from land to land.
Passengers leave on Grand Trunk 1.30 p. m. train
Fridays to connect. Cattle are not carried on the

mail steamers.
The Baltimore
fax every alternate

Hail Line sails from Halilor Liverpool ria

Tuesday

Cabin Passengers $80 and $70 gold; Intermediate
$40, or its equivalent. Steerage $28 currency. Return and Prepaid Tickets at reduced rates to and
from all parts of Europe.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent lor New
England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me,
SSf~Slaht Sterlluit Checks issued in sums
t<> suit for At and upwards.

lebl?

dly

ftTOJVIAGTOtf

JLIME

Proprietors.

ACRCSTA.

Augusta House, State »t„ M Whitehead,
Proprietor,
BATH.

Hotel, C. HI. Plummer, Proprietor

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprietor.

BOSTON.
Parker Houoe. School 9i. H. D. Parker Ah

Co., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. It. Crocker, Proprl
etor.

Fremont nouse, Tremont
Gurney At Co. Proprietors.

AHEAD

OF ALL

OTHERS.

This is

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bolton A Providence R. R. Depot dally, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonlngton with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of nil other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston A Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins A Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little A Co.’s,491 Exchange^.
L. W. F1LKIN3,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.l, New York.
President.
ocl If
atf

Norfolk Baltimore & Washington
,c.r'V

STBAmSillP

LINfc

First tin.* Mlramahips
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.
Frans

WM.CRANF!.
GEORGE APPOLD.

Boston direct every TUGSRA \
and RATUBDAV.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of th» Lake, Freight

forwarded from Norfolk

to

Petersburg

»uo

nich

moud, and Ya. and Tenn. R. K. to all places in the
South, C. P. Saither, Agent, 240 V. ashihgton St„
Boston.
To all points of North and Sooth Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points In the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street
Boston.
Fhroagh bills of lading given by the above named

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
Rooms, W. U. Field,

PronrirlAr.

CORNISH.
Cornish House,in. II. Doris, Proprietor
DAMARISCOTTA MILLS.
House, Trask Rros. Proprietor*

Snmoset

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining nail. Grand Trunk Railway

Depot,

M. W.

freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore,Waehor other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
nov2dtf
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

RE-OPJENING
THE POPULAR

Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—

Morrill, Proprietor.

EASTPORT.
Passant aqnoddy House,—A, Pike A Co.,

Proprietors.

HIRAM.
Hi. Cntler House,—Hirsm Boston, Pro

prletor

LEWISTON
House, Quinby & March, Pro*

DrWitt

prletor.

LIMERICK.
Lint rick Boose,—D. S. Fogg, Proprietor
Atlantic

prietor.

HILL BRIDGE.
House, Geo. A. Hopkins,

Pro-

NO BRIDGE WOCK.
Dsatorth House, D. Dnnfonh. Proprietor
PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, II. Hubbard, Proprlelor
PHILLIPS.
Barden
etor.

House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

KKOffHEOAN.
riranllouH, W. G. llesrltou, Pronrtetor.

PORTLAND.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal li.J.G. IPrrr*.

Proprietor.

Cirr Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St
J. K. Jlnrtin, Proprietor.
Fnlmouih notel, O. M. Shaw & Hen, pro-

TO ISTEW
VIA

Preble House, Congress Ht.Cibson A( .„

Proprietors.

P. H Hotel, Junction ofCongressand Ped
era! Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
WEST HAHPHWE1.L,
Hatpsssell House—A. J. merryiunu. Proprietor.

PROVIDENCE line

W EST NEW'FIELD.
Wcsl Nets Held House, R.O. Holmes,Proprietor.

YORK,

ft

PROVIDENCE.

9
9
X

Opens April 29, for Ike Season of 1878.
ONLY 41

MILES

OF

KAIL.

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted) at 6P.M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Providence, with the Entirely New and dlnguMcent

STEAMER

MASSACHUSETTS

and tlie well known and popular

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND,
York
A.

Arrivng

in New
at 6
M. This is tho only
line affording a delightful sail through Narvaganaett Bay by daylight.
Returning leave Pier 29, North Elver, at 5 P.
M., arriving in Boston at 7 A. SI.
No intrrmediate landings between Providence and New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, corner State street,
and at Boston <£ Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B, * P. R, R.

apr2

Clark, Proprietor

DEXTER.

prietors.

For

agton,

OF

Nl.-Chapiu,

P. At K. Dining

IV. G.

FOR NEW YORK.

Proprietor.

ACBCBN*
Elm Home, Court. S|,W, N. At A, 1'ounu

Bath

fior,

2.40 and 11.43 V• “>•
Por Showbegan at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
Por Angnsta, Ballowell, (Isrdiut/ and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40,5.20 and 11.45 p.

For Lewiston and Auburn.
can

City

The best Located House for Easiness Hen

foot

Hoboken.
Kates of

Passenger Trains leave Portland for BanDexter, Belfast and Waterville at

Por Keckland and all atatlona on Knox & Lincoln B. B., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
Par Bath at 7.00 a. m™ 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
Por Parmingloa, iUonmonth, Winthrop,
Beaddeld, West Waterville and Water.
vllle via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

WRAPPERS!

City

3775

of Paris,
of Brooklyn,

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

Company

Saturday from Bremen Pier,

MONDAY, DEC. 3. 1877.

m.

FOR

Ton*.

City of Brussels,
City of New York,

M91
4807
45t>»;
4490

Passage— From New York to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $00, goid; st orage, $00
currency. Apply to

ot the

Passage $12.50.

Old

Liverpool.

sail! every
of Third Street,

The Steamers

agents.

RAILROAD.

fastest

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and Bremen.

Portland & Worcester Line

Maine

\OU WAIST

and

Maturday.

The saloons are luxuriously furnished, especially
well lighted and venti'ated aDd take up the whole

Mrnrnmmm

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
Fine Street Wharf, Phil*,
delphia, at 10 a. m.
lnenranceone half the rate ot
sailing vessels.

Including

TO YEW YORK

Sat’d’y

Wharfage*
From
From

Northwest, West and Southwest

Transfers across Boston both ways.

Chester,

SUMMER

Steamship Line.

Queenstown.

—

To

OB.—

RAILROAD

or

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP

AND

ers

—TO—

—

—

A

$11 mm tickets $11
VIA

mj20dtf

BO ST O 1ST

for

74 EXCHANGE ST.,

—

Portland, May 15,1878.

chard

f^assenaer

NewYork&Retum

and early morning trains for Boston and the West.
The Steamer Lewiston has a large capacity for
Freight and Passengers, has also 75 large airy State
Rooms, including 10 Family Rooms.
For further particular* inquire ol
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger.

BETWEEN

Exeter, Haverhill, North Andover, Law-

2.20
2.50
6.00 p.

IN BATES TO

BTfiAMEKS,

Queenstown

Richmond,

of
of

Machias.

The Steamer LEWISTON,
(1127 Tons Burden,) Capt.
Chas. Deeding, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State
St, every Tacmlay tind
Friday evening** at IO o’clock, commencing
Tuesday, May 21, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, South West Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt.
Desert,) Millbridge Jonesport and Machianport.
Returning, will leave MachiaNport every
Monday aud Thursday moroingH at 4..'10
o’clock* touching as above, arriving in Portland
same night, usually connecting with Pullman train

Arrangement.

wn and Alter Monday, October
8, 1877, train* will LEAVE
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON
■■ ■
at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m., arriving ai Boston atl0.45 a. m., 1.30, 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m. For
Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Great Falls, Dover,
Rochester, Farmington, N. H., Alton Bay, Newmarket,

6.15

J. HAMILTON,
Superintendent of P. & O. R. R.

a

“Walnut Hill.” The stock
consists ot the usual variety kept in country stores.
For
further particulars enquire of CHAS.
McLAUGHLIN & CO., 84 Commercial St., Portland,
or the subscriber on *.
premises.
I. S. STANWOOD.
mylOeodtt&w
near

TWO TRIPS PER

J. M. LUNT. Snpt.

rence, Andover and Lowell at 6.15,
For Manchester and
m., 3.15 p. m.

«. 1«7M

will on and after June 2lst, 1878, until nrther
tice, make 'three Trip. Daily, (Sundays

You

■_■_
Stock and Stand for Sale.

and

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

m.

mj21dtf

Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; W.T
Morrell, Esq., Portland; Emory Cook,
Providence, R. I., and fifty thousand

Sparkling, Cooling and Iuvigoialing,
that most benign and popular preparation.

ROOMS,

SUNDAY TRAINS—Leave Preble Street Station at 9.00 P. M., arriving at Rochester at
4.00 p. m. and at Worcester 7,25 p. m., connecting with Boston & Albany R. R. for New York
and the West- Leave Worcester at 7 00 a- m.,
Rochester 10.30 and arriving at Preble Street

H.

more

EMBAB DIMM

trains of Grand Trunk R. R.

Aldeu, Bangor; Charles C. Nutter,
Esq,, 27 Tremont St., Boston; Lieut
Jonathan Osborn of Boston; William

For sale by all druggists.
At wholesale by
Pkillips & Co. and Perkins & Co.

The F*st Steamer CITY OF
RICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will
leave Railroad Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday Evening, nt lo o’clock, (commencing Wednesday, May 8th,) for Bitugor, touching at Rockland, Camden, laincoluviile,
Belfast, Mearsport, Sandy Point, liucksport* W inierport and Humpdeu. Arriving
in Bangor about 10.30 next morning.
Returning, leave
Haogor every Monday
Wednesday and Friday morning at O
o’clock, airiving in Portland at 5 p. ni., connecting
with Portland & Boston Steamers, and Pullman
Night Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.

m.

cord, N. H., (via

Portland to Bridgton and return, or Harrison and
These cheap excursion tickets will be with-

For

2.30 and 6.15 p.

__

arriving in Portland at ti.30 p. m.
Excursion tickets will be oflered, good for one day

je21dtf

m.,

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through

Fail

only, at

nftr, .Tnly

a.

BOSTON A MAINE RAILROAD

the route

on

follow*

Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car lor Boston via Nashua and Lowell
Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell
12.1' p. m., Bo.ton 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and
Worcester at 2.10 p. m.f connecting with
trains south and West.
9.10 P. HI. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and CiSreai
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua for Lowell and
Boston, at Aver Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Iftoosae Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad for New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line'* for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and W ashington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New York, at 6.00 a. m.
6.15 p. m —From Preble Street. Mixed for Rochester and Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. m., and 8.50
p. m
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., 1.15
and 11.00 p.

.

tele

a*

m.

Leaves Custom Haase Wharf at 9 a.
!i aad 3.30 p. m. Returning, Leaves Evergreen Landing 1» <>. m., 3 and 4.43 p. ,11.
Peaks I.Iand, Scott’s Landing (0.13 a. ,n.,
4.30and 3 p. m. Cushing’s Landing (0.30
a. in., it (3 and (13 p.m.
Fare down and back 25 cents., 5 tickets $1.00.
Children 10 cents.
Arrangements for Picnics and Excursions can be
made at the office of the Company, at the end of Custom House Wharf. All comunications bv mail addressed to PBAK’8 ISLAND
8TEANIROAI comp AN V, will be promptly attended
to
Per order Directors.

eod&wly

T

TRUTH*.

eod2w

Portland & Rochester B. B.

7.30 a. HI.

on and after June 13, 1878, until further
WILL
notice, make three trips daily to Cushing
and Peak’s Islands.

postage.
Address as above. The author may be consulted
on all diseases requiring skill and
experience.
Office hours—9 A. m. to 6 p. m.

jan23

FOR KMGOR.

PORTLAND &MUER LIi\l

“Hope

life.”—Philadelphia Enquirer,
“It should be read by the young, the middle-aged

STEAMBOAT CO.

For Mt. Desert

9.10 p. xu.
Leave Preble St. Station at 7.40

CAFT. A, S. OLIVER,

ed.”—Uosfcm Herald.

nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box,
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing
of these valuable works, published by the Peabody
Medical Institute, which are reaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of

PORTLAND, B1NG0R & MACHIAS

1Q7B

Train* will rnn

“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever publish-

“It is not a vile, nauseous compound, which
simply purges the bowels, hut a safe, p'easant
remedy, which is sure to purify the blood, and
thereby restore the health.”
“Strikes at the root of disease by purifying the blood, restoring the liver aud kidneys
to healthy action, invigorating the whole

Overcomes inaction of the liver and bowels, conquers
dyspepsia, depurates the blood, subdues feverishness
and sick headaches,is an appetizing tonic, and is celebrated or its alterative properties.
SOLD BY ALL DKUGGISTS.

1105 A 91. from Upper Bartlett.
6 ilO P. 91 from Burliugton and Swanton.
The 7 15 A. M. train will make close connection at
Swanton for Oedensburg and all stations on Ogdensbarg & Lake Champlain Kailroad.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.

Leave Grand Trunk Depot,
Portland »<. 7.30 n. m. and

Parties desiring to avail themselves or this delightful trip should take advantage of this opportunity.

The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
In early life may be alleviated and cured. Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled “The Science of Life,
or
Self-Preservation.”
Exhausted
Vitality,
Nervous and Physica Debility, or Vitality impaired
by the errors of youth or too close application to
business may be restored and manhood regained.

nod INDIA
WHARF. BONTOM, errry
evening n( 7 o’clock (Sunday excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and Inconvenience of arriving In Boston lata
at night.
W-Ticketa and State Rooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 206 Middle Street.
Through Tickete to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. t'OYI.E, jr.. Uen’i Agt,
de30-76dtf

___

....

^————■—p

Leave Portland at 7.15 A. 91.
or all station?, running through to
Jwaoton and Burlington.
Portland at *4 45 P. 91. tor Upper
and intermediate stations.

May J|.

Portland,

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

ARRANGEMENT OE TRAINS.

-IWlffinrl.

WHARF,

SViTmER ARRANGEMENT.

MAY 22, 1878.

ONE dollar;

Receipt of Price $1.

at

FRANKLIN

MAY 13, 1878.

Peak’s Island Steamboat Co.

SELF-PRESERVATION.

Published and for Sale only by the Pea-

(or

lay (except

_

nect with train

The Science of Life;

every

ARRIVE.

STEAMER FIONA
Will, until iurther notice,

.1_ A.

Sleeping Car,
m..

Throngh Tickets to all Points south and West at
owe?? rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
my27dff

Leave
Bartlett

train, leaving Portland at 7.15 a. m., for Naples,
Bridgton, and Harrison, returning in season to con-

5
6

..

Boston

dtl

For

‘4.03 n,

nt

7.30a. m., I'J.ROand 7.00
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and B. A N, A. Railway tor St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

eave

BSP"'Train leaves Grand Trunk Depot at 2.10 P. M.
State Rooms secured in advance at 28 Exchange St.,
and at Grand Trunk Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.,
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent,

Connecting with Portland & Odgensburg Railroad

20
6

—

p. m.

Express with

On and after Monday, April 1st, the stean.ers
John Brooks and Forest City will ruu alternately
as follows: Leave

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURQ R.R

—

ROVAL M AI I,

New York to

Tons.

and

MONDAY, June 24,1878.

OPPOSITE REVERE ROUSE.

Cumberland National Bank,... 40. 54 ... 56
Canal National Bank. 100.152 .... 154
First National Bank.100.139 ....MO
Casco National Bank,.100.143 .,,,145
Merch ants’ National Bank,- .75.108 ... 110
Nationall'raders’ Bank. 100.138 ... 139
Portland Company,...—
70 _w 80
Portland Gas Company.-..50.... .,73 ..., 75
193 ....105
OceaniBsnranceCompany,.., 100...
A. St K. B. B. Bonds,... ... 99 .—,100
Maine CentralK. R. Stock, ...100.15
Maine Central B.B. Bonds,7’st.
88 .... 90
...
I^eds & Farmington B.R.Bonds.lOO93
95
Portland & Ken. B. K.Bonds, 100—.99 .... 100
tConsolidated.

3.13

Annoyance of carriage Transfer incident to all other routes.

will

Satinets.
Blankets.
Camp 7ft.1 00 @1 20
Colored ^pr .175 @3 00
White 10-4... .2 00 @6 50
Cotton Batting.
501b bales 1 fis
8 ® 13
rolls....,— ..
Warp lam- 19 ® 20
19 ® 22
Twine..
W'cking...... 22 ® 25
wreckings.
All wool 3-4... 45 @ 50
7-8... 55 @ 60
78 ex. 65 ® 70
Crash.
Heavy. 12}® 18
Medinm. 6}® 10
Drills.
Brownh’vy 30 8}® 9}
Medinm 30 7}® 8}

Par Valtu.

2^

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’, Saco, Uiddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North Berwick. South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Ktttery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lyoi, Chelsea aud Boston at
S.45 a. m.
Saco, Uiddeford, Kennebunk, Kiltery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lyna, Chelsea and Bostou at

SEBAGO STEAMBOAT CO.,

Portland Dally Pren Stock Dili
Corrected by Woodbuby & Moulton. Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Descriptions

ARRANGEMENT.

These magnificent steamers, built In watertight
compartments, aie among the strongest, largest and

Lines!

Purchase jour tickets via this route and

—or

market.

Bepellants..,—

15
25

SPRING

City
City of Montreal,

l

Steamer Mount Pleasant,

Comments ot leading Newspapers on Hop Bitters
Test Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief.

Breen.. 5 00 @ C 00 Blasting. 3 50 @ 4 00
Dri’d West’n
6 @
9 Sporting.... 5 60 8 6 50
do Eastern.
7
drain.
(18
Ashes.
Com,mixed new
Pearl,^ ft.. 118 11J Yellow....
6 8
Pot.
7
bag lots
Beans.
Meal..
Pea. ... 190@ 200 Rye.....
Mediums!.— 1 85 @ 1 95 Barley..
Yellow Eyes. 212 8 215 Oats..
Fine Feed....
Bex Shooks.
Pine-. 50 8 55 Shorts.
Bread.
Hay.
Pilot Sup.... 8 00 @10 00 Pres’d,^ton.l3 00 @15 00
do ex 100ft. G 00 @ 8 00 Loose.14 00 @16 00
Ship. 4 00 @ 4 50 Straw.- 6 00 8 8 00
Iron.
Crackers 3f>
100-. 30 8 19 Common..—
lja
2}
Batter.
ReUned.
2J@
2jj
5
4)8
Family, ^ ft 18 8 90 Norway.
15 8
18
10 8
15 Cast Steel..
Store..
9 8
H
German St’l.
Candles.
4
Mould, ^ 1b.
@ 13 Shoe Steel— 3} 8
7 8
9)
Sperm. 32 8 35 Spring Steel.
Charcoal.
Sheetlron,.
4
Pine.
8 12 Common.,..
3)@

Norwich

'Ir-.'vn

..5-4..

INMAN LINE

City

AND

having what you are willingto pay for.
Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughtiie United States and Canadas, and by Wjusks &
Pottkb, Proprietors, Boston, Mass,

30
30
40

00
78
BO
75
00
00
35

BOSTON STEAMERS.

Every Thursday

RETURNING,

return.

Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitcbell & Co.
Brown Cottons.
Bags, good.... 18®
Sheetings width, price. Prints best.... 51®
Standard36in 7®
medinm 5 ®
7}
Heavy. ..36— 6*
common
41®
Medium.36.. &
Plnk&buft
5®
Fine....36- 6
Woolens.
4i
Shirtings. .28..
Bv’rs D’ns6-4.137}@2
Flannels heavy 22,
“Moscow6-4.2 75 @5
medium 12._20 Cassimereblk.l 00
!l
Bleached Cottons.
fancy. 62 4
Good-36in 8}® 11 Coatings 3-4 1 00 J
Medium.36- 7 ® 8
3-4 150
4
Light... .36- 5}® 7 Doesk’sbl’3-4 1 00 4
10 ® 13} Jeans Kent’y. 12}
Sheetings.9-8..
*

STEAMERS.

1878.

Mondays.)

PORTLAND & WORCESTER

An Electro-Galvanic

of books

Dry Goods Wholesale

STEAMERS.

City of Berlin,

Boston

out

Far

®bx 5 00 @ 5 50
Wool.
Oranges ®b
3 V 00 Fl’ce wash’d. 25®
Oranges Val. 9 CO @11 00 do unwash’d 25 @

Railroad,

MAY

Night

VIA.

..

35

NEW^IORK!

Excursion Tickets at Low Rates

And insist upon

6 00
St.Louiswinterfair-- 550@625
Win’r good 7 00@ 7 25
“
beBt. 650 @ 7 25
Fruit.
Almonds,
Soft Shell.
19 @
20
Shelled—.. 33 @ 42
Tobacco.
Peanuts. .. ■. 150 3 2 00 I Fives and Tens,
Citron...... 16 3 20
Bestbr’nds 65 @ 75
Currants....
Medium... 55 @ 60
7J@
84
Dates.. 1 ■
7
Common
48 @
52
61@
Figs. 12 3 18 Half lbs
50 @
55
Prunes-..,, 10 0 15 Nat’lLeaf... 90 @ 10
Raisins,
Navy fts.... 55 0 62
Laver,new 1 85 @ 2 00
Varnish.
L, M. new. 2 05 0 2 15 Damar.1 25 @ 1 75
r

TibLemons

□ COLLINS'
VOLTAIC PLASTER

QQLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

@ 45
@ 30
@ 45
25 @
35
Japan..
do choice 30 @ 45
Tin.
Straits. 18 0 20
English. 19 @ 23
Char. I.C.- 6 75 @ 7 00
Char. I. X... 8 75 @ 9 00
Teme....„. 675 @7 25
Coke..
6 25 @ 7 25
Antimony..,
@ 20
Zinc.7 CO @ 750

—.

TO

S

POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale
Druggists, Boston, Mass.

Salt,

@

toms continued without relief they would have rendered mo an easy victimJiWhen fn this distressing
condition, I commenced the use of Sanford’s Radical
Cur* for Catarrh, very reluctantly, I confess, as I had
tried all the advertised remedies without benefit. Tho
first dose of this wonderful medicine gave me tho
greatest relief. It is hardly possible for one whose head
aches, eyes ache, who can scarcely articulate distinctly
on account of the choking accumulations in his throat,
to realize how much relief I obtained from the first apMention of Sanford’s Raeical Cure. Under its in*
uence, both internal and external, I rapidly recovered,
and by an occasional use of the remedy since, have
been entirely free from Catarrh, for the first time in
twelve years.
Respectfully yonrs,
GL'O. W. HOLBROOK.
Waltham, Mass., Jan. 8,1876.
P. S.— I purchased the Radical Cues of GEO. H.
ROGERS, Druggist, Rumford Building.

WEEKS &

Clear.12 00 @12 50
toe6S..10 50 @1100
9 @
Hams.10
Bice.
7 @
8
Rico® ft..
Saleratus.
T
Salerat’s®lb
6@

Soap.
ExSt’mRTd

®

No. 1.

IUIJ ,,u

Seed*.
ft....
8
Red Top bag 2 00
H. Grass,bu. 1 65

ling with Father Kemp’s Old Folks Concert Troupe as
a tenor singer, I took a severe cold and was laid up at
Newark, N. J. This cold brought on a severe attack of
Catarrh, which I battled with every known remedy for
four weeks without avail, and was finally obliged to
give up a most desirable position and return nome,
unable to sing a note. For three years afterwards I
was unable to sing at all. The first attack of Catarrh
had left my nasal organs and throat so sensitive that the
slightest cold would bring on a fresh attack, leaving
mo prostrated. In this way I continued to suiter. Tho
last attack, the severest I ever had, was terrible. I suffered the most excruciating pain in my head, was so
hoarse as to be scarcely able to speak, and coughed
Incessantly. I thought I was going into quick consumption, and I firmly believe that had these symp-

Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, with full directions for use in all cases.

Ex Plate. .14 00 @15 00

2} Clover,

bbl.

Scal’d®bx.

ka

uu

Only Six Dollars

twelve years ago,

„„

linn

Eastern

ON and after June 25th-, will leave the
East side of Custom House Wharf lor
Jones and Trefetben’s and
Islard
5-45» 7-°° 8-40.10.20 a. m. and 1.45, 3 15,
4.30 and 6.10 p. m., and will make an
Evening
Trip
for Jones and Treiethen’s at 7.30
p. m. Leaving the !
Islands at 9.30.
I
Fare for the Bound Trip 35 cents; Children 10 cents,
je25dtt
C. H. KNOWLTON.

a cure progresses
aeem possible for

Whale.

"

the

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

hi) am

4 oo
35

Kerosene.
Po.-t.Ref.P’tr

T>lata

Association—Farrington

Second Monday in each month. Delivery
daiiv, 2 to 9, day and evening.
Payson Literary Society—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7£ o’clock.
Portland Public Library and Reading
Room—Open and free to all from 10 a. m, to 9 p.
m.
City Building.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Tuesday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday
evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings, at
heir Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square. Section
181 Endowment Rank, fourth Wednesday in each

preparation of this remarkable remedy every
herb, plant, and bark is subjected to distillation.
in
Whereby the essential medical principle is obtainedthe
vapor, condensed and bottled. What remains in
still is inert, valueless, and totally unfit for use in an
organism so delicate as the nasal passages. Yet all
snuffs are insoluble compounds of woody fibre; all tinctures, saturated solutions.

Port.
@ 875
@ 500 PureGr’ddo 860 @ 900
Shellac.,. 28 @ 30 Pure Dry do.
@8 50
Indigo. 90 @ 125 Am. Zinc.,, 10 @ 12
Iodine.
3
@ 5 00 Rochelle Yel.
24@
Ipecac.1 70 @ 1 80 Eng.Ven.red
2I@ 3
licorice rt., 15 @ 20 Red Lead.,
10 @
Cal ex. 34 @ 40
Plaster.
Morphine,,.
@ 3 80 White,p ton
@ 3 00
Oil bergamot 4 00 @ 4 25 Blue.@ 2 75
Cod liver., 1 25 @ 1 50 Giou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Lemon.,, 3 15 @ 3 25 Calcined.bls. 2 75 @ 3 00
Oiive. 125 @ 1 75
Prodace.
Peppt. 2 50 @ 3 25 Beef Side,,
9
7@
Winterg’n.
@ 2 75 Veal
@
Potass bro9 @
Mutton.
11
50 @
mide.
65 Chickens,,
10 @
12
Chlorate,.
28 @
30 Turkeys
14 @
16
Iodide.... 3 85 @ 3 90 Eggs.pdox.
131
llj@
Quicksilver
60 @
60
@ 65 Potatoes
Quinine. 3 65 @ 370 Onions, bbl,
none
Rt rhubarb,
75 @150 Bermudacr’te
@115
Rt snake,,
35 @
Round hogs,
6i
6@
Saltpetre.., 10 @ 17
Provisions.
Senna.. 15 @ 25 Mess Beef, .10 50 @1100
Seen canary. 2 40 @ 2 75
Ex Mess, 11 50 @12 50

Mon.

BITES,

75

Ex logwood
Gum Arabic.
Aloes cape.

Monday.

evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wedneeday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month,

3@
@
@

Cream tartar

Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

mandery, Weduesday

331

12

A purely vegetable distillation entirely
unlike all other remedies.

Row Orleans

Barbadoes.
Sagua.

RAD,ROADS.

_

Cieniuegos...
Muscovado,

Cask.

Copperas.,,.

Blue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday ; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third
Wednesday.
Chapters—Greenleaf R. A.C., first Monday; Mt.

Tuesday Lit
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in Slay;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Com-

@
@

I2j@

powders...
Borax.„
Brimstone...
Cochineal..,.

YORK BITES.

mot

12
13

Bleaching

MASONIC.
At Masonic Ball, No. 95 Exchange Street.

i..

11
12

tart..... 60 @ 621
Alcohol p gl 2 15 @ 2 25
Alum.....-,,
5
4@
Ammonia
<»rb. 20 @ 23
Ashes pot..,
6 @
7
Bals copabla.
@ 50
Beeswax
38 @ 42

CITS GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
lace the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday
evening of each month.

r,.i

28
34

Rope......
@ 15
Naval
®™K* aodpyes.
Tar, p bbl..
Oxahc.. 15 @ 20
Pitch(O.Tar)

Stated Meetings.

.. ..

p lb

@
32 @

Acid

Augusta,

nr, ,vr.

@

Russia. ,...
Manila.
Manila Bolt

Sedgwick,

COMMANDERIKS of K. T.—Portland, fourth
second Thursday.

@

Bronze

Arrlvs

Corrected tor tlie Peess to Juno 20, 1878.
IIow to Make Coffee.
In the first place, I take care to get the
very beat coffee, equal parts of Mocha aud
Java, already roasted. This I keep in a tightly covered jar, and grind it fresh every morning. For three grown people I take six tablespoonfuis of coffee, put it in a bowl, and break
* fresh
egg into it, shell and all. I mix till the
coffee is wet throughout, then pat into a hot
tin
coffee-pot, turn on two quarts of boiling
water, get it on the stove, and let boil briskly
lor ten
minutes; then pour in.half a cupful of
cold water, set it on the table a minute or
two,
to settle, and then pour
through a little wire
strainer, into tee coffee-pot I intend to hriDg
to the table. Frequently
my visitors have said:
Ob, yon can always have good coffee, for yon
have Jersey cream to put in it.”
But I had
good coffee long before I owned a Jersey cow,
and even when we have had no cream at all
by attending strictly to these rules. By boiling a Jug of milk, to use with the coffee, it can
always be good. There it no possible excuse
for bad coffee, and yet how seldom do we see it
good.— N. Y. Times.

ing..,....,

at 1.20 p. m. Close at 6.45 a m and 1.45 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 11.15 a m and 6.40 p m. Close at 6.43
a m and 2.15 p m.
S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Castine, Deer Isle,
Desert, Jonespert, Macbias, MacbiasDOrt, East Machias. Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails, via New Tork, day previous to sating oi steamers. Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express,
Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.15 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.15 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G, T> R, Arrive at 2.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Close
ai 11.30 a. m. and 9 p. m.

day; St. Albans,

Capper.

..

3 50
2 25

Spruce.... 1 50 @ 175
150 @ 175
Pine.
@ 2 25
30
Matches*
Star, p gros. 2 00 @ 210
18
Molasses,
18 Porto Rico,
42 I

Cep. Bolts..
Y.M.sheath-

Way Mails

EXCURSIONS.

FOR
SANFORD’S
THEJSL ANDS,
Steamer Tourist.
RADICAL CURE
For CATARRH
Hog

@40 00 Laths,spr, ce

E. O. Staves.

Arrive at 5.20 p m.
via Boston and Maine
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at 8.13
r, m and 2.45 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 and
11.30 p. m. Close at 8.15 a m, 2.15 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes
Arrive at 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3.15 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.35
a m. Close at 7.15 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 2.15 and 0.00
a. m., and 3.15 p m.
Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a. m.
and 5.00 p m.
or

MEDICAL

@26 00
@17 00
@25 80
@55 00

@
CedarExNo! 175 @

Pop’rBtaves.16 00 @17 00
Spruce, r’gh.
@14 00

Boston and the West.

Intermediate

Hemlock.... 9 50 @1100

Clapboards,

in...18 00 @20 00
Spruce ex.24 00
Soft Pine..
do No.l 14 00
@20 00
Hard Pine
@23 00
Clear.... 22 €0
14
00
ft.25
00
Hoops,
@28
Pine.30 00
8hort do 8 it.12 00 @13 00 Shingles,
7ft. 800 @10 00
Cedarex,. 3 00

Olc« Bonn.
From 7.30 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.
Portland, Mr., May 13,187T.
Arrival and Departure at Bait..
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
Close at 8.13 a. m, and 2.43 and 9.00 p- m.
• m.

for three or four years past and the winter of
1875 were more than the trees were able to
stand. During the winter of 1875 there was
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
but little snow, and the ground froze to an evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
on Wednesday evening; Ivy, D. ofR., second and
unusual depth, while the roots, being so near
the surface, suffered from both, the drought lourth Saturday of each month.
Encampment—Machigonne, first and third Wedand severe freezing. Had the ground been
Star, second and fourth Wednesnesday ; Easternfirst
in a good state of cultivation, the roots would
and third Friday; Falmouth,
day; Portland,
not have been at the surface, and conseNo. 11, first and third Tuesdays.
quently would have escaped both the drought
Benefit association—Board of Directors meet

end.

hd. Headings,
Spruce, 35

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
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»
Merchants, send yonr
ordergfor Job Printing
to the DAILY PKESS
Job Printing Honso.
Satisfaction guaranteed
Ed

a
Ed
m

a
9
e
M

Vaults Cleaned

and
moved.

*

Ashes

Re

OHDEKS promptly attended to by calling at
ALL
«• U1BSU.N,
->SI.a<ldre'eiI)g
Congress Street

